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NOTE FOR THE RECIPIENTS OF THE RESEARCH REPORT
"RESOURCES FOR THE STUDY OF INTERNATIONAL

RELATIONS IN CANADIAN UNIVERSITIES"

Before the beginning of the academic year 1968/69, the Department of
External Affairs asked the Canadian Institute of International Affairs
whether it could arrange to have a report prepared concerning teaching and
research in international relations and area studies at Canadian Universi-

ties. The Department wished to have an up-to-date report which would help
to identify courses, centres, individuals and fields of research of direct
interest to its members on duty in Ottawa or at Canadian posts abroad.
The development of an academic relations programme intended to promote
greater contact with the Universities in the fields mentioned, the
difficulty of keeping officers in the Department, particularly those abroad,
in touch with a rapid growth of university study through existing documents
such as calendars and the receipt of enquiries from outside Canada all

indicated the need for a report of this nature.

The Canadian Institute of International Affairs asked Mr. A.R. Kilgov-
to undertake the report, which was compiled during the academic year 19G.,/'69
and completed in the spring of 1969. The financial support extended by the
Department of External Affairs did not cover all the costs and the Department
is grateful to Mr. Kilgour and to the Institute'for their co-operation in
this project. It is also grateful to those in the Universities who responded
to the requests for information. Although the report was prepared in a form
appropriate for the purposes mentioned, we felt that it might be of interest
and of some use to faculty members in the relevant fields of study. Copies
are therefore being sent to those who would appear to be most directly
involved in teaching and study of international affairs. A small reserve
supply of copies is being held by the Academic Relations Section of the
Department to meet later requests. (At Ottawa address given below).

It is very likely that various sections of the report will now be partly
out of date as a new academic year begins. No decision has yet been made
about revising the report at some time in the future, but the C.I.I.A. and
the Department of External Affairs would welcome comments, additional informa-
tion and suggestions for revision. Those might most conveniently be directed
towards the Institute (31 Wellesley Street East, Toronto 384, Ontario).

Academic Relations Section,
Information Division,
Department of External Affairs,
Congill Building,
Kent and Slater Streets,
Ottawa, Ontario.

September 1969
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PREFACE

This survey has been made for the Department of External

Affairs and for the Canadian Institute of International Affairs.

The purpose of the survey was primari]y to obtain an inventory of
,

the resources for the study of international relations in Canadian

universities as these resources exist in the 1968-1969 academic

session. The term resources includes the actual courses being

given, the various namedegree programmes, opportunities for con-

centration at the undergraduate level in some part of the study of

international relations, opportunities for graduate degree work and

research, members of the teaching staff, special library collections,

and special organizational arrangements such as centres, institutes

and interdisciplinary comnittees to support the study of inter-

national relations. Information has also been obtained about plans

of the universities for the further development in the next few

years of their resources for the study of international relations.

The information provided in this survey is based on

questionnaires sent in April 1968 by the CIIA and ccmpleted at

most universities, curricula vitae provided by many members of

teaching staff, personal visits to campuses in October, November

and December 1968, and information in calendars and other publish-

ed material of the universities. In this age of "inquiries, hear-

ings, research projects, soundings, inquisitions" (as one university

staff member described the situation), I would express my gratitude

to the people who patiently, kindly and hospitably answered



questions and provided material. Every institution described in

the survey was visited personally except Notre.Dame University of

Nelson, British Columbia., whieh, however,.was kind enough-to

complete the questionnaire.

In compiling an inventory of resources and infoimation

about plans for the development of international studies, a general

picture of the study of international relations in Canada begins

to emerge. The final part of this report does provide some comment

and criticism on the field of study as awhole. It was not, how-

ever, a principal purpose of the survey to arrive at conclusions

about the state of international studies in Canada or to make

recom¢nendations. The final part of the report, therefore, should

not be considered as an attempt at a statement of conclusions to

be drawn from the survey. No doubt persons axamining the material

which has been collated and presented will cons to many conclu-

sions of their own.

One general conclusion which emerges from the survey may

be stated, and that is that international studies have become a

vital part of liberal education in this country. Ely "interna-

tional studies" is meant not just the provision - as is done by

every university - of single courses about the political system

or the history or the geography of some foreign countries but

rather the notion that the study of international relations as a

cultural subject, and to some extent as a discipline in itself,

is a desirable field of inquiry in the curricula of institutions

of higher learning. Programmes in international relations serve



the purpose, it is recognised, of teaching ways of effective 

thinking and of enabling the student to appreciate today's inter-

national environ nent. 

The study of international relations takes various forms. 

For organizational purposes in this report (and this reflects the 

academic structure at universities), a distinction is made between 

programmes in international relations as the subject of inquiry 

in itself and area studies programmes. Both, of course, are part 

of the study of international relations. 

The purpose of area study programmes, be they on the 

U.S.S.R., Latin America, East Asia or elsewhere, normally is to 

provide a facility for students to obtain, in addition to the 

discipline of the educational experience, a basic knowledge of 

another society and culture and the necessary linguistic tools 

to study that society in some depth. This objective is sufficient 

to require a full four—year undergraduate programme of studies, 

based for the most part on the humanities, including history. 

Some  parts of the knowledge acquired in these programmes have no 

direct bearing or relevance for international relations. These 

resources, therefore, are described in a summary fashion in this 

report. Much of the knowledge, however, is relevant to inter-

national relations. It assists understanding the national 

character, the national objectives of the governments, and con-

temporary problems. In the case of some area programmes, the 

entire content may be relevant to international relations inas-

much as the programmes tend to emphasize the contemporary scene. 



These latter programmes are based for much of their content on the

social sciences.

Most well-based programmes for the study of international

relations as such do have saae "area" content. The core of the

programme is the offerings in international politics, international

organization, international law and, probabl,y, comparative foreign

policy. The offerings frequently also include comparative studies

of the political systems of a variety of countries. The general

requirements of these programmes., however, leave no opportunity for

any sustained study of the background and culture of the peoples

of the countries -whose political systems are being ezsmined. There

is some danger that these universities, to the extent that they

endeavour to integrate such offerings about non-Western areas into

their international relations progra=es, may fail in this object-

ive if they do not make available some prerequisite introductory-

type course,, or introductory series of lectures, in order to

provide an adequate appreciation of these nation states. An

effective integration of such "area" content into these programmes

obviously is an objective which has to be planned with care.

A final point in explanation of the inventories of

university resources presented in this survey is that there are

scme area courses offered in universities which are neither

mentioned in the narrative sections of the report nor appear in

the appended lists. The majority probably are offered in depart-

ments of history and provide some historical background of various

countries. The omission of any specific mention of these courses
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is not to question.their value as cultural subjects. For the 

purposes of this survey, however, these offerings are not con-

sidered, at this juncture at least, as part of the resources of 

the university for the study  of international relations. The 

purpose of the university in providing suéh courses is more 

limited and stands on its own merits. 

ix 

A.R.K. 
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PART I

UNIVERSITIFS AND COLIEGES

Explanatory Note

Courses included in International Relations offerings

Courses on a large variety of subjects in a number of

traditional disciplines in the humanities and the social sciences

contribute to a study of relations between states.• For the purpose

of describing in the appropriate section on each university the IR

offerings of that institution, the courses which are noted are

restricted to those of an introductory and theoretical nature on

international relations per se, and to the courses relating to

international organization, international law, foreign policy and

external relations, strategic atudies, comparative government and

politics, diplomatic history and, in some instances, modern his-

tory.

Courses included in area studies offerings

The resources which contribute to an understanding of

countries and regions which are included in the description of

area study resources are restricted to those which more or less

are directly related to the area specialties of the university.

Noimall,y these are advertised degree programmes or research

opportunities.

Universities have other courses which focus on parti-

cular countries, frequently in departments of anthropology,

geography, history and political science. (Names of staff
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members giving these courses may be found in the separate lists

of area specialists.)

General courses and honour courses

In the case of universities s+hich offer both general and

honour work in separate academic stresms, the subject of a general

course frequently is available among the honour courses and often

under the same name. General courses of this type are not included

in the lists of offerings.

Lists of staff inembers

The lists of staff members provided under;•International

Relations and, to a lesser extent, under the area headings are

not inclusive, although the majority of the relevant members of

staff are included. The members of teaching staff who are shown

are restricted as a rule to persons who are contributing directly

to the resources which have been described and whose area of

interest appears to be sufficiently contemporary for the purposes

of this survey. (Some other names will be found in the separate

lists of area specialists.)

Plans

Plans more often than not only reflect departmental or

faculty priorities at the time of the visit to the institution.

Their implementation, of course, depends upon the university bud-

get. All budgets are under some pressure from provincial govern-

ments.



Library holdings  

The information shown under Specialised holdings  usually 

has been taken verbatim from the publication "Resources of Canadian 

Academic and Research Libraries" (Association of Universities and 

Colleges of Canada, 1967). Other information has been obtained 

from the completed questionnaire returned by the university to the 

Canadian Institute of International Affaire in the second half of 

1968. 

Sonie definitions: 

Current session  - 

- 	The 1968-1969 session 

IR subject - 

The subjects treated under this head are described 

in full in the explanatory notes above. 

IR per se subject - 

This term is restricted to introductory and theo-

retical courses on international relations as a 

discipline. 

3 



Institutions

ACADIA UNIYERSITT

Level of work in fields of study covered in the survey

International relations - undergraduate level only

Area studies - undergraduate and graduate levels

International relations and area studies offerino

International relations

Four courses are available in IR topics - an introductory

course, two on comparative government and, in the Department of

History, military historq of the modern world, 1850-1960.

West Indian studies

West Indian-studies is the area specialty of the univer-

sity. This programme.is offered primarily at the graduate (M.A.)

level. Hitherto, West Indian studies has been an acadeazic pro-

gramme for the purpose of a degree, but it will now also be

research-inclined-with the establishment of the Canada-Commonwealth

Caribbean Centre (see below).

At the present time, students may be accepted for M.A.

programmes concentrating on various aspects of West Indies studies

(history, political develoFment, economics, social anthropology

and Canada-West Indies relations),with much of the work in a

contemporary setting. In support of the developing "Caribbean"
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(Acadia University)

approach to this area of studies, the U3'iiversity recently has in-

troduced Spanish. There are no students preparing for an M.A..in

West Indian studies at present.

At the undergraduate level, a fourth-year seminar in

West Indies studies is offered. The social, political and economic

conditions in the British Caribbean are examined. The undergradu-

ate programme does not, however, allow for concentration in the area.

Military studies

A secondary specialty of Acadia is military studies. This

subject is offered within the Department of History and is available

as an area of concentration for an M.A. Library resources have been

built up over a good many years. The University would
supervise an

M.A. programme concentrating on conteanporary strategic
studies.

Centres, institutes, interdisciplinarY committees

Canada-Commonwealth Caribbean Centre

Director: Professor D. G. L. Fraser

Establishment of the Centre was announced in October 1968.

The Centre will co-ordinate interest and activity in West Indian

affairs and will provide a facility for studying the area and matters

of mutual interest to Canada and the Commonwealth Caribbean. The

announcement also stated that the Centre would provide a clearing-

house for West Indian information to interested Canadians.

The Centre will, for purposes of technique in developing



(Acadia University) 

facilities for research and inquiry, join with the Acadia Univer-

sity Institute. (The Institute, with limited resources and a 

purely co-ordinating role, has successfully generated  front  outside 

resources many social and economic research studies of the Nova 

Scotia area.) While same historical studies (that is, early 

twentieth century) may be encouraged by the Centre, its activities 

will be designed to serve primarily studies of contemporary pro-

blems. 

Library resources  

Reported areas of concentration in existing resources  

Military history, military studies, West Indies 

(Note: By the test formulae applied to total holdings in 

university libraries, Acadia has a surplus.) 

Research and fields of interest/projects of staff members  

Connor, John. Social and economic development. 

Fraser, D. G. L. Canada-West Indies relations. 

French, R. A. West Indian trade; Canada-West Indies trade. 

Stokesbury, J. L. Military history; wars of national liberation. 

Plans 

West Indian Caribbean studies  

It is not proposed to make more staff appointments in this 

field in the near future. However, it in expected that additional 

staff appointments in the Department of Political Science will 

permit concentration in West Indian studies by staff members now 
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(Acadia University)

partially involved with this work.

Military studies

An additional appointment of a person who will specialize

in strategic studies is expected next year. (This person will fill

the Department of National Defence chair.) The University then

will have two staff members specializing in military and strategic

studies. It is hoped to attract graduate work in this field of

study.

Courses offered at Acadia University

(1) International relations

Undèrgraduato

Introduction to International Relations (includes Canadian

Foreign Policy and International Law)

West Indian Affairs

Government and Politics in Britain and the Cosmonwealth

Military History of the Modern Wor1d,*1850-1960 (hist)

(2) West Indies studies

Graduate - by seminar and research projects

Undergraduate

West Indian Affairs

Seminars may be arranged on other topics.

Where the department is not shown, the course is offered in poli-

tical science.



UNIVERSITY OF ALBERTA 

Level of work in fields of study covered in the survey 

International relations — undergraduate and graduate levels 

Area studies — undergraduate and graduate levels 

International relations and area studies offerings  

International relations  

Candidates are accepted for M.A. and Ph.D. programmes in 

political science. The Department is prepared to supervise work 

in a large variety of IR subjects within the general fields of 

theory of international relations, international organization, 

comparative foreign policy, international relations, and aras 

control. Ten graduate seminars in the Department of Political 

Science are available on IR subjects. Same 15 to 20 graduate 

students in the Department are concentrating on same aspect of 

international relations. 

At the undergraduate level, the Department of Political 

Science offers nine courses. A student could place same emphasis 

on international relations in his programme, possibly up to one-

third of his subjects. In addition, he might obtain one of two 

diplamatic history courses available in the Department of History. 

The Department does not, however, advertise or otherwise encour-

age this concentration. It is thought that possibly five or six 

students are at present taking a programme with an emphasis on 

international relations. 
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(University of Alberta)

Soviet and East European studies

The University offers a Soviet and East European studies

programme for graduate (M.A.) work. The programme is under the

aegis of the Committee on Soviet and East Faropean studies (see

below). A candidate choosing a programme with this content would,

however, be enrolled for his degree in an established discipline,

one of political science, history, econamics, geography or anthro-

pology. The course content of the programme would include a

selection of subjects concerning Eastern European countries and the

U.S.S.R. in the aforesaid disciplines.

Slavonic and Soviet studies

The M.A. and the B.A. are offered in Slavonic and Soviet

studies. The programme is offered jointly by the Deparhaents of

Slavonic Languages, Eeonomics, History and Political Science.

Russian language and literature is the core of the programme.

General direction over the programme falls within the responai-

bilities of the Ccasnittee on Soviet and East European Studies.

Courses are offered at both graduate and undergraduate levels by

the participating departments.

The Department of Slavonic Languages offers a B.A. pro-

gramme in languages and literatures.

African and Asian resources

The Departments of Geography, History, Political Science,
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(University of Alberta)

and Sociology and Anthropology all offer one or two undergraduate

courses on Africa or Asia or on both areas. No facility exists

to permit a student to bring these various offerings together into

an interdisciplinary programme.

Centres, institutes, interdisciplinary cocmittees

Ccmnittee on Soviet and East European Studies

The Committee has some responsibility for academic pro-

grammes. It also engages in a number of other activities designed

to support and supplement the study of Soviet and East European

contemporary affairs at the University.

The Coaffiittee acts as a liaison between departments

participating in the graduate and undergraduate programmes des-

cribed above (i .e., Soviet and East European studies, Slavonic

and Soviet studies). The Coantittee advises on and encourages the

development of resources to support these programmes. It also

sponsors and supervises a permanent graduate interdisciplinary

seminar on the area and brings visiting speakers to the campus.

Library resources

Specialized holdings

The University's Gonsett collection contains some 6,300

volumes of Slavic literature; it is strong in nineteenth and

twentieth century Russian literature and eleventh to thirteenth

century Ukrainian literature. The Slavonic linguistics section
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(University of Alberta) 

is also well developed. The University has an extensive collect-

ion of works in Ukrainian by and about Ukrainians. 

Reported areas of concentration in existing resources  

No other strengths reported. 	. 

Research and fields of interest/prolects of staff members  

International relations  

Barclay, H.B. Village communities in the Sudan. 

Barrington, J. Burma's relations with China. 

Berg, E. Economic development of agricultural resources in African 
countries. 

Brant, C.S. Contemporary Burma. 

Davy, G.R. Canadian Policy on Arms Control and Disarmament  (book 
under preparation); simulation as a research technique 
in international relations studies. 

Dinwoodie, D.H. The United States and Central America 1920-1950. 

Evans, B.L. Chinese Communist system. 

Gainer, W.D. Economic development in Zambia. 

Green, L.C. The position of the individual in international law; 
International Law through the Cases  (revised edition). 

Koplin, R.E. Education and National Integration: Ghana and Kenya. 

Lejnieks, J.A. Quantitive Analysis of Treaty Data. 

Qureshi, S..M.M. Contemporary Pakistan. 

Soviet and East European etudies  

Barr, B.H. Urban growth in the U.S.S.R. 
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(University of Alberta)

Bociurkiw, B.R. Church and State in R*assia.

Fischer, G. Documents rtai ' to the U S.S R and Eastern Europe
(book under preparation with I. Moravcik ) .

Krotki, K. Population policies in Eastern Europe.

Moravcik, I. Czechoslovakia's Eeonomic Refona 1962-1967.

Taylor, K.C. Modern Soviet liussia; professionalism in Soviet mili-
tary establishmen:.

Plans

A nuaber of new coursea are expected during the 1969-70

session and the fwllovirl g year. These proposed offerings inclic;s

"International Conflict R•asolutionr,, "The Organization of thQ

International Systcm", "Canadian Foreign Policynx "Comparative

Communist Systems", e.ud a geographic rreakdown of the present

"Political Process in AsiF:", which deals with international rela-

tions, into four courses, on South, Southeast, East and West Asia.

The first two offerings proposed will be behavioural courses. The

History Department will offer a new course, "History of Soiathea,st

Asia".

A proposal for a Centre for International Studies will

probably be revived. The Centre would relate largely to post-

doctoral research in foreign policy based on the aimulation tech-

nique. The research would be for publication. The Centre would

not be designed to supervise or otherwise direct the existing

pattern of undergraduate and graduate offerings.

The existing arrangements for Soviet and East European
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(University of Alberta)

studies will continue, but some formal recognition of the inter-

discipl3.nary nature of the programe is being contemp3ated,

possibly by a diplorna awarded with the M.A. in this discipline.

Students have petitioned for an undergraduate interdisciplinary

programme in Soviet and East European studies, but the request has

not yet been considered.

I^ International Law degrees: LL.B.; LL.M.

Courses offered at undergraduate level.

Public International Law

Private International Law

Problems in International Law

Staff members in fields of study

LaForest, Gerrard. Coastal waters; international rivers; off-
shore resources.

#iiead, Ivan L. Off-shore resources.

Samuels, J.W. Public international law.

Areas of faculty specialization

Off-shore resources; international rivers and coastal waters.

Plans

International law may be given some emphasis in the under-

graduate (LL.B.) programme. (At present the public and the private

* On leave.



(University of Alberta) 

international law courses are but two hours a week and optional.) 

Graduate seminars in international law raay be introduced in the 

LL.M. programme, the first seminar being in air law. 

Courses offered at University of Alberta  

1. International Relations  

Graduate  

Theories of International Politics 

International Politics 

- International Behaviour 

Problems of International Organization 

Soviet Politics 

Problems of Communism 

Soviet and East European Studies 

Soviet Political Theory 

Systens Analysis: Asian Political Systems 

Western European Democracies 

Undergraduate  

International Politico 

International Organization 

International Relations and World Law 

Developments in World Politics since 1945; foreign policies 
of major powera 

Politics of Emergent Nations 

Political Process in Asia (South, Southeast, East and West Asit) 

14 
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(University of Alberta)

Goverrments of Western European Democracies

Goverrmients of the United Kingdom and Commonwealth

Soviet Government and Politics

History of International Relations since 1939 (hiat)

American Foreign Policy (hist)

Relevant courses are also available at the undergraduate level

in anthropology; eccsivamics, geography and sociology, and at

the graduate level in economics and sociology.

2. Soviet and East European studies

Graduate

Soviet Politics

Problems of Conmuniam

Soviet and East European Studies (interdiseiplinar7 seminar)

Soviet Political Theory

Russia and Eastern Europe (hist)

Topics in Soviet Economy (econ)

Language and Literature

Undergraduate

Soviet Goverrment and Politics

U.S.S.R. Foreign Policy (in Foreign Policies of Major Powers)

History of Russia (hist)

Soviet Union since 1917 (hist)

Soviet Economic System (in Comparative Econoaic Syatems) (econ)
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(University of Alberta) 

Geography of the U.S.S.R. (geog) 

Language and Literature (lang) 

3. Africa 

Graduate  

Geography of Africa (geog) 

Undergraduate  

Peoples and Cultures of Africa (anth) 

Geography of Africa (geog) 

4. Asia 

Graduate  

Asian Political Systems 

East Asian History (hist) 

Geography of the Tropical World 

Undergraduate  

Political Process in Asia 

Peoples and Cultures of South Asia (anth) 

Peoples and Cultures of East Asia (anth) 

Courses relevant to studies of Africa are Asia of a largely 

theoretical or eystematic nature are available in anthropology, 

economics, geography and sociology. 

Where the department is not shown, the course is  offered in political 
science. 
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BISHOPS'S UNIYF.RSITY

Level of work in fields of study covered in the survey

International relations - undergraduate level only

International relations and area studies offerings

International relations

Four courses in IR topics;are available. These include

an introductory course, internation&l law; pôli,tibs 6f developing

courtries::°^ind

Area studies

No area concentrations are available,

Centres, institutes, interdisciplinar9 committees

Nil.

Library resources

No particular strengths reported.

Research and fields of interest/projects of staff members

Judson, T.A. International economics.

Matson, W.M. The Campobello Project (Franklin D. Roosevelt).

McConnell, H. Comparative federalism.

Myhul, I.M. Ukrainian nationalism.

Prince, E.A. International relations and international organizations.
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Thibault, J.D.C. French-Canadian Reaction to Canadian Forei gn
Policy 1945-1967 (book being completed for the CIIA .

Plans

Some priority is to be given by the Department of Political

Science to offering a course in Canadian foreign policy. There is

aome thinking about developing, in due course, an interdisciplinary

North American studies programe.

Courses offered at Bishop's University

International relations (undergraduate level only)

International Relations and Institutions

International Law

The Politics of Developing Countries

American Diplom.atic History (hist)

Where the department is not shown, the course is offered in political
science.
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BRANDON UNIVERSITY 

Level of work in fields of study covered in the survey 

International relations - undergraduate level only (Brandon 

University offers only a general course, three years 

from senior matriculation.) 

International relations and area studies offerings  

International relations  

Three IR courses are offered. These include international 

relations, international organizations, and history of the North 

Atlantic Community. Sans survey courses in the Department of 

History provide an element of diplomatic history. 	• 

Area studies 

No area concentrations are available. Individual stibjects 

within the Political Science Department focusing on particular 

countries or regions have not yet become part of the University's 

offerings. Some geography and some history subjects are about a 

few countries. 

Centres, institutes, interdisciplinary committees 

Nil. 

Library resources  

No particular strengths reported. 
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(Brandon University)

Research interests/prolects of staff inembers

Lightbody, C.W. Contemporary France and historical tradition.

Naidu, M.V. The United Nations aecurity 'system: legal theory
and political practice.

Plans

The University has no firm plans for an expansion in

its international relations offerings. The University is ccaanitted

for some years to developing the three-year general course before

it will offer honour work in a four-year undergraduate programme.

The Political Science Department may obtain one additional appoint-

ment within a year or two who would provide a subject of an inter-

national relations character.

Courses offered at Brandon University

International Relations (undergraduate level onlyj

Modern International Relations

Modern International Organizations

History of the North Atlantic Comnunity (hist)

Where the department is not shown, the course is offered in political
science.



UNIVERSITY OF BRITISH COLUMBIA 

Level of work in fields of study covered in the survey . 

International relations - undergraduate and graduate levels 

Area studies - undergraduate and graduate levels 

International relations and area studies offerings  

International relations  

The Department of Political Science offers M.A. and Ph.D. 

programmes with concentration in an IR topic. The Department of 

History also offers graduate work in IR topics, particularly 

diplanatic history and military history. Four Ph.D. candidates 

in international relations are registered in political science. 

The numbers of LA. candidates in both disciplines are somewhat 

higher. 

Five seminars are available at graduate level, including 

international relations theory, international organization and 

international law. The Department of Political Science is, how-

ever, prepared to supervise graduate work in a large variety of 

topics. 

At the undergraduate level, some 22 IR courses are 

available. In addition to courses on international politics, 

international organization and international law, the Department 

of Political Science offers three on foreign policy and nine on 

comparative government and politics. Several courses on diploma-

tic history, including Canadian foreign policy, are available in 
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(University of British Columbia)

the History Department. A student is able to obtain a concentra-

tion in international relations through two prograaBnes, honours

in history with international relations and in honours in political

science with international relations. Two or three students are

enrolled in each year of these programmes. The curriculum pro-

vides for these students to obtain related courses in anthropology,

economics, geography and sociology. These offerings include,

among others, "Theory and Programmes of Social Change", "Analysis

of Comparative Economic Organizations", "Political-Geographic

Ana],ysis", and "Political Sociology".

Area studies

Note: Hitherto the Asian and the Slavonic studies programmes -

the two area specialities of the University - have been offered

on an interdiseipiinary basis within the Departments of Asian

Studies and Slavonic Studies. This structure is in the course of

revision, with most of the non-language contributing courses

being relocated within the department of the respective discipline.

Asian studies and Asian area studies

The Department of Asian Studies sponsors two types of

programme. One, in Chinese or Japanese, has a central core of

language and literature throughout the four undergraduate years.

Students may also take a variety of courses from some six other
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disciplines. The other programme, which is called "Asian Area

Studies", requires a minimum of language training and offers a

broadly-based interdisciplinary programme of humanities and social

science content. The student's choice of courses is subject, how-

ever, to the requirenent that any student preparing for graduate

work must take at least nine units in one discipline (e.g,,anthro-

pology, geography, history or political science) in his under-

graduate programme.

Language and literature programmes

Graduate work is offered at the M.A. level in Chinese

and Japanese. In addition to the courses in language and litera-

ture, the Department of Asian Studies offers a few courses in

other subjects (see the list of courses below). Sixteen candi-

dates are doing M.A. work in this type of programme.

At undergraduate level, students may major in Chinese

or Japanese. Some Sanskrit (introductory and intermediate levels)

is available. The Department also offers some courses of a con-

temporary economic, political and social nature. Students may

also take courses exclusively on the area from a number of other

disciplines (see the list of courses below).

Asian area programme

Graduate seminars or supervision of topics for graduate

degree programmes on contemporary East Asia are available in the
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Departments of Anthropology, Geography, History and Political 

Science. Two students are enrolled in history 14.A. programmes 

concentrating on East Asia. 

At the undergraduate level, programmes are available on 

East Asia, South Asia and Southeast Asia. The Department of 

Political Science offers six courses dealing with government, 

politics and foreign policies of China, Japan and countries of 

South and Southeast Asia. The Departments of Fine Arts, Geography, 

Religious Studies and Theatre all offer courses exclusively on the 

area. The Department of Asian Studies offers languages and courses 

on the early history of the Chinese, Indian and Japanese civiliza-

tions. The Department also offers several contemporary subjects 

of a political nature (see list). 

Slavonic Studies and Slavonic Area Studies  

The Department of Slavonic Studies offers graduate and 

undergraduate programmes based on the languages and literatures 

of the area. The Department also participates with other disci-

plines in offering graduate and undergraduate programmes in 

Slavonic area studies. At the undergraduate level, students must 

emphasize a single discipline within their programme. They ma.y 

emphasize anthropology, economics, geography, history or politicel 

science. 
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Language and literature programmes

Graduate work is offered at the M.A. level in Russian

and Polish. In addition to the courses in language and litera-

ture, the Department of Slavonic Studies offers a few courses in

other subjects (see the list of courses below).

At the undergraduate level, students may major in Polish

and Russian. Comparative philology and an introductory Serbo-

Croat course are available. The Department also offers three

courses with a social science content ("The Peoples of the Soviet

Union"; "The Theory of the Soviet State"; "Problems of Soviet

Economic Growth"), and students may take courses exclusively on

the area from a number of other disciplines (see the list of.

courses below).

Slavonic area programme

Graduate seminars are available in economics, geography

and history which deal exclusively with the area. Ph.D. and M.A.

work is supervised in econoenics, history and political science.

At the undergraduate level, students must, in addition

to taking at least two years of Russian or Polish, choose their

programmes with a concentration in one of the established disci-

plines in anthropology, economics, geography, history or political

science. Courses on the area are available in each of these

disciplines.
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Centres, institutes, interdisciplinary cosaaittees

Interdisciplinary co-ordinating conmittees

The three programmes in international relations, Asian

area studies and Slavonic area studies are each supervised by an

interdisciplinary committee made up of representatives from each

of the departments which participate.

Institute of Asian and Slavonic Research;

Institute of International Relations

These two institutes have been authorized by the uniTer-

sity but not yet established or financed. The Institute of Asian

and Slavonic Research is to be financed from July 1969. The

Institute of International Relations may be financed in 1970 or

1971.

The purpose of the two institutes is to encourage inter-

disciplinary research and study. They will support research

projects by individuals, including visiting scholars, or groups,

at the graduate, postdoctoral and faculty levels through such

means as grants, fellowships, conferences and publication sub-

sidies. They may also endeavour to stimulate the development of

courses in the fields of study in the various university depart-

ments. The Asian and Slavonic Research Institute's geographic

scope will be, in the case of Asia, Pakistan eastwards to Japan,

and for the Slavic area, the Soviet Union and the Slavonic areas

of Eastern Europe.
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Library resources 

Specialized holdings  

The Asian studies collection holds about 22,000 titles 

(104,000 volumes) in Chinese, Japanese, and Korean. There are 

155 current periodicals. Approximately 84 per cent of the 

material is in Chinese, an area strongest for history and litera-

ture. The Japanese section iu best for the social sciences and 

literature. 

The Slavonic studies  collection  is exreptionally strong 

in history of the Slavic peoples and other nations of Eastern 

Europe. The collection's scope includes Russia, Poland, Czecho-

slovakia, Austria, Hungary, Bulgaria, Albania, Rumania and 

Yugoslavia. 

Reported areas of concentration in existing resources  

In addition to the above, the University reported that 

library holdings on Germany were strong. 

Research and fields of interest/projects of staff members  

International relations  

Belshaw, C.S. Forms and processes of international technical 
assistance. 

Boyd, J.D. Trade relations and technological change in developing 
countries. 

Conway, J.S. Twentieth century diplomatic history; German external 
relations; role of churches in Germany. 
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Gow, Miss June.U.S. diplomatic history.

Hill, L.E. Diplomatic history; Nazi Germany's foreign policy.

Hoisti, K.J. Social science theory and international relations;
international conflict and resolution; role perceptions
of policy makers; Finnish foreign relations.

Holsti, Ole R. Crisis management; cohesion and disintegration of
international alliances.

Katz, Joseph. Studies in international educational assistance; the
basis for technical and professional assistance for
developing educaLioiial systems.

Knox; R.E. Trust, suspicion - as variables in bargaining positions
in group problem solving; application to international
negotiations,

,"Marzari, Frank. Canadian foreign and defence policies; twentieth
century European diplomatic history; Italian foreign
policy.

Kinghi, Julian. Political geography; problems of partition,
federation and de-federation, territorial disputes.

Hilne, R.S. Electoral systems in developing countries.

Rosenbluth, G. The Canadian economy and disarmament.

Tiger, L. Ghanaian politics.

Wallace, Michael. Consequences of international inequalities for
international stability.

Walton, R.C. Military history of the late nineteenth and early
twentieth centuries.

Young, J.H. Trade liberalization and the Canadian econos^y.

Zacher, M.W. Theories of international political integration;
political functions of international organizations,
particularly the United Nations.

Asian studies

Chamberlain, Heath. Chinese foreign and domestic policy.
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Chang, Y. Demographic studies in underdeveloped countriegG 

Goldman, René. Education in the People's Republic of China. 

Holland, WM. Nationalism in Eastern and Southern Asia. 

Jacobson, H.E. Rural communities in!the Philippines. 	- 

Kato, S. Political modernization in Japan. 

Langdon, F.C. Contemporary Japanese foreign policy. 

Li, Chi. Studies in Chinese Communist terminology. 

Mendels, R.P. Impact of foreign aid programmes on economic deve- 
lopment in Southeast Asia, particularly Laos. 

Pulleybank, E.G. Chinese history. 	- 	- 

Willmott, W.E. Cambodian foreign policy; Chinese minorities in 
Southeast Asia. 

Slavonic studies  

Avakumovic, Ivan. Comintern and Soviet foreign policy. 

Futrell, M.H. Russian history. 

Ronimois, A.E. Russian shipbuilding industry. 

Solecki, J.J. Russian forest industries. 

Plans 

The international relations programme will expand along 

two lines: the international implications of underdevelopment 

and comparative Communism. Two new courses dealing with each of 

these topics will probably be offered in the 1969-70 session. 

The priority in the Asian studies programme is to provide more 

offerings on South Asia. No decisions have yet been taken con- 
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cerning expansion of Slavonic area studies offerings. The pro-

posed new research institutes for these study progzomaes are

described above.

/International Law degrees: LL.B.; LL.M.

Courses offered - LL.B.

Public International Law

Conflict of Laws

International Law Problms

International Law and Transactions

Staff members in fields of study

Bourne, C. B. Public international law; international river
basin development.

Burns, P. T. Canada and off-shore resources: constitutional
position.

Curtis, C. F. Law of the Sea; fisheries.

Jahuke, L. G. International econornic law.

McKenzie, K. C. Legal framework for formulating tariff policies.

Areas of faculty specialization

Law of the Sea; international rivers; international economic law.

Plans

30

There are no finn plans for expansion in the offerings.
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The range of options in second year of the LL.B, programme may be

broadened and may include international organizations.

Courses offered at University of British Columbia

1. International Relations

Graduate

The Theory of International Relations.

International Organization

International Law Problems

Comparative Western Goverment

Comparative Non-Western Goverments

Readings in Diplconatic History (hist)

Readings in Military History (hist)

Undergraduate

International Politics

International Organization since 1919

Public International Law

International Violence and its Control

Comparative Foreign Policies

Contemporary Chinese International Politics

Contemporary Japanese International Politics

American Politics and Government

British Goverrment ,
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French Government 

The Theory of the Soviet State 

Soviet and East European Politics 

Communist Chinese Governnent and Politics 

Japanese Government and Politics 

Southeast Asian Politics 

South Asian Government and Politics 

Communist Movements in Eastern Asia (Asian studies) 	: 

Diplamacy of the Great Powers after 1939 (hist) 	• 

Development of Canadian External Policy since Confederation (hist) 

Diplomatic History of the U.S. (hist) 

Communist Movements in Eastern Europe since 1900 (hist) 

Commonwealth and World Politics (hist) 

Far Eastern Diplamatic History, 1800-1950 (hist) 

Contemporary South Asia (Asian studies) 

Relevant courses of a largely theoretical or systematic nature 

are available in anthropology, economics and geography at the 

graduate and undergraduate levels. Political sociology ie 

offered at the undergraduate level. 

2. Courses in Asian studies offered at the University of British  
Columbia  

Department of Asian Studies  

Courses in fine arts, early history, language, literature 
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and philosophy are not listed in detail for the purposes of

this survey. Courses on Southeast Asia and on India are in-

cluded among the offerings of the Department, but the emphasis

is on China and Japan.

Graduate

China - courses offered in history, language and literature.

India - a course, "Problems of Early Indian Civilizationn,
is offered.

Japan - courses offered in history, language and literature.

The Department also offers "Problems of Modernization in East-

ern and Southern Asia".

Undergraduate

China - courses offered in fine art, early history,.language
and literature, including twentieth century Chinese
authors.

India - courses offered in fine art, early history, Sanskrit
and literature, including modern literature in transla-
tion.

Japan - courses offered in fine art, early history, language
and literature, including modern Japanese prose.

The Department also offers the following courses:

Communist movements in Eastern Asia

Contemporary South Asia - problems of modernization and
external relations of India, Pakistan, Ceylon and Burma
since independence

Chinese political thought and institutions
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Courses on East Asia in other university departments include 

the following: 

Graduate  

Advanced Ethnography of South and Southeast Asia (anth) 

Geography of Monsoon Asia (geog) 

Readings in Asian History  (blet) 

Undergraduate 

Communist Chinese Government and Politics 

Contemporary Chinese International Politics 

Japanese Government and Politics 

Contemporary Japanese International Politics 

South Asian Government and Politics 

Southeast Asian Politics 

Far Eastern Diplomatic History (hist) 

History of India since 1526  (blet) 

Modern Japan  (blet) 

Modern Chinese History since 1840  (blet) 
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(seog) Geography of South and Southeast Asia 

Geography of East Aeia (geog) 

Related courses of a largely theoretical or systematic nature 

are available in anthropology, economics and geography (poli—

tical geography) at the graduate and undergraduate levels. 

Political sociology is offered at the undergraduate level, 
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Where the department is not shown, the course is offered in political

science.

3. Courses in Slavonic studies offered at the University of British
Columbia

Graduate

Department of Slavonic Studies

Seminar in Russian history

Seminar in Soviet history

History of Russian education

Selected problems of Soviet economic developaent

Comparative Slavonic literature

Courses in language and literature including Polish literature

Readings in Russian and East European history (hist)

Geography of the U.S.S.R. (geog)

Undergraduate

Department of Slavonic Studies

Economic History and Geography of U.S.S.R. and Eastern Europe

Russian Literature in Translation

History of Russia

Cultural and Social History of the Slavs

The Peoples of the Soviet Union

The Theory of the Soviet State

Problems of Soviet Economic Growth
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Courses in languages and literatures: Russian, Polish and
comparative phiLology

Soviet and East Enropean Politics (pol aci)

History of Poland (pol sci)

History of Russia (pol sci)

History of Non-Russian Eastern Europe (pol sci)

German-Slav Relations from the Ninth Century to 1945 (Pol aci)

Caaannist Movements in Eastern Europe since 1900 (Pol aci)

Geography of the Soviet Union (geog)
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Level of work in fields of study covered in the survey 

International relations — undergraduate level only. 

International relations and area studies offerings 	- 	• 

International relations  

A student can take a minor  concentration in international 

relations in an honours progranne in politics. The Department of 

Politics offers seven courses in international politics, inter-

national organization, international law and comparative govern— .  

ment. 

Area studies  

No area concentrations are offered. Some subjects 

dealing with particular countries or regions are available, 

including several courses on Eastern philosophy in the Philosophy 

Departnent. 

Centres, institutes', interdisciplinary committees 

Nil. 

Library resources  

No particular strengths reported. It is adequate for 

undergraduate instruction. 
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Research and fields of interest/proiects of staff inembera

Dirks, G. E. Canadian attitude towards refugees..

Doeker, G. Comparative federalism; international lax, treaty-
making power in Canada.

Gibson, J. A. Canadian external relations.

LeBaron, J. B. Political philosophy in socialist countries;
application of Marxism in socialist countries.

Meyer, D. Theory of international systems.

Perkins, M. Economic problems of developing countries; role of
the World Bank.

Sprung, G. M. C. Indian philosophy and thought.

Taylor, R. R. Germany: the Third Reich.

Plans

The Department of Politics will introduce two new IR

courses in 1969-70. One course will be an advanced international

relations theory course, and the other will deal with comparative

foreign policy.

The Faculty of Arts and Science proposes to develop an

interdisciplinary programme in Asian studies. The Departments

of History, Geography and Sociology are each expected to have a

staff member with a competence in South Asia in the next few

years. "Theatre of the East" is another subject it i s proposed

to offer shortly.

The University also hopes to develop a programme, with
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a strong international orientation, for a study of the relation

of goverrments to adult edueation,

Courses offered at Brock University

International Relations (undergraduate level only)

International Politics

International Organization

International Law

Contemporary International Legal and.Organizational Problems

Comunist Studies (U.S.S.R. and Comunist China govertment and
politics)

Problems of CocBmunism (Soviet and Chineae Cocnunist politics)

Comonwealth Affairs.

All courses are offered in the Department of Politics.



UNIVERSITY OF CALGARY 

Level of work in fields of study covered in the survey 

International relations - undergraduate and graduate levels 

Area studies - undergraduate and graduate levels 

International relations and area studies offerings  

International relations  

Students are accepted for LA. and Ph.D. programmes in 

political science concentrating ca an international relations 

subject. Twelve or more M.A. cmdidates are  specializing in an 

IR topic in the current session. Three Ph.D. candidates are 

doing work in comparative politico and one candidate is working 

on a foreign aid topic. Nine graduate seminars on IR subjects 

are available in political science and hietory. These include 

international politics, international law, comparative govern-

ment, foreign policy and diplanatic history. M.A. programmes 

in dipinmatic history may be supervised in the Department of 

History. 

At the undergraduate level, 12 courses are offered by 

the Departments of Political Science and History. The range 

of subjects more or less duplicates those available at the 

graduate level. No particular facility existe to permit a 

student to specialize in international relations and it appears 

that few students seek this specialization. 

40 
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Latin American studies

The area study specialty of the University is Latin

America. The facilities include the opportunity to take some

courses in the field in the summer session given by members of

the Calgary teaching staff. At present, Central America, Colembia

and Peru receive some emphasis in the offerings. The programme

is supervised by the Latin American Co®mittee.

At the graduate level, the programme is just beginning.

Students register for the M.A. degree in an established disci-

pline and concentrate within the Latin America area. The Depart-

ment of Geography now encourages M.A. work in a Latin American

topic. The Department of Political Science also could supervise

some graduate research on Latin America. Only the Department of

Geography, however, offers graduate courses -which deal exclusive-

ly with the area.

Undergraduate students can take Latin American studies

as a minor in the general course and as an area of concentration

in an honour course in an established discipline. The depart-

ments now providing courses which contribute to the Latin

America studies programme are Archaeology, Economics, Education,

Geography, History, Political Science and Languages (Spanish

language and Spanish American literature). Five students are

taking Latin American studies as a minor in the general course;

and two students are concentrating on Latin America in an honour

course, one in archaeology and one in geography.
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The Department of Geography has conducted simmer courses

in Mexico in 1965 and 1966 and in British Honduras (Belize) in

1968. The Department of History also provided one course in 1968

in Belize.

Centres, institutes, interdisciplinary committees

Latin American Cemmittee

Chaixman: David Jones

The Committee endeavours to pronote course offerings on

the area. It has arranged one symposium on Latin America and has

brought visiting speakers to the campus.

Library resources

Reported areas of concentration in existing resources

British and German goveruaent; Latin America.

Research and fields of interest/proiects of staff members

International relations

Borys, J. Sociometric analysis of the Soviet political dlite;
Soviet nationality problem in the Ukraine.

Eyck, Frank. Contemporary European politics; The German Public
Mind, Vol. III.

Parel, A. Contemporary International Legal Theories; political
views of international law in the present system.

Self, G. M. European diplomatic history.

Shields, R. A. Canada and the treaty-miaking power.
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Silverman, S. A. American foreign policy, 1918-1945. 

Szawlowski, R. System of international organization of the Communist 
countries; Les Finances et le Droit Financier d'une  Orga-
nisation Internationale Intergouvernemental. 

Waldman, E. German Defence and Security Policies; left radicalism 
. 	in the Federal Reptiblic of Germany. 	. 

Latin America 	 . 

Dickerson,  M. O. Latin American government and politics. 

Gonzalez,  A.  Geography of Latin America. • 	- 	- 

Jones, David. Geography of Latin'Americi. - 	 - 

- Knox, A. J. G..Mexican politics. 

Stahl, J. E. Etonomic.development in Latin America;  Puerto Rico. 

There are no plans for expansion in the international 

relations offerings. 

It is hoped to change the Latin American Committee to 

a somewhat more formal cammittee which would engage in such 

activities  as  arranging for visiting professors, affiliation with 

institutes in Latin America, studentexchanges and obtaining out-

side financial support. It is planned to recruit shortly a Latin 

American specialist in sociology. 

Courses  offered at the University of Calgary 

1. International relations  

Graduate  
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International Politics and Organizations

International Law

Western Goverrments - Comparative government

Governments of Developing Nations - Comparative goverrment

Co=unist Systems - Comparative government

History of American Foreign Relations (hist)

History of Canadian-American Relations (hist)

European Diplanatic History (hist)

Foreign Policy of the U.S.S.R. (hist)

Undergraduate

International Politics

International Politics and Organizations

International Law

Foreign Policies of the Great Poxors (not offered in 1968-69)

Comparative Political Systems

Goverment of the U. S.

Governments of Western Europe

Governments of the Soviet Union and Eastern Europe

Goverraaents of Asia

Politics of the Developing Nations

Governments of Great Britain and the Commonwealth

History of American Foreign Policy (hist) (not offered in
1968-69)
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2. Latin America 

Graduate  

Seminar on Geographical Problens in . Ibero-America 

Relevant courses are available in anthropology, economics and 

geography at the undergraduate and graduate levels. 

(ge98) 

Topics in Latin America regional geography (geog) 

Governments of Latin America (ineroverrinents of Developing 
Nations"):.  

Undergraduate  

Politics of Latin America (in "Politics of the Developing 
Nations") 

Latin America: ColoniàlEra 1492-1824 (hist) 

Mexico and Central America, 1521 to the Present (available 
only when offered in the field) (hist) 

ABC Powers of Latin America: Sixteenth Century to the 
Present (hist) 

Contemporary Symtens of Education in Selected Countries, Afro - 
Asia and Latin America (Educational Foundations) 

Central America: The Land and The People (geog) 

Population Growth and Land Use Problems in Ibero-America (geog) 

Resource Utilization in Ibero-America (geog) 	. 

Indians of South America (anth) 

Spanish; Spanish-American Literature (lang) 

Where the department is not shown, the course is'offered in pOlitical 
science. 
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CARLETON UNIVERSITY

Level of work in fields of study covered in the survey

International relations - undergraduate and graduate levels

Area studies - undergraduate level and a limited graduate facility

International relations and area studies offerings

International relations

Graduate work for both the M.A. and Ph.D,, in international

relations is available through both the Department of Political.

Science and the School of International Affairs ( see belox). The

Department advertises facilities for M.A. and Ph.D. prograz¢aes in

the following IR topics: analytical, diplamatic and, institution-

al aspects of international relations; international law, foreign

relations of Canada and the United States and of'the Comaunist and

African states.

The School of International Affairs offers programmes

leading to the M.A. in international affairs. The topics for

comprehensive examination include integration, development, stra-

tegic studies, Canadian foreign policy, East European studies,

international organizations, international relations theory and

diplaaatic history. Other topics could be approved for supervi-

sion.

M.A. candidates in the School of International Affairs

would obtain at least one course in the School and, depending

upon the nature of their programme, possibly other courses through

the participating departments ( Economics, Geography, History,
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Political Science, Public Law and Sociology).

The courses offered in the School at present include two

interdisciplinary seminars (which are based on the regular re-

sources of the University) and some half-courses or full courses

given by distinguished visiting professors in the School. In the

1968-69 session, the interdiscipïinary seminars are "Internation-

al Integration", with special reference to Western Europe, and

"Political and Economic Developaent".

Seven graduate seminars are offered in the Departsnent of

Political Science, They tend to emphasize forsign policy. The

Department of Sociology offers "Sociology of International Rela-

tions".

The Department of Polit,-cal Science has one Ph.D. and

some eight M.A. candidates engaged in mr}; on II3 topics. The

School of International Affaira has 25 candidates proceeding

towards an M.A. and 15 students in a qualiS'yiqg ye,lr.

At the undergraduatcs lbvel, the Departmon`, of Political

Science offers seven IR courses. ThQàa offel•ings emphasize

international relations as such and comparative politics. Diplo-

matic history and Canada-U.S. relations are availablo in the

History Department. The facility for a student to obtain a con-

centration in international relations is vrithin the combined

honours programme in political science and hi€,tozg. The curri-

culum provides for these students to obtain related courses in
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anthropology ("Social Systems of Non-Western Societies"), econo-

mics ("Problems of Area Development"), geography ("Political-

Geography") and sociology (complex social systeus).' 	' 

Soviet and East European studies  

A graduate degree is not yet availablm in the Soviet and 

East European studies programme. A student in an M.A. or Ph.D. 

programme in political science and possibly a student in the 

School of International Affairs, could, however, concentrate on 

some topic dealing with the area. 

An honours B.A. degree programme is eponsored by an 

interdisciplinary eemmittee on Soviet and East European studies. 

(Other activities of the Caumittee are described below.) The 

objective of the programme is to provide both the linguistic 

tools and an integrated knowledge of the cultures, historical 

development and contemporary social, economic and political 

problems of the people of the area. The participating depart-

ments include Economics, Geogxephy, History, Russian and Politi-

cal Science. This programme requires at least four courses in 

Russian, which take the student to the intermediate level. There 

is not an essential concentration in language and literature, or 

in any other discipline, throughout the four years of the pro-

gramme. Depending upon intentions for graduate work, the student 

may be advised to obtain additional language and literature. 
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Seven students are enrolled in the programme. Thère are also two

students in a qualifying year and one student doinga joint major

with journalism.

African resources

The offerings which relate in whole or in part to Africa

include two graduate seminars (see list) and several undergrad-

uate courses. The Political Science undergraduate course, "The

Politics of Developing Areas", is given by a specialist on East

Africa. The Department of Sociology and Anthropology has two

staff members with African experience, one in demography and the

second in linguistics. Library resources are considered good in

secondary sources dealing with English-speaking Africa. Primary

source material will be sought.

These diverse resources are reflected in the fact that

eight graduate students in political science.have included a

topic on Africa in their programane.

Centres, institutes, interdisciplinary committees

- School of International Affairs

Director: H.E. English

Associate Director: R.A. MacKay

In addition to encouraging graduate study through M.A.

programmes, the School is concerned with other scholarly activi-

ties. Stimulation of research in international affairs is
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considered a principal function of the School. It is eontemplated

,th tathis objective largel,y attained through the support the School

can give the faculty, in part by bringing visiting scholars to the

cmmpus. To date, the School has arranged for three or four visit-

ing professors a year and for two postdoctoral fellows. The inter-

disciplinary seminars, which represent the teaching function of

the School, have so far been in integration and development. Other

topics will be selected in due course.

Another objective of the School is to promote publication.

This activity has not yet been pursued and will require outside

financial assistance.

The School also takes an interest in staff resôurces for

international studies generally. It would like to see additional

appointments in most participating departments in order to provide

more resources in a number of fields and to assist in the heavy

load of supervision of graduate candidates.

Library resources

Reported areas of concentration in existing resources

International relations - international organization; inter-

national law; military and defence studies; foreign

policies of African states.

Soviet and East European studies - considered good for all

aspects of undergraduate work.
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Research and fields of interest/proJects of staff members  

International Relations  

Ake, Claude. Politics of new states; political integration. 

Alexander, Jon. United States foreign policy. 

Carson, R. L. Comparative econamic rystems. 

Dalfen, C. M. International organization and law. 

English, H.E. International trade policy. 	 . 

Forcese, D. P. Peace research and conflict resolution; Systems  
Model for the Analysis of International Relations  
(article); experiments in alliance organization cohesion. 

Fry, M. G. Modern diplomatic history; British foreign policy. 

Hunter, T. M. Politico-strategic problems of the Second World Wax. 

Kaliski, S. F. International trade. 

Iithwick, N. H. Developing areas - problems of growth. 

Lyon, P. V. German politics and foreign relations; Canadian 
foreign policy and defence policy. 

MacKay, R. A. Canadian foreign policy; documents on foreign policy. 

Paltiel, K. Z. Comparative political systems; the Middle Fast. 

Pearson, L. B. The international security system. 

von Riekhoff, H. Strategic studies (NATO); theory of international 
politics; German-Polish relations. 

Stevenson, I. G. International relations; Western Europe. 

Tepper, E. L. International relations of South and Southeast Asia 
and of Latin America. 

U.S.S.R. and Eastern Europe  

Bromke, Adam. Foreign relations of Eastern European states;  East-
West relations. 
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Harmstone, Teresa R. Soviet treatment of minorities; developing
states (French-speaking Africa); Soviet impact in Africa.

Mcliillan, C. H. The Soviet economy and foreign trade.

Roseme, George. Soviet foreign policy.

Strong, J. W. Political and intellectual history of the U.S.S.R.,
China and Japan.

Uren, P. E. Agriculture in Eastern Europe and the U.S.S.R.

Africa

Anglin, D African politics (Nigeria, East Africa); international
relations.

Nellis, J. R. African studies; theoretical aspects of derelopment;
Tanzania.

Taylor, D. R. F. Problems of development; Africa; Kenya.

Plans

International relations

There are no fina plans for new courses in the Department

of Political Science in 1969-70. Both the Department of Political

Science and the School of International Affairs expect to provide

additional offerings in due course. Two senior staff members in

political science, who are now on leave of absence, will be

returning for the 1969-70 session. There is a possibility of

offering a course in comparative foreign policy, which is not

offered at present, at the graduate level and of recruiting a

person for Soviet studies. The Department of History expects to
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offer a third diplomatic history lecture course, Which would be on 

Eastern Europe and the Mediterranean area. .. 

Soviet and East European studies  - 

The chairman of the Committee hopes that there will be 

stibstantial expansion in the nuMber of coursee'within the parti-

cipating departments. Immediate priority lies with history and 

political science. It is expected that new courses will be 

offered in 1969-70 in these fields. Other language courses in 

Russian and the introduction of Polish are expected in a few 	. 

years. A more long-term objective is an M.A. programme in Soviet 

and East European studies. 	 .-- 

Courses offered at Carleton University 	. 

1. International Relations 	 . 

Graduate 	 . 

Contemporary International Politics (strategic theory) 

International Law 	 . 	. 

Canada in World Affairs  

American Foreign Policy 

Soviet Foreign Policy 

Problems in Communist Politics 

Africa and Asia in World Affairs 	 - 

Sociology of International Relations (sociol) 
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Undergraduate

International Politics

Theories of International Relations

International Institutions

Goverrment and Politics in Western Europe

Goverrnaent and Politics in the United States

Soviet Goverrraent and Politics

The Politics of Developing Areas

Canada-United States Relations (hist)

Diplomacy of the Great Powers 1789-1890 (hist)

Diplomacy of the Great Powers 1890-1945 (hist)

Selected Problems in Twentieth Century Diplomatic History (hist)

2. Soviet and East European studies

UndergraduAte

Soviet Goverment and Politics

Problems in Comnunist Politics

Soviet Foreign Policy

History of Russia and the U.S.S.R.

History of the U.S.S.R.

History of Eastern Europe

The Soviet Econoa^y

Geography of the Soviet Union and Eastern Europe

Russian language and literature

Relevant courses are also available in ecorcmi.cs, geography
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and sociology at the undergraduate level and in econbmics and

sociology at the graduate level.

3. Africa .

G_

Africa and Asia in World Affaira

Tutorial: Africa South of the Sahara

Underxraduat e

Intertropical Africa geography

A nuaber of courses give some attention.to Africa (e.g. "The

Politics of Developing Areas"; "The Camawnwealth of

Nations") (hist)

Where the department is not shown, the course is offered in politi-
cal science.



DALHOUSIE UNIVERSITY 

Level of work in fields of study covered in the survez 

International relations - undergraduate and graduate levels 

Area studies - undergraduate and graduate levele 

International relations and area studies offerings  

International relations  

Candidates may be accepted for M.A. programmes with a 

concentration in an international relation» topic. At the grad-

uate level, students normally would net specialize in interna-

tional relations, althoue there could be same concentration on 

various aspects of international relations. (One student has been 

accepted in the current session for Ph.D. work. Hi3 programme 

will be supervised jointly by the Department of Po3itical Science 

and the Faculty of Law.) Six students Irho are enrolled in M.A. 

programmes in political science have as their area of specializa-

tion an aspect of international relations. 

At the undergraduate level, students who do honour work 

in political science are able to concentrate more on international 

politics than on any other area in the discipline. The programme 

would, however, be essentially disciplinary. The Department does 

not take the view that a student could major in international 

studies. Eleven courses are available, most of them in senior 

years, and are also open to graduate students. The number of 

enrolled students in a course is 12 to 15, except for "Techniques 
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of Statecraft" and "Problems of Order in International Politics",

which has 30 students. Students might be able to take for credit

at Dalhousie one of the international relations courses which are

offered at St. Mary's University.

Ç, lonwealth-Africa studies

The Political Science Department has a specialty in

Commonwealth studies ernphasizing Africa. The Department of

History also tends to specialize in this area. Of six students

doing M.A. work in the Department of Political Science, three.

are specializing on an African topic for the purposes of the

thesis requirement.

At the undergraduate level, offerings exclusively on

Africa are provided by the Departments of History and Economics

within the regular disciplinary degree programmes.

Centres, institutes, interdiscipli.nary committees

No special organizational arrangements exiat. Some

courses and seminars are offered jointly by the Departments of

History and Political Science.

Library resources

Reported areas of concentration in existing resources

History - Africa, Commonwealth., Canada, U.S.A.

Folitical Science - Africa, Commonwealth,, Canadian foreign

policy, United Nations documents
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Research and fields of interest/pro jects of staff inembers

International relations

Aitchison, J. H. Theory of international relations,

Braybrooke, D. Decision-making, personal and collective; empiri-
cal theory construction; social and political philosophy.

Pross, A. P. International organizations.

Stairs, D. W. The Canadian Role in the Korean War (Ph.D. thesis
being completed ; Canada in World Affairs, 1967-1969
(book under preparation ; Canadian external relations.

Commonwealth-Africa studies

Burroughs, P. (with J. E. Flint) joint editors, Journal of
Colonial History (Oxford), first voluae planned for 1970.

Flint, J. E. Ghana; Nigeria. (Published books include Sir Geor e
Goldie and the Making of Nigeria; Nigeria and Ghana.
Currentl,y editing Cambridge History of Africa, Vol.Y
(1790-1870).

Heard, K. A. The withdrawal of South Africa from the Commonwealth.

Huber, P. B. Foreign investment and developnent in Liberia.

Pillay, B. P. Three books in press or near completion on Indians
in South Africa; history of the press in South Africa;
race relations in South Africa since 1960.

Plans

The Department of Political Science expects that it may

double in size, from nine to 18 members, in the next five years.

It will offer the Ph.D. shortly. Of the additional appointments,

two might be in the field of international relations, one to be

an Africanist. It is intended that the other person should deal

with international organizations. There are now six staff
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members in the international relations field. TWO have trained 

in the behavioural approach to international relations. 

The Department ie considering emphasizing the study of 

international organizations. The existing offering, "The Politics 

and Administration of International Organizations", would be exe-

panded into two courses with a special treatment of the United 

Nations. (The University library is a depository institution for 

UN documents.) 

The Department of History proposes to concentrate largely 

on the Commonwealth. Courses or seminars of a more contemporary 

nature would be eventually added, and would be open to senior 

students in political science. The Department hopes to appoint 

a professor of naval history and strategic studies in 1969. 

14/  International Law 	degrees: LL.B.; LL.14. 

Courses offered 

Public International Law 

Law of International Institutions 

Private International Law 

International Economic Transactions 

Staff members in fields of study 

Fleury, P. B. N. Law of international institutions. 

Foote, A. L.  Conflicts. 

Jones, T. C. Conflicts. 
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Read, H. E. Conflicts.

Yogis, J. A. Public international law; Canadian fisheries.

Areas of faculty specialization

Apart from conflicts, no areas of specialism in the faculty

are advertised. A student doing an LL.M. programme would be per-

mitted some measure of concentration in international law provided

teaching resources, including library holdings, would adequately

support the topic. LL.M. research and a thesis have been done on

international treaties and Canadian fisheries.

Plans

The plans for expansion are in maritime law.

Courses offered at Dalhousie University

1. International Relations

The Current'International Milieu (u)

The Theory of International Politics (u%g)

The Politics and Administration of International Organizations (q/g)

Techniques of Statecraft and Problae ►s of Order in International
Politics (u)

International Politics (u)

History of Canadian External Relations (u/g)

Seminar on International Policies (u/g - mainly g)

Governments of Great Powers (u)

The Governaent and Politics of Africa (u}
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The Politics of Southern Africa (u/g - mainly g)

The Politics of Develogaent (u/g)

History of Europe in the Twentieth Century (u) (hiet)

Note: "u" denotes undergraduate course

"u/g" denotes both graduate and undergraduate course

Relevant courses are also available in economics and sociologq

at undergraduate level and in economics at graduate level.

2. Commonwealth-Africa

The Politics of Southern Africa (V/g)

The Goverrment and Politics of Africa (u)

History of Africa (u) (hist)

The Age of Imperialism, 1870-1914 ( g) (hiat)

History of the British Empire and Commonwealth (u) (hist)

Britain and the Empire, 1783-1855 (x4lg) (hist)

Note: "u" denotes undergraduate course

"u/g" denotes joint graduate and undergraduate course

Where the department is not shown, the course is offered in political
science.



UNIVaSITT OF GUELPH 

Level of work in fields of study_cmued  in the srrvez 	. 

International  relations - undergraduate and graduate levels 

Area studies - undergraduate and graduate levels 

International relations and area studies offerings  

Note: The University of Guelph is on the three-semester systcm. 

Courses are semester courses. 

International relations  

The Department of Political Studien offers an M.A. pro-

gramme in international relations. An Interd,prbnental Committee 

on International Relations may provide uome guidance. The pro-

gramme requires three fields to ba covered for purposes of a 

comprehensive oral examination. L thesis also is required. The 

Department of Political Studies is prepared to supervise a 

restricted number of topics fer thaLiu purposes. This is the 

second year for M.A. llork in political studiee. One candidate 

is specializing in an aspeat of international relations. The 

Department offers 12 graduate  mester courses. The topics are 

international relations as lch, international organization, 

foreign policy and comparative government. The Department also 

provides a course on contemporary China. European diplomatic 

history is available in the History Department. The latter will  
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supervise both M.A. and Ph.D. work.

At the undergraduate level, students can obtain a concen-

tration in international relations in the honour political studies

programme. There are few restrictions on the choice of subjects.

Some 20 students (out of 40 in Honour Political Studies) are

specializing in international relations at the present.time.

Twenty-one courses in IR subjects are offered.

Asian Studies

An M.A. programe in Asian studies is available as a form

of specialization within the requirements of the department in

which the student chooses to enroll (depending upon his interests).

The Departments of Political Studies and Geography are prepared to

supervise students in this programme at present. The area of

particular emphasis is China. Two M.A. candidates are enrolled

in the current session in the Political Studies Department in

programmes on China. Five graduate seminars are available on East

Asia, four of which deal exclusively or in part with China.

The purpose of the M.A. programme is to provide the

essential background and contemporary knowledge to enable the

individual to work in fields of activity related to the area.

The programme is not at present designed as preparation for fur-

ther scholarly work in Asian studies.

At the undergraduate level, students can major in East
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Asian studies within a General B.A. programme. As in the grad-

uate resources, the emphasis is on China. This programme has been 

started in the current session. The object is to have a broadly-

based programme with general applicability. The University in-

tends to strengthen the existing undergraduate offerings whiéh are 

now available (geography, history, political studies and Chinese). 

Introductory and intermediate Chinese are now being taught and 

instruction will be provided at the advanced level as a matter of 

some priority. Geography, history and political studies all pro-

vide courses on Asia, although there are no offerings exclusively 

on China (see list of courees). 

Latin America 

- The University also has resources in Latin American 

studies and an undergraduate could cbtnn courses dealing exclu-

sively with the area in geography, history, political studies and 

literature as well as in the Spanish language. 

Centres, institutes, interdisciplinary committees  

Centre for International Programmes 

Acting Director: John F. Helby 

The "Centre for International Programmes" is a faculty 

policy committee. It takes a general interest in stimulating 

international aspects of the University's whole teaching, re-

search and extension programmes. It may provide co-ordination 
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as between the various..activities at the University. The committee

will promote the development of technical assistance projects, pro-

grammes for international students, graduate student exchanges with

overseas universities and research abroad.

Interdepartmental Committee on International Relations

This Coamittee is composed of the Chairmen of Economics,

Geography, History, Languages, Political atudies, and Sociology

and Anthropology. The Committee will.provide guidance on student

degree programmes in international relations ( see above). These

students are, however, enrolled in the Det,artment of Political

Studies.

Committee for Asian Studies

Chairman: John F. Melby

The Committee is composed of inembers from the Departments

of Econamics, Geography, History, Political Studies, and Sociology

and Anthropology who have a special interest in Asia. The two

programmes in Asian studies are under the direction of the

Committee. -

Library resources

Reported areas of concentration in existing resources

The holdings for Asian studies were reported to be well-
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developed but confined to basic material.

Research and fields of interest/proiects of staff inentbers

International relations

Black, J. B. Comparative study British and U.S. information
services.

Dwivedi, 0. P. Public administration in developing areas; admin-
istrative systems of international organizations.

Little,, J. M. Canadian-U.S. relations 1937-1957; international
relations theory.

Masters, D. C. Twentieth century Canada; Canadian external rela-
tions.

McKinnon, M. H. M. International educational assistance.

Murray, D. R. Contemporary Latin America.

Nicholson, R. Nineteenth century European diplomatic history.*

Shute, J. C. M. Foreign aid; educational assistance.

Straka, W. W. Contemporary Eastern Europe.

Wiseman, H. Canadian role in peace-keeping.

Woodaide, C. W. Role of Canada as a middle power in the United
Nations.

Asian studies

van Beers, G. G. Economic develoFment, Indonesia.

Hung, F. Physical, economic, social and historical geography of

China.

Lin, Professor. Foreign relations of China and Pakistan.

McIntyre, J. A. Social structure, contemporary China.

Melby, J. F. Contemporary China; U.S. foreign policy.
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Shia, Professor. Contemporary China; One Hundred Day Reform.. 

Plans 
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The University, through  its  long tradition and established 

overseas reputation in agricultural and veterinary sciences, has 

links with many countries. It is internationally zainded. The 

University is developing an internationally-oriented curriculum in 

ail  fields. Exchanges and technical assistance also are being 

actively pursued. Technical assistance is well-developed now in 

West Africa and in the Caribbean area. In this  environnent  there 

is meaningful support for the developing academic programmes in 

international relations studies and area studies. 

Immediate plans are to recruit two persona for each of 

the international relations programme and the Asian studies pro-

gramme. Two courses exclusively on contemporary Chinese politics 

and government will be introduced in 1969. In addition, an honours 

degree programme in Asian studies will be introduced in 1969 that 

will permit a greater concentration on the area than is possible 

in the existing opportunity of majoring in Asian studies within 

a general B.A. programme. Library resources are to be strengthen-

ed. The Asian Studies Committee is encouraging the various depart-

ments to recruit additional Asian specialists as rapidly as 

possible. 
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Courses offered at University of Guelph

1. International Relations

Graduate

Theory of International Relations

Psychological Aspects of International Relations

International Organizations

International Administrative Systems

Canadian Foreign Policy

Foreign Policy of the United States

Problems in International Relations

The International Relations of East Asia

Comparative Political Institutions in the Developing Areas

GoverrYaent and Politics of East Asia

Contemporary China

Comparative European Governments

Nineteenth Century European International Relations (hist)

Undergraduate

Concepts of International Politics

International Organization

International Law

Problems in Contemporary Foreign Affairs

Post World War II International Politics

International Politics between the two World Wars

Comparative Foreign Policy
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Problems in Canadian Foreign Policy

Problems in U.S, Foreign Policy

International Propaganda

U.S. Foreign Policy

U.K. Foreign Policy

Comparative Governments of East Asia

Comparative Governments of Southeast Asia

Comparative Governments of South Asia

Politics of the Developing Countries

Comparative European Government

Government in the Soviet Union

Governa^ent and Politics of the Commonwealth

Covernnent and Politics in the Middle East and East Africa

Government and Politics in Latin America

Relevant courses are also available in economics and sociologq

at the graduate and undergraduate levels.

2. Asian studies

Graduate

The International Relations of East Asia

Goverranent and Politics of East Asia - China, Japan, Korea

Contemporary China

Geography of China (geog)

Geography of Southeast Asia (geog)
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Undergraduate  

Comparative Governments of East Asia 

Comparative Governments of Southeast Asia 	 - 

Comparative Governments of South Asia • 

Politics of the Developing Countries (Africa, Asia, Latin America) 

The History of the Far East to 1857 (hist) 

Regional Geography of China and Japan .  (geog) 

Regional Geography of Southeast Asia (geog) 

Regional Geography of South Asia (geog) 

Regional Geography of Southwest Asia•and North Africa (geog) 

Chinese language 

3. Latin America 

Undergraduate  

Politics of the Developing Countries (Africa, Asia, Latin America) 

Government and Politics in Latin America 

Republican LatimAmerica (hist) 

Geography of Latin America (geog) 

Modern Spanish-American Literature 
Spanish-American Civilization (lang) 

Spanish language 

Related courses of a largely theoretical or eystematic nature 

are available in economics and sociology. 

Where the department is not shown, the course is offered in political 
stUdies. 
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LAKEHEAD UNIVERSITY

Level of work in fields of study covered in the survey

International relations - undergraduate level only

International relations and area studies offerings

International relations

Six courses with IR subjects are available in the Depart-

aent of Political Science. These include an introductory course,

comparative foreign policy and four in comparative governnent.

The Department of-History offers diplomatic history.

No area concentrations are available. The Department of

History offers three courses on East Asia. They provide, among

other things, the historical background to contemporary China,

.India and Japan, and a detailed study of Chinese history from the

late Manchu Dynasty to the present. These courses are open to a

student in the honours programme in political science who might

.also be.taking the international relations offerings.

Centres, institutes, interdisciplinary committees

Nil.

Library resources

No particular strengths reported.
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Research and fields of interest/proiects of staff members

Engholm, G. F. Contemporary international relations theory.

Raffo, P. Cecil and the League of, Nations.

Rothney, G. O. Canada and the International World (textbook).

Sarbadhikari, P. Role of the media in foreign policy.

Plans

The Faculty of Arts hopes to provide a facility for a

student to bring together the various courses which contribute

to international studies and are now offered in a rnanber of depart-

ments. With these aubjects, and the addition of courses on inter-

national organization and Canadian foreign policy, the Faculty

hopes to provide the nucleus of an international relations under-

graduate programne within the degree programme of a single disci-

pline (history or political science.,. or both).

Courses offered at Lakehead University

International Relations (undergraduate level only)

Introduction to International Relations

Comparative Foreign Policies

Communist Political System (not offered in 1968-69)

Problems in Western European Politics

Western European Government

Goverranent and Politics in the United States

International History, 1871-1953 (hist)
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Where the department is not shown, the course is offered in politi-

cal science.



LAURENTIAN UNIVERSITY 

Level of work in fields of study covered in the survey 

International relations — undergraduate level only 

International relations and area studies offerings  

International relations  

Eight IR courses are available in the Departments of 

Political Science and History. TheSe offerings include an intro-

duation to international relations, international organization, 

comparative foreign policy, three courses in comparative governr 

ment, diplomatic history and Canadian-American relations. Enrol-

ment in these courses varies fran two to ten students.. 

Area studies 

No area concentrations are available. 

Centres, institutes, interdisciplinary cannittees 

Nil. 

Library resources  

No particular strengths reported. 

Research and fields of interestiprojects of staff members -

Donneur, A. P. Federalisn inSwitzerland. 
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Fraser, J. D. Role of the intellectual in the U.S.S.R.

Havel, J. E. Revolutionary movements in Western Europe.

Henderson, M. D. Dominion British foreign policy 1919-1923;
case-study approach.

Menons A. K. Implementation of the Glassco Commission recammenda-
tions by Federal Goverianent departments.

Stetler, G. A. United States politics.

Yin, J. Contemporary China. .

Plans

The Department of Political Science hopes to offer the

M.A. by 1970. The Department would expect to be able to super-

vise international relations topics within the general fields of

theory of international relations, diplomatic method, Soviet poli-

tics and some Southeast Asian topics. There are no plans for ad-

ditional staff in international relations in the near future.

Courses offered at Laurentian University

International Relations (undergraduate level only)

The Theory and Practice of International Relations

International Organizations

Comparative Foreign Policy

Chinese Goverments and Politics
Latin American Governments and Politics

Contemporary South Asia

Canadian-American Relations (hist)

International Relations in the Twentieth Century hist)
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LAVAL UNIVERSITY

Level of work in fields of study covered in the survey

International relations - undergraduate and graduate levels

Area studies - undergraduate and grâduate levels

International relations and area studies offerings

International relations

Students are accepted for Maîtrise (M.Sc.soc.) programmes

in international relations work in the Political Science Department,

Faculty of Social Science. The Faculty also advertises the Docto-

rat (D.Sc.soc.) in political science. Students, however, who have

completed their Maîtrise in political science at Laval and who wish

to proceed to a Doctorat are encouraged at present to pursue their

studies at other universities. In the current session, there are

no doctoral candidates. Five students are enrolled in Maîtrise

progra=es. This number is considered abnormally low and a larger

enrolment is expected for the 1969-70 session.

The existing facilities for graduate supervision are

limited. One full course, "Analyse de la politique étrangère",

and one half-course on foreign policies of Asian powers are

offered.

At the undergraduate level, students may concentrate in

international relations in their second and third years in the

political science programme. .Twelve courses on international
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relations topics are available in political science. They deal 

with international relations theory, international organization, 

international law, foreign policy, and strategic studies. Com-

parative government has not yet becane a significant element in 

the Department's offerings. One—third of the total number of 

subjects over the three—year programme could be IR subjects. In 

the current session, some 25 students are enrolled in this pro-

gramme. 

Latin America  

An interdisciplinary area type of programme is not 

available. Offerings in a variety of disciplines are provided 

at the graduate and undergraduate levels in several faculties. 

At the graduate level, the offerings are largely in 

languages and literatures in the Faculty of Letters. The Social 

Science Faculty provides a course in the economic history of 

Latin America. 	 • 

The undergraduate offerings are in economic history, 

ethnology, geography, history and languages and literatures. A 

politics and government course was provided in the Political 

Science Department, but this offering (as well as other "areae 

politics and government courses) has been temporarily discoe-

tinued pending ounpletion of the current reorganization of the 

Department's offerings. The various courses on Latin America 
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are found in three faculties (Arts, Letters, and Social Sciences)

but no facility exists at present to permit a student to obtain

subjects in different faculties. (See, however, Plans below.)

Africa and Asia

A nuaber of subjects dealing exclusively with Africa and

with Asia are offered in several faculties of the University.

There are sane four courses provided on each area. No concentra-

tion is, however, available.

Centres, institutes, interdisciplinary ceoIInittees

L'Institut Supérieur des Sciences Humaines

The Institute, which was created in 1966, operates with-

in the Faculty of Social Science. At the present time, it func-

tions as a centre for the co-ordination of interdisciplinary

graduate programmes., within the Faculty, concerning developing

areas, particularly French-speaking Africa. Two or three stu-

dents are pursuing in the current session sociological or anthro-

pological doctoral progranmes concentrating on Africa.

Library resources

Specialized holdings

Congo and French-speaking Africa in anthropology, geo-

graphy, politics and governnent, and sociology; language and

literature of the Spanish-speaking world.
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Re orted areas of concentration  in existing resources  

Documents. The library's documentation centre for the 

classificotion, storage and r,Dtrieval of data on document re-

sources is an important restarch 

Research and fields of interet/proPcts of staff members  

BF-rgeron, Gérard ‘  International rei:àtions theory. 

Dents. 	Geography of Latin Aue:rica. 

Dior, Urard, Industrial relations in Latin Amarica. 

Doutrelcuz, 	1„, Social change A.nd culture fn 

Friters, G.  M.  Book on Outer Kongolia (second revised edition) to 
be published (in English). Comparative Study of Indian 
and Pakistan Foreign Policies. Foreign Policy of Asian 
States.  Critical and annotated collection of documents 
and treaties on Asian affairs. 

Gosselin, Guy. International political communities. 

Hambleton, Hugh. Economic history of Europe and Latin America. 

Hamelin, L. E. Land use in the North African littoral. 

La Terreur,  M. The development of Canadian foreign policy. 

Lux, André. Labour market and labour movement in Africa. 

Painchaud, Paul. International relations; foreign policy of Canada. 

Torkia, E. J. French-Arabic dictionary; English-Arabic dictionary. 

Plans 

The report of Laval's Commission de la planification et 

du développement de l'Université has made a number of reoommenda- 
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tions concerning University structure and academic programmes.

Of particular relevance for this survey is the recommendation

that the existing faculty structure be significantly changed.

One reason for this recommendation is to facilitate interdisci-

plinary work, including area studies concentrations.

The activities of the Institut Supérieure des Sciences

Humaines are only beginning. It is expected that the Institute

will facilitate interdisciplinary studies in international rela-

tions. It is also envisaged that, in due course, a centre for

the analysis of foreign policy and for strategic studies may be

established to support graduate research.

Laval is going through a period of considerable develop-

ment in all its divisions. It may be expected that all the facul-

ties and teaching departments of relevance for this survey will be

affected. The preparation of longer-tenn plans for the developrnent

of facilities for area studies and to some extent for international

relations studies must await decisions on the recommendations of

the Commission described above. On the basis of resources now

available, Latin American studies may be expected to be the first

area study prograurme to be developed. French Africa studies, for

which there are some resources r_ozr, might be a second area for an

interdisciplinary programme.

As regards international relations studies, the Department

of Political Science is rapidly developing a broadly-based pro-
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gramme. Owing to the existing faculty structure, diplomatic his-

tory is not available from the Department of History for inter-

national relations programmes in political science. The Political

Science Department, however, provides one course which is largely

diple¢natic history in content. The Department expects that, over

the next five years, the number of staff inembers engaged full

time in international relations work may increase from four at

present to ten. Additional theoretical and comparative courses

are envisaged. The international relations of the United States,

of French-speaking African states and of Latin American states

will be available in two or three years. Russia as an Asian

power as a course offering is under consideration. Military and

strategic studies also have some priority.

^ International Law degrees: LL.L.; D.E.S.droit; LL.D.

Courses offered

Droit international public I. (introductory course)

Droit international privé

Droit international public II (international organizations and
international relations) (not offered in 1968-69)

Staff members in fields of study

Dufour, André. Public international law.

Patry, André. Public international law; international organizations.
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Areas of faculty specialization 

No specializations reported. 

Plans 

The Faculty of Law is experiencing substantial expansion 

in all its resources. No decision has yet been taken on the fields 

of international law which will be offered in the future. It is 

expected that twu or three additional members of staff will be 

recruited soon for new international law offerings. 

Courses offered at Laval 

1. International Relations  

Graduate  

(Offerings in the Faculty of Social Science, Political Science 

Departnent) 

Anyalyse de la politique étrangère 

Politique étrangère des Etats de l'Asie (half course) 

Undergraduate  

Principes de relations internationales 

Séminaire de relations internationales 

Théories de relations internationales 

Doctrines et idéologies internationales 

Communautés politiques internationales 

Droit international public 

Analyse des systèmes internationaux 
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Politique étrangère du Canada

L'Asie: forces politiques et relations internationales

Politiques militaires contemporaines

L'Union Soviétique

Les relations internationales jusqu'à la fin de la deuxième

guerre mondiale

Relevant courses are also available in the Faculty of Social

Science in economics and sociology.

International Relations offerings in the Faculty of Artsi

History Department

Les relations internationales (I): de 1815 à 1914.

Les relations internationales (III): de 1914 à nôs jours.

La Russie et l'U.R.S.S. du milieu du 19e siècle à nos jours.

Le Canada dans l'Ordre international

Relevant courses are also available in the Faculty of Arts in

geography.

2, Latin America

Graduate

Histoire économique VI (Amérique latine) (Faculty of Social
Science)

Le XIXe et le XXe siècle en Amérique latine (Faculty of Letters)

Littérature hispano-américaine (five courses including Litté-
rature brésilienne) (Faculty of Letters)
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Littérature et société hispano-américaine (Faculty of Letters)

PArt en Amérique latine (Faculty of Letters)

Undergraduate

Courses in literature as shown for graduate work above.

L^Histoire de l'Amérique latine (Faculty of Arts)

L'Amérique latinei histoire économique (Faculty of Letters)

Géographie de lfAmérique latine (Faculty of Letters)

Ethnologie de l'Amérique latine (Faculty of Social Science)

Géographie de ltAmérique latine (Faculty of Social Science)
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Level of work in fields of study covered in the'survey 

International relations - undergraduate level only. 

Area studies - undergraduate level only. 

International and area studies offerings 

International relations  

Loyola College has developed its resources for IR studies 

rapidly in the last few years and now is able to offer a minor 

concentration in international relations within the honour poli-

tical science programme. At least one-third of the total number 

of subjects could be in international relations. Students may 

also be able to obtain relevant courses which are available in 

econanics and sociology. Ten IR courses are offered in political 

science and history. 

Area studies  

Loyola has an African studies programme which has been 

developieg under the sponsorship of the Centre for African Studies. 

A student enrolled in the honours political science programme could 

obtain four or five snbjects exclusively on Africa with relevant 

theoretical courses in economics and sociology. The Evening Divi-

sion of the College offers an introductory course in Swahili. 	. 

Students graduating from this programme may be admitted to MtGill 

M.A. programmes with a specialization in Africa. 
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Centres, institutes, interdisciplina coaQaittees

Centre for African Studies

Director: Donald C. Savage

The Centre co-ordinates research and course work on

-Africa. Five subjects in the Departments of Political Science

and History are provided under the auspicear of the Centre. The

Canadian Journal of African Studies is'edited by Professor Savage,

Library holdings

Specialized holdings

The University is developing a strong research collection

of books, periodicals and newspapers relating to East and South

Africa.

Reported areas of concentration in existing resources

The library holdings include a small Hungarian collection.

Research and fields of interest/proiects of staff inembers

Adams, F. G. W. Modern Europe.

Alvi, S. A. International trade and aid.

Habib, H. P. John Foster Dulles: Suez and Lebanon.

Henry, R. Sociological development problems of underdeveloped
countries.

Moore, J. Latin American goverrnnent and politics.

Oh, K. Land reform in Japan and Coamunist China; Korean immigra-
tion into Canada.
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Porter, D. The Auto-suggestion movement in Algeria; comparative

study of Algeria and Tanzania.

Savage, D. C. Government and Labour in Kenya 1895-1965.

Plans

Loyola College finds it impossible at present to make

plans for the future as its role in the new structure of post-

secondary education in Quebec has not yet been determined. The

College is classified under the provincial goverrmeent financial

arrangements as a classical college.

In spite of these limitations, the College hopes to be

able to expand the disciplinary offerings on Africa, with priori-

ty being given to courses in anthropology and economics. At a

later date the area offerings might be extended to South and

Southeast Asia.

Courses offered at Loyola College

1. International relations (undergraduate on]y)

International Politics

International Organization

International Law

Comparative Goverment

Latin American Government

African Government and Politics

Contemporary Politics of the Far East
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The Soviet Union 

Diplomatic History, 1648 to the present  (blet) 

Idea of Nationalism in Africa (hist) 

Relevant courses are also available in economics and sociology. 

2. African studies 

African Government and Politics 

The Politics of Race 

The Stages of Political Development 

Introduction to the History of Africa (hist) 

Nationalisa in Africa (hist) 

Language — Swahili (evening session only) 

Where the department is not shown, the course is offered in political 
science. 
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Level of work in fields of study covered in the survey

International relations - undergraduate and graduate levels

International relations and area studies offerings

International relations

The Department of Political Science is prepared to super-

vise M.A. theses on IR subjects for which the University's re-

sources in staff and library holdings are considered adequate.

The principal general topics the Department will supervise are

international relations theory (non-behavioural), aspècts of

European politics, Canada in world affairs, and Coannunism. At

the present time, 12 students are enrolled in M.A. progra=es with

an IR content. Four graduate semi.nars are available in IR topics,

two in the Department of PoliticPl Science and two in the.Depart-

ment of History.

At the undergraduate lerel, students in the honours

political science and international relations course can obtain

a minor concentration in international relations obtaining rele-

vant courses in economics, geography and sociology. These offer-

ings could include, among others, international trade, comparative

economic systems, economic geography and comparative social sys-

tems. In the current session, six IR courses are available in

political science and history. These offerings include an intro-
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ductory IR course, international relations theory, international 

organizations and three courses with diplomatic history. Thirty-

two students are enrolled in the political science and interna-

tional relations course. 

Area studies  

No area concentrations are available. At the graduate 

levelM.A. programmes maybe obtained in European politics; and 

at the undergraduate level, a few subjects relating to various 

areas are offered in a number of departments. 

Centres, institutes, interdisciolinarY committees 

Nil. 

Library resources  

Specialized holdings  

The Icelandic collection totals about 3,700 books and 

2,000 volumes of periodicals. The library is eligible to receive 

all copyrighted publications issued in Iceland. 

Reported areas of concentration in existing resources  

International Communism; international organizations, 

especially NATO; European politics. 
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Research and fields of interest/proiects of staff members .

Barber, C. L. International economics.

But eux, Paul. Limitations and controls on nuclear weapons in
NATO • .

Donnelly, Murray S. Canadian external relations.

Kinnear, M. S. R. European history since 1815.

Malik, A. Inflation and monetary policy in Turkey.

Moulton, E. C. Contemporary India; Indian history.

Smith, Wm. D. Modern Europe.

St. John, 0. P. Algeria since liberation.

Stambrook, F. G. European nationalism in the nineteenth century;
documents on Gexman foreign policy, 1918-1945.

Plans

The Department of Political Science expects to expand

its offerings in international relations with the following

priorities - "Politics of Political Modernization"; "The Major

Powers of Asia"; "Governments of Eastern Europe" (particularly

Poland and Yugoslavia); and "Theory of Foreign Policy" -.case

studies. The Department of History is planning to offer an

additional course on both Asia and the Slavic areas (Balkans

and the U.S.S.R.). This Department also hopes to offer the Ph.D.

shortly, the areas for doctoral supervision to include Canada-

U.S. relations, and Canada and the Commcnwealth.

Other departments (Economics and Religion) are proposing
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to offer subjects dealing with Asia.

,International Law degree: LL,g.

Courses offered at underRraduate level

Public International Law

Private International Law

Staff members in fields of study

Sharp, J. M. Resources of the sea-bed.

Areas of faculty specialization

Water resources.

Plans

The LL.M. will be offered in the 1969-70 session. There

will be opportunities for graduate work in some aspects of inter-

national law, including water resources. The library holdings in

United Nations documents and materials relating to international

organizations are to be expanded.

Courses offered at University of Manitoba

Graduate

International Relations

World Communism

Canadian-American Relations (hist)
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Twentieth Century Europe (hist) 

Undergraduate  

*Introduction to International Relations 

*Elements of Foreign Policy 

Theories of International Relations 

International Organizations 

The Inter4lar Years, 1919-1939 (hist) 

The Twentieth Century World (hist) 

History of American Foreign Policy (hist) 

Relevant courses are - also available in economics, geography 

and sociology. 

Where the department is not shown, the course is offered in political 
science. 

* Only one of these course available in an;y one academic year. 
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MARIANOPOLIS COLLF^E

Level of work in fields of study covered in the survey

There are no offerings of an essentially international

relations or area study nature.

International relations and area studies offerings

Marianopolis College provides a nuaber of survey courses

in history, including modern Europe. In foreign languages,

Spanish is taught to the advanced level. Political sociology

also is provided.

Centres, institutes, interdisciplinary committees

Nil.

Library resources

No particular strengths reported.

Research and fields of interest/proiects of staff inembers

None in fields of study covered in the survey.

Plans

There are no plans for expansion at present. Marianopolis,

like Loyola College, has not yet been able to detexmine its place

in the restructuring of post-secondary education in Quebec.
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Programmes of study

The University offers opportunities for undergraduate

study and/or graduate research in some eight areas, including

international relations. The area study degree programmes include

Asian studies, Islamic studies and Russian studies. In addition,

there are substantial resources, though geared primarily to

research, in Africa, the Arctic, the Caribbean and Latin America.

International relations and area studies offerings

International relations •

Candidates enrolled in Ph.D. and M.A. programmes in poli-

tical science can emphasize international relations through their

cYïoicé of ooûrsé; thesis and major field or comprehensive examina-

tions. Some 40 candidates were reported to be emphasizing inter-

national relations in their graduate prograrmes. There are at

present seven Ph.D. candidates.

Eleven graduate seminars in IR subjects are available in

the Department of Political Science. They deal with international

relations as a discipline, international organization, human

rights, foreign policy and comparative government.

At the undergraduate level, students can obtain a minor

concentration in international relations in the programme for

joint honours in political science and history. Approximately

I
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a quarter of the total number of courses taken could be in inter-

national relations slibjects. Sixteen IR courses are available in 

the Political Science and History Departments. Twenty-four stu-' 

dents are enrolled in the fourth year of the honowspolitical 

science and history course. 

Asian studies (East and South Asia) 

An Asian topic may be chosen for emphasis in a graduate 

progranme in one of the established disciplines with Asian re-

sources (i.e. economics, geography, political science, and socio-

logy). There are at least four M.A. candidates with topics 

pertaining to South Asia. Graduate work on contemporary problems 

is encouraged in the Centre for Developing-Area Studies, particu-

larly on India and Pakistan. (The Centre is described below.) 

Hitherto, no undergraduate degree programmes in any 

aspect of Asian studies have been offered. A Department of  East 

Asian Languages and Literatures has, however, just been established. 

A sUbstantial nuMber of courses relevant to Asian studies 

are available. Nine courses exclusively on the area are offered 

in anthràpology, economics, history and political science. Chinese 

has just been introduced through the Department of East Asian 

Langmages and Literatures. Japanese will be offered, it is 

expected, in a few years. A co-operative arrangement exista  with 

Sir George Williams University whereby some Asian subjects may 

be taken byMcGill students for credit towards the McGill degree. 
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Islamic studies

Islamic studies is available essentially at the graduate

level through the Institute for Islamic Studies. The M.A. and

Ph.D. degrees are offered. Enphasis is on the humanities. A

few subjects of a contemporary nature about the modern Islamic

world are available.

Some subjects, including languages, are being introduced

at the undergraduate level, but there is no undergraduate pro-

gramme in Islamic studies as yet.

Russian studies

The Departments of History and Russian offer M.A. and

Ph.D. work in Russian studies. Some ten doctoral and 15 masters

theses have been completed in the Department of Russian. Research

topics may be supervised in the Departments of Political Science,

Geography and Economics and in the Faculty of Law.

At the undergraduate level, eight courses pertaining to

the U.S.S.R. are available in economics, geography, history and

political science. In the joint honours programme in history and

Russian, in which some 30 students are enrolled, a student could

obtain a limited interdisciplinary emphasis on Russian studies.

He would not necessarily be able to obtain all the courses offer-

ed which pertain to Russia.

Other interests in Russia at McGill are found in the

Arctic Institute of North America and in the Institute for
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Comparative and Foreign Law.

African resources (East and West Africa)

Studies concerning Africa are available essentially at

the graduate level through the Department of Economics and Poli-

tical Science, the Department of Sociology and Anthropology, and

the Centre for Developing-Area Studies. The Department of Econo-

mics.and Political Science has about three candidates doing work

on comparative African politics or comparative African adminis-

tration. Few graduate seminars on Africa are, however, available.

Undergraduate courses pertaining to Africa are available

in several disciplines, including anthropology, geography and

political science. A student who wished to put some minor empha-

sis on Africa in a regular disciplinary degree programme might be

able, under a joint university co-operative arrangement with

Loyola College, to obtain African history at Loyola.

The University has direct contact with universities in

East Africa under the Rockefeller programme for university

development overseas, which enables members of the McGill faculty

and graduate students to visit universities in developing coun-

tries for extended periods. The programme is based on the social

sciences and the humanities.

Resources on Africa in the library collection are des-

cribed below.
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Arctic resources  

This interest, while many-sided at McGill, is essentially 

scientific and technical. Human geography and social and economic 

aspects are beginning to receive attention but, at this Juncture, 

relate for the most part only to Canada. The library collection 

is described below. 

Caribbean resources  

Programmes of study on the Caribbean are available at 

the graduate level. Course work is not offered for the purpose. 

The Department of Eeonamics and Political Science has special 

research interests in the Caribbean; and the Centre for Develop-

ing-Aréa Studies concentrates a substantial part of its programme 

in the area. The University has other significant research 

interests of a technical or scientific nature in the area through 

several other departments, notably zoology, oceanography and geo-

graphy. Research organizations with Caribbean interests include 

the Bellair Research Institute, the Marine Sciences Centre, the 

Brace Research Institute and the Tropical Research Programme 

of the Department of Geography. 
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Latin American resources

The University has several research interests in the social

sciences and in scientific fields in Latin America. The McGill-Rockefeller

programme for university development overseas, described above, has

interests in Latin American universities, as does the Brace Research

Institute. The Centre for Developing-Area Studies has some interest

in Latin America, although in the general region the Centre has concentrated

on the Caribbean. Apart from languages and literatures, only three

undergraduate courses are available exclusively on the area. These is

no attempt to offer a Latin American studies programme.

Centres, institutes, interdisciplinAry committees

Institute of Islamic Studies

The Institute offers courses and directs research for the

M.A. and Ph. D. programmes in Islamic studies.
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Centre for Developing-Area Studies  

The objective of the Centre is to facilitate eocial and 

economic interdisciplinary graduate study and research and to 

promote instruction in aspects of development and the problems 

of developing areas. The geographic areas of interest include 

newly-independent states in Africa, Asia and the Caribbean and 

to some extent in the countries of Latin America. The study pro-

grammes include economics, politics and government, and social 

organization. The Centre has sponsored seminars in teaching 

departments for credit and has brought to McGill students from 

abroad and from other universities in Canada. The Centre also 

provides grants to scholars in various disciplines for short-

term travel. 

The Institute of Air and Space Law 

The Institute operates within the Faculty of Law and 

offers advanced study and research in air and space law (see 

Faculty of Law below). 

The Institute of Comparative and Foreign Law 

The Institute operates within the Faculty of Law and 

offers facilities for comparative legal studies of an advanced 

nature with field research (see Faculty of Law below). 

Interdisciplinary Committees  

The University has three co-ordinating committees for 
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intemational relations studies and area studies.

(i) The Committee on International Studies, which is a sub-

committee of the Senate's Academic Policy Coaaaittee, is

responsible for reviewing the whole range of international

studies at McGill and for recommending priorities.

(ii) The East Asian Studies Committee, wnich has been in existence

for one year, is responsible for co-ordinating subject offer-

ings and stimulating their expansion.

(iii) The South•Asian Studies Committee was established at the same

time as the East Asian Committee and has the same pesponsibi-

lities.

Library resources

Specialized holdings

Africa - The McGill collection is strong on documents and con-

centrates on English-speaking West Africa and North Africa. It

eomplements the strong research collection at Loyola College

(which concentrates on South and East Africa), the holdings at

Sir George Williams' University (Central Africa, particularly

Liberia and Rhodesia) and at the University of Montreal (Franco-

phonie., particularly in sociology and anthropology).

Arctic - The Arctic Institute of North America library collects

all items concerring the polar regions, with emphasis on the Arc-

tic and northern areas of the continent. The collection is one
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of the most nearly complete in the world.

Islamic studies - The Islamic Institute library has approximately

37,000 volumes on the Moslem countries, mainly in Arabic.

Reported areas of concentration in existing resources

For the study of international relations the lit7r3ry

holdings were reported to be strong in foreign policy studies,

economic and political development (especially Africa and South

Asia), and in modern European history.

Research and fields of interest/projects of staff inembers

Bayley, C. C. Modern Britain.

Brecher, M. India's foreign policy system; Israel's foreign
policy system.

Dessouki, A. The parti as a mass political organization in Egqpt,
1952-19b7.

Fieldhouse, H. N. British foreign policy; contemporary European
international politics.

Frankman, M. South and Central America economic development.

Gutkind, P. African sociology of urban conditions; Buganda.

Hills, T. L. Caribbean economic geography.

Kunz, F. A. Politics and government of Africa.

Levitt, Kari. Economics of the Caribbean; Guyana.

Lloyd, Trevor. Geography of the Arctic and the.U.S.S.R.

MacFarlane, D. L. Agricultural development in Africa.

Mallory, J. R. Comparative federalism.

Marshall, P. D. Modern Britain.
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Miller, C. Canadian foreign policy and diplamatic history. 

Noble, P.C. International relations theory; contemporary foreign 
policies of West European countries. 

Riggs, A. R. Diplomatic history of the United States. 

Shingler, J. Africa in Perspective (1968 — 2nd printing) 

Smith, J. G. External:assistance and industrialization in Africa. 

Steinberg, B. S. International relations theory; foreign policy 
application. 

Vogel, R. Modern. Europe. 

Asian studies  

Brecher, I. Foreign aid and industrial development in Pakistan. 

Fenichel, A. H. Colonialism and Burmese economic development; 
comparative econamic systems. 

Lin, P. T. K. History of China; contemporary China. 

Noumoff, S. J. Pattern leadership authority in the Republic of 
China. 

Near, B. R. Politics and government of India and Pakistan; 
minorities. 

Sayeed, K. B. Pakistan: The Formative Phase 1857-1948;  Pakistan 
bureaucracy. 

Woods, H. D. Philippines labour relations. 

Wright, H. R. C. Econamic history of South and Southeast Asia. 

Islamic studies  

Adams, C. J. The contemporary Islamic world. 

Berkes, N. Social and economic development in Islamic countries. 
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Russian studies

Frankel, S. J. Comparative goverrment of Western developed coun-
tries, including the U.S.S.R.; Soviet politics.

Mladenovic, M. U.S.S.R.; Communist doctrine of war.

Plans

Largely under the stimulus of the grant from the Ford

Foundation in 1966, McGill established acommittee to review its_

commitments in international studies and to reeommend priorities

for further development. The committee completed its report in

July 1968. Senate decisions based on the committee's recommenda-

tions are expected to be taken during the 1968-69 session,

Pending these decisions, advice is not possible on plans for

expansion.

The comaittee's deliberations were oriented mainly

towards research and graduate teaching. The principal areas in

which McGill now is engaged have been defined as the Caribbean,

the Islamic world, South and East Asia, West Africa and, to a

lesser extent, East Africa, Latin America and the U.S.S.R. The

Arctic also is an area of principal interest. The programmes

for international relations study also are recognized as a

major aspect of McGill's total effort in international studies.

It is understood that the committee took the position that, in

general, the University should build on what was already well-

established and had proved itself.
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I./ International Law  degrees: BJC.L.; M.C.L.; D.C.L. 
M.N. in Air and Space Law and in 
Comparative and Foreign Law. 

Courses offered - graduate level 

Public International Air Law 

The Law of Space 

Private International Air Law 

German Law 

Soviet and Communist Law 

Law and Constitution of International Organizations 

Courses offered - undergraduate level  

Public International Law 

Private International Law 

Special Problems in International Organization 

International Protection of Human Rights 

Comparative Federalism 

Staff members in fields of study

, 

 

Bradley, Martin. Air and space law. 

Cohen, Maxwell. Public international law; international organiza-
tion. 

Crépeau, Paul A. Comparative and foreign law. 

Humphrey, John P. Human rights. 

Mankiewicz, René. Air and space law. 

McWhinney, Edward. Soviet law; comparative federalism. 

Sand, Peter H. Comparative and foreign law: conflicts. 
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Areas of faculty specialization

Air and space law; comparative and foreign law; human

rights. In the 1968-69 session, the Institute of Air and Space

Law has some 38-40 students. The Institute of Comparative and

Foreign Law has about 12 students.

Plans for further development within the Faculty, in-

cluding the two Institutes for graduate study, depend in part

upon the University's decisions on the report of:the Comnittee

on International Studies. If, as is expected, additional funds

are directed towards expansion of international studies within

the Faculty, some or all of the following areas would be ex-

panded: human rights; foreign law, including Soviet and Coaanu-

nist law; and international transport law.

Courses offered at McGill University

1. International Relations

Graduate

Recent Theory in International Relations: State Behaviour

Recent Theory in International Relations: International
Systems

Political Processes and Problems of International Organization
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The International Protection of Human Rights

Strategy and Arms Control

Comparative Analysis of Foreign Policy

Comparative Politics - Western Europe

Political Developaent in the New Nations

Folitics of Developing Areas

South Asian Politics

Asian Political Philosophy

Undergraduate

International Politics (introductory course)

International Organization

International Politics: International Systems

Contemporary International Systems and Foreign Policy: Europe

Contemporary International Systems and Foreign Policy: Middle

East

Contemporary International Systems and Foreign Policy: Asia

The Foreign Policies of the Super Powers

Goverruaent and Politics in Western Europe

Govezment and Politics of the United States

Politics and Goverraaent in South Asia (India and Pakistan)

Politics and Government in East Asia (China and Japan)

Politics and Goverrment in Africa

The Politic System of the U.S.S.R.

History of Diplomacy, with special reference to British Foreign
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Policy since 1815 (hist) 

DiplomatiC History of the United States (hist) 

Canadian Diplomatic History (hist) 

Relevant courses are.also available in anthropology, ecénomics, 

geography and sociology at the . gradiete and - Undergraduate levels. 

Where the department is not shown )  the course it offered in political - 
science. 

2. Asian studies  

- Graduate  

South Asian Politics 	 - - 

Asian POlitical .  Philosophy - 

Politics of Developing Areas 

Econanic Development of selected cOuntries -. : Asia• (econ) 

'Regional Geography of selected areas - Asia' .(geog) 

Social Change in  South  Asia 

Undergraduate  

Politics and Governnent in South Asia (India and Pakistan)  - 

Politics and Goverment in  Met Aeia (China and %/epee 	. • 

. Contemporary International Syeteme and Foreign Policy: Asia 

• The Transformation of Emit Asia-in:thellinsteenth and.Twentieth 
Centuries • (hiet) • 	 - 

Problems of Modernisation in %%Panes* History (blet) 

The Modern Econanic History o: Southeast Asia  
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The Modern Econcmic History of South Asia (econ)

Peoples of South Asia (anth)

The Economic History of China and Japan (econ)

Chinese Language

Related courses of a largely theoretical or systematic nature

are available in anthropology, economics, geography_and sociolo-

3. Islamic studies

Institute of Islamic Studies - Graduate level

Courses on Islamic civilization, Islamic institutions,

language, literature, philosophy and religion are not listed in

detail for the purposes of this survey. The languages which are

offered are Arabic, Persian, Turkish, Urdu, Malay and Indonegian.

The courses which might be considered on the modern Isla-

mic world are the following:

Islamic Developments in the Modern Arab World

The Development of Secularism in Modern Turkey

Islamic Developments in Modern India and Pakistan

Islamic Developments in Modern Iran

Islam in the Modern World

Social and Economic Development in Mosleat Countries
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Undergraduate level  

Arabic, Hindi and Urdu (lang) 

Islamic Civilization (hist) 

Peoples of the Near  East (anth) 

4. Russian studies 

Graduate  

. Soviet Law (law) 

Russian Language and literature (lang) 

Undergraduate  

The Political System of the U.S.S.R. 	 - 

The Foreign Policies of the Super Powers  

The Economic History of Russia and the U.S.S.R. (econ) 

Regional Geography of Northern Lands (geog) 

(geoe The Soviet Union and Eastern Europe 

History of Russia to the First World War (hist) 

Political and Economic History of the Soviet Union (hist) 

Russian Language and Literature (lang) 

5. Africa 

Graduate  

The Islamic History of West Africa (hist) 

Contemporary Social Institutions in Africa (sociol 
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Undergraduate

Politics and Goverrment in Africa

The Geography of the Humid Tropics (geog)

African Ethnology (anth)

Culture and Social Change in Modern Africa (anth)

Related courses of a largely theoretical or systematic nature

are available in anthropology, economics, geography and socio-

logy.

6. Caribbean

Graduate - Contemporary Social Institutions of the Caribbean
(sociol)

Undergraduate - Peoples of the Caribbean (anth)

Spanish Language and Literature

7. Latin America

Undergraduate

Peoples of Latin America (anth)

Latin American Social Structure (sociol)

The Modern Economic History and DeveloFatent of South and Central

America (econ)

Spanish-American Literature (three courses)
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Level of work in fields of study covered in the eurvey_

International relations - undergraduate and graduate levels

Area studies - undergraduate and graduate levels

International relations and area study offerings

International relations

Candidates are accepted for M.A. programmes in political

science concentrating in international relations. The Department

of Political Science is prepared to supervise work in a variety

of IR topics within the general fields of theory of international

relations (traditional and behavicural approaches); foreign policy

and external relations of a number of states (U.S.S.R., China,

Japan and countries of South and Southeast Asia); relations among

Comrnunist states; aspects of relations among African states; and

aspects of Canadian foreign policy. Some six M.A. candidates are

doing work on a topic in international relations. The Department

of Political Science offers three graduate seminars in IR sub-

jects. The enrolment is ten, four and three.

The Department of History supervises both M.A. and Ph.D.

work and accepts for supervision aspects of Canadian foreign

policy.

There is no special facility or other arrangement to

provide undergraduates with a minor concentration in interna-
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tional relations within their chosen discipline. Eleven IR courses 

are available, but not all are offered in any one year. The offer-

ings are for the most part in comparative politics. There is no 

instruction in international organizations or international law. 

Area studies  

No area concentrations are available and those area sub-

jects that are offered are not readily brought together into an 

integrated programme. Some not insignificant resources exist for 

the study of Communist states, East Asia, and Latin America. 

Undergraduate students might be able to put some emphasis on one 

of these areas; and some graduate work is possible. These resour-

ces are discussed below. 

Communist states  

The major area covered by the available courses is the 

Communist states. The nature of these offerings maybe influ-

enced to some extent by an informal interdepartmental committee 

concerned with the study of Communist countries (see below). 

The departments now contributing courses are History, Political 

Science and Russian. Sociology and Geography offer relevant 

courses of a theoretical nature; and Economics and Business pro-

vide some treatment of Canada's trade relations with Communist 

countries. There is no immediate intention to bring these various 
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offerings together to permit a student to obtain a concentration

or emphasis witttin a programme in a single discipline.

East Asia

A committee of interested persons in six departments is

seeking to develop resources in this area. The available courses

are listed below. They include some politics, history and anthro-

pology. The Department of Religion offers "The Religious Tradi-

tions of Asia".

Latin America

Latin American resources are found in the Departments of

Geography and Anthropology. The Department of Geography has

direct contacts with latin America and has about seven M.A. candi-

dates working on topics concerned with the area. Students are

doing field work in Brazil and Costa Rica. Both departments offer

undergraduate courses exclusively on Latin America. The Geography

Department provides a graduate course described as a'tregional

analysis of the 20 republics of South and Middle America seen in

their physical and historical settings and in the light of current

economic and political developments".

The Department of Geography is the home of the regional

geographic committee, Pan-American Institute of'Geography and

History. In September 1967, the Department was host to the First
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InteriAmeric,att Seminar on the Definition of Regions for DeveloFment

Planning. Professor H. A. Voood is primarily responsible for these

various activities.

Centres, institutes, interdisciplinary committees

Committee on Co=unist and East European Affairs

This Committee is interdisciplinary and unofficial, with

representatives from the Facv.lty of Business and the Departments

of Geography, History, Political Science, Russian, and Sociology

and Anthropology. It providcs a for:,m for the interested scho-

lars to collaborate in seminars, to invite visiting lecturers

and to organize conferences. The Comiaittee also endeavours to

encourage the developnent of Coiamunist and East Eliropean studies

through staff appointments and librar°f acquisitions, The Depart-

ment of Sociology and Anthropology has, in the current session,

a graduate student from Hungary. The Carnmittee organized a dis-

tinguished series of lecturi-s in 1967 to mark the anniversary of

the Soviet revolution.

Coc-,mittee on East Asian stud-ier

This Committee is designed to provide a forum for in-

terested scholars and generally to promote the development of

East Asian studies. The participating departments include So-

ciology and Anthropology, Geography, History, Political Science,

and Religion. Committee members hope that more subjects will be
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offered  in the teaéhing departments, including languages. 

Library resources 

Reported areas of concentration in existing resoUrces  

The U.S.S.R. and Eastern Europe; international relations 

Fast Asia. 

theory; 

Research and fields of interest/prolects of staff members  

ArapUra, J. G. Interaction Of Indian domestic and foreign policy. 

Blumstock, R. E. Problems of modernization in Eastern Europe, 
especially Hungary. 

Brotz, H. M. Industrialization and race relations in South Africa. 

Burghardt, A. F. Social and political geography of Europe, 
especially Austria and Hungary. 	. 

Campbell, J. F. United States foreign policy 1890-1914; military 
and strategic history. 

Cappadocia, E. Contemporary Italy. 

Cassels, A. Italian foreign policy 1920-1940; European fascism. 

Cunningham, R. B. Developing political systems. 

French, G. S. Anglo-French relations since 1918; French history 
and foreign policy. 

Gentilcore, R. L. Historical geography of Italy. 

Landes, Ruth. Brazilian urbanization; Afro-Brazilian cults. 

Lentner, H. Crisis management; role of United Nations Security 
Council. Perception among foreign service officers in 
the State Department in crisis management. 

Litvak,  I. A. The global corporation in Canadian-U.S. operations. 

Mania, C. J. The global corporation; industrial organization and 
public policy. 
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Means, G. P. Nagaland; Malayan political system.

Potichnyj, P. J. Soviet élite studies; Couffiunist intra-block
relations.

Pringsheim, K. H. China and Southeast Asia; the foreign and
military policy of China, 1949-1964; Chinese youth
organizations.

Silverman, M. Indonesian Communist party; Vietnam: critique of
counter-insurgency and pacification.

Winham, G. R. Foreign policy decision making.

Wood, H. A. Land use classification for economic development in
the American tropics; regional planning methodology in
Latin America.

Plans

There are no plans for an increase in the number of staff

in international relations studies in the immediate future. An

additional person who might specialize in international politics

may be recruited for the 1970-71 session. Additional undergrad-

uate courses which might be offered may be in international

organization, contemporary problems in international politics,

and the contemporary international system. At the graduate

level, the priorities for new courses which are under considera-.

tion are U.S. foreign policy and the interrelàtiôn, of domestic

and foreign policies.

The resources for the study of Communist states will be

further developed in the History Department, which is now seek-

ing an appropriate person. In East Asian studies, the Depart-
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ment of Economics hopes to be able to provide a course on the area

in the next few years.

Courses offered at McMaster Universitp^

1. International Relations

Graduate

International Politics - Theoretical Approaches.

International Relations - Far East

Soviet Politics

Special Topics in the History of the Twentieth Century (some
diplomatic history) (hist)

Undergraduate

International Politics

International Politics: Foreign Policy Analysis (not offered
in 1968-69)

Politics in the U.S.S.R. (not offered in 1968-69)

Politics in China (not offered in 1968-69)

Politics in Japan

Comparative Politics: Western European Systems

Comparative Politics: Political Systems of the Commonwealth

Comparative Politics: Eastern European Systems
Comparative Politics: Cocrmunist Political tystems
Developing Political Systems

History of Modern Warfare (hist)

Relevant courses are also available in anthropology, economics

and sociology at undergraduate and graduate levels.
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2. Asia 

Graduate  

International Relations: Far East, 

Undergraduate  

Politics in China (not offered in 1968-69) 

Politics in Japan 

The Expansion of Western Civilization in Asia (hist) 

Peoples of Asia (anth) 

The Religious Traditions of Asia (religion) 

Related courses of a largely theoretical or systematic nature 

are available in anthropology, economics and sociology. 

3. Russia and Eastern Europe  

Undergraduate  

Politics in the U.S.S.R. 

Comparative Politics: Eastern European Systems. 

Comparative Politics: Communist Political Systems 

History Of Modern Russia (hist) 

Where the department is not shown, the course is offered in political 
science. 
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Level of work in fields of study covered in the surveq

International relations - undergraduate level only

International relations and area study offerings

International relations

Two undergraduate IR courses are offered in the current

session. "International Politics" has 15 students; "International

Law and Organization" has one student. These courses are pro-

vided as individual subjects within the regular undergraduate arts

programnes.

Area studies

There is no area specialization in the Political Science

Department or in other undergraduate teaching departments. Signi•-

ficant area work is, however, directed towardà the north North-

Atlantic area (i.e. Labrador, Greenland, Iceland, the Faeroes, the

Shetlands, Northern Scotland). This interest is found in the

Institute of Social and Economic Research (see below) and in the

Department of Anthropology and Sociology.

Centres, institutes, interdisciplinary committees

Institute of Social and Economic Research

Chairman, Governing Committee: L. Harris

The Institute was founded to encourage theoretical social
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and economic research on Newfoundlandts particular development

needs. The area has since been expanded to the north North-

Atlantic area. The staff includes pre-4i.A. or predoctoral students,

joint appointments with Memorial University teaching departments

and some full-time research staff. The Institute has working arrange-

ments with 12 or more universities in other countries -whereby prs-doc-

toral candidates in an aspect of Arctic research come to the Institute

for part of their research progrsttme. The Institute has received a

Killam grant from the Canada Council.

Library resources

No particular strengths reported.
,

Research and fields of interest/pro iects of staff inenbers

Hartmann, G. Quantitative AnalYsis of Treaty Data (Ph.D. 'wrork in

hand for the University of Washington)

Tague, J. A. U.S. foreign relations, diplomatic history.

Whalen, H. J. Canadian foreign policy.

Plans

It is envisaged that an M.A. in political science will be

offered within five years. Normally, students would do graduate

work on a fairly strict disciplinary basis, although it is contem-

plated that M.A. programmes may be permitted with a substantial

international relations content.

At the undergraduate level, additional courses and staff
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are envisaged to bring the total nuMber of staff in political science 

to 12. The orientation of the new courses would be problems of poli-

tical development, and political attitudes and behaviour. Three 

persons might specialize in international relations. The probable 

lines of expansion would be influenced by the University's commit-

ment, through the ISER, to north North-Atlantic econamic-social 

studies. International relations offerings might possible include 

at some time the north Scandinavian area. 

Courses offered at Memorial University of Newfoundland  

International Relations  

Undergraduate  

International Politics 

International Law and Organization 

Topics in Political Development and Modernization (not offered in 
1968-69) 

Soviet Political System (not offered in 1968-69) 

Where the department is not shown, the course is offered in political 
science. 
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Level of work in fields of study covered in the survey

International relations - undergraduate and graduate levels

International relations and area studies offerings

International relations

The Arts Faculty offers five IR courses in the programe

for the Maitrise as Arts, Histoire.

Two full courses and one half-course relating.to inter-

national relations and comparative goverraaent are offered within

the B.A. programme (Arts Faculty). The single offering,in inter-

national relations as such is an introductory course at the fourth-

year level. Eight students are enrolled in this course in=the

current session.

Area studies

No area concentrations are available. Some. economics and

sociology courses for the MaStrise in the School of Social Sciences

deal with a number of areas, particularly Latin America.

Centres, institutes, interdisciplinary comnittees

Nil.

Library resources

Reported areas of concentration in existing resources
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North America and Europe (for the School of Social Scienceq).

Research and fields of interest/proiects of staff inembers

Young, Aurèle, Canadian external relations.

Plans

A gradual expansion-in staff and course offerings is

envisaged over the next five years. In political science, the

new courses will probably offer subjects pertaining to the core

of theoretical studies required for political science as a dis-

cipline.

Courses offered at the University of Moncton

Graduate - for Maîtrise è s arts (Mi.A.), histoire

Impérialisme américain (hist)

Les révolutions (hist)

Les Nationalismes (hist)

Histoire des Relations Internationales (hist)

LIFmpire et le Commonwealth (hist)

Undergraduate - for Baccalauréat (B.A.)

Relations internationales

Systèmes politiques comparés

Le Tiers Monde (half course)
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Level of work in fields of study covered in the survey 

International relations - undergraduate and graduate levels 

Area studies - undergraduate and graduate levels 

International and area studies offerings  

International relations  

The University offers the M.Sc. and Ph.D. in politics, 

but specialization in international affaire  is not permitted. 

Eight graduate saninars in IR topics are, however, available in • 

the regular graduate programmes in politics. These offerings 

include international relations theory, various aspects of inter-

national organizations, international law, and foreign policy. 

Diplomatic history is offered in the Department of History, . 

Faculty of Arts, but the courses are not readily available to . 

students in social science programmes. 

At the undergraduate level, students may conCentrate  in  

international relations in the second and third years of the pro-

gramme in politics. This programme  was introduced in the 1967-68 

session and is therefore at the second-year level only in the 

current session. Same 20 to 25 students are enrolled in the inter-

national relations concentration. Five IR courses are available 

at the second-year level. The sUbjects include contemporary inter-

national relations, international organization, European integra-

tion, and the politics and government of developing countries. 
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The calendar advertises other courses, but it has not been deter-

mined when they will be offered. For the third-year programme.,

eight IR courses will be available in 1969-70. These offerings

include international law, three on foreign policy and four on

comparative government.

African studies

A Diplâme D'Etudes Africaines i s offered as a one-year

programme available to candidates with a first degree from certain

faculties of the University. The programme is interdisciplinary.

Eleven teaching departments contribute to the curriculum, though

only five offer courses exclusively on the area. Five students

are enrolled in the 1968-69 session.

Other area offerings

Subjects concerning various countries and regions are

available at the undergraduate level in a rnaaber of departments

(Anthropology, Geography, History and Sociology) as part of the

regular programmes in these disciplines. The nimber of such

subjects is limited. Geography, in the Faculty of Letters,

offers a wide range of area subjects but operates removed, in

part owing to the faculty structure, from the international

studies programme in the Faculty of Social Sciences (Facult6 des

Sciences Sociales, Economiques et Politiques).
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Centres, institutes, interdisciplinary committees 

Nil. 
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Library resources 

Specialized holdings  

The Slavic collection contains 8,000 volumes, with works 

in Bulgarian, Czech, Slovak, Polish and Russian. 

Reported areas of concentration in existing resources  

No other areas of concentration reported. 

Research and fields of interest/projects of staff members  

International relations  

Charles, Bernard. The Third World in international politics. 

Dubreuil, Guy. Cultural change in the Antilles. 

Garry, Robert. Geography of Southeast Asia. 

'Higgins, B. Economic developnent and growth. 

Lalande, Gilles. Canadian foreign policy; the Far East. 

Legier, H. J. African law and custom. 

Ferret -Gayet, Mlle. M.'-C. International relations theory; inter-
national organization. 

Schroeder, Mme. B. Contemporary international relations. 

Ter, Otto. Economic developnent and growth in Latin America. 

Torelli, M. International law; European integration. 

Vallée, Lionel. Latin American cultural anthropology. 

Vedrenne, Michel. African demography. 
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Plans

No plans were reported for expansion in the fields covered

in the survey. There has been rapid expansion in international

relations studies and a reorganization of the offerings in recent

years. For the time being, the policy is to consolidate the p:

grammes which have been developed.

V/"'International Law degrees: LL.L; D.E.S.; LL.D.

Courses offered

Law Facalty

Droit international public

Droit international privé

Political Science Department

Droit international public I (introduction)

Droit international public II (problems in international law)

Staff inembers in fields of study

Deschênes, Jules. Conflicts.

Morin, J. Y. Public international law.

Areas of faculty specialization

None reported.

Plans

There are no plans at present for expansion in inter-
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national law.

Courses offered at University of Montreal

1. International Relations

Graduate

Sem e sur la politique étrangére

Séminaire sur les organisations internationales

Organisations internationales régionales

Les forces transnationales

Droit international public

Séminaire sur la politique extérieure du Canada

Séminaire sur la politique internationale des blocs

L'Afrique depuis 1945

Undergraduate

Relations internationales contemporaines

Organisations internationales

Relations internationales depuis 1945

Organisation et intégration: l'Europe

Pays en voie de développement

Proposed for 1969-70 (for third-year level)

Droit international public

Politique extérieure du Canada

Politique étrangère: fondements et élaboration
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Analyse de problémes internationaux 

Problènes politiques de l'Afrique 

Les Etats-Unis 

L'URSS 

L'Extrfme -Orient 

Relevant courses are offered in anthropology, economics and socio- 

logy. 

2. African studies  - courses in the programme for the graduate diploma 

Problèmes politiques de l'Afrique 	• 

L'Afrique depuis 1945 

Histoire de l'Afrique tropicale (not offered in 1968-69) 

.Droit coutumier africain 

Droit africain moderne 

Langue arabe 

Related courses of a largely theoretical or systematic nature are 

available in geography, economics, linguistics and sociology. 
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MOUNT ALIISON UNIYIIR.SITY

Level of work in fields of study covered in the survey

There are no offerings of an essentially international

relations character. No area concentrations are available.

International relations and area study offerinRs

Sane diplomatic history is available in the History Depart-

ment, and several comparative goverment courses are offered in thé

Political Science Department. All these offerings are for a gene-

ral arts B.A. programme.

Centres, institutes, iiiterdisciplinar4 coamittees

Nil.

Library resources

No particular strengths reported. The whole collection,

however, is exceptionally large for the enrolment of the Univer-

sity.

Research and fields of interest/projects of staff members

Adams, G. Modern America.

Beatty, D. P. The Canada-U.S. Permanent Joint Board on Defence,

1946-1958.--(Doctoral work for Michigan State University)

Boyle, J. W. Britain and Europe in the twentieth century.

Greenslade, J. G. Soviet foreign policy.
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Plans

The University proposes additional appointments and sub-

ject offerings in political science and, to a lesser extent, in

history. The new courses would probably be of a disciplinary

nature.

Courses offered at Mount Allison University

Undergraduate

British and Comparative Government (France, Gean,any)

Governnent of the U.S.A.

Government of the U.S.S.R.

Imperialism and Nationalism in the Modern World (hist)

U.S. Foreign Relations (diplomatic history) (hist)

Seminar in contemporary U.S. foreign relations (hist)

Where the department is not shown, the course is offered in political
science.
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UNIVERSITY OF NEW BRUNSWICK 

Level of work in fields of study covered in the survey 

International relations - undergraduate level only 

Area studies - graduate level only 

International relations and area studies offerings 

International relations  

Two graduate seminars are available on international 

relations and diplomatic history. The Department of Political 

Science offers "Contemporary Canadian-American Relations 

"United States Diplomatic History, 1783-1945" is provided in the 

Department of History. Same British diplomatic history is pro-

vided in "The Theory and Practice of Modern Imperialism". Grad-

uate work in international relations is not offered other than 

through the North American studies programme. 

Area studies  

The  University advertises an interdisciplinary North 

American studies programme based on the Departments of Economics 

and Political Science, English, History and Ramance Languages. 

Students interested in the programme enrol in the department of 

their primary interest, 

Centres, institutes, interdisciplinary cammittees 

Nil. 
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Library resources

No particular strengths reported.

Research and fields of interest/proiects of staf f members

Allardyce, G. D. The Vichy Regime.

Bosnitch, S. D. Eastern Europe and the Soviet Union.

Kuun, G. C. East European politics and international relations.

Willoughby, W. R. Joint Canada-United States boards in the`PeriOd
after the Second World War.

Plans

The Department of Political Science expects to offer a

course in European goverrments and politics in the 1970-71 session.

A general expansion of staff is anticipated to keep pace with

enro]ment.

k/International Law degree: B.C.L.

Courses offered

Public International Law

Conflicts

Staff members in fields of study

Bulbulia, Ahmed I. Public international law.

Sinclair, Alan. Public* international. law..
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Areas of faculty specialization

None reported.

Plans

In 1969-70, either "Law of International Organizations"

or "International Problems" will be offered.

Courses offered at University of New Brunswick

Graduate
-_._-----

Contemporary Canadian-American Relations

Themes in U.S. Diplomatic History, 1783-1945 (hist)

The Theory and Practice of Modern Imperialis:a (some British
diplomatic history) (hist)

Undergraduate

Introduction to International Politics

Contemporary Canadian-American Relations

The Shape of the Twentieth Century ( some diplomatic history)

(hist)

Where the department is not shown, the course is offered in political

science.



NOTRE DAME UNIVERSITY OF NELSON 

Level of work in fields of study covered in the survey 

There are no offerings of an essentially international 

relations or area study nature. 

International relations and area studies offerings  

Notre Dame provides some diplomatic history and some 

examination of contemporary international problems in the two 

history courses, "Twentieth Century Europe" and "The World in 

the Twentieth Century". European organizations and the United 

Nations are examined in the Political Science course "Contempo- 

. rary Systems of Government'. 

Centres, institutes, interdisciplinary'ca=mittees 

Nil. 

Library resources 

No particular strengths reported. 

Research and fields of interest/projects of staff members  

None in fields of study covered in the survey. 

Plans 

No plans reported. 
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UNIVERSITY OF OTTAWA

Level of work in fields of study covered in the survey

International relations - undergraduate and graduate levels

International relations and area studies offerings

International relations

M.A. candidates in political science may take some IR

courses as part of their programme, although they may not con-

centrate in international relations at the present time. One

graduate seainar on theories of international relations is

available; and students may enrol in senior undergraduate courses

for the purposes of their graduate degree programae. Special

graduate seminars would be arranged on demand. In the current

session, eight students are enrolled in the seaainar for graduate

students.

At the undergraduate level, eight courses in IR topics

are offered in the Department of Political Science. The topics

include an introductory course, international organization, inter-

national law, two on foreign policy, and two on comparative poli-

tics and government. Diplomatic history and a course on Canadian-

American relations are available in the Department of History

(Faculty of Arts) and might be obtained under a special arrange-

ment between the Faculty of Social Sciences and the Faculty of

Arts. A student could probably not take more than five courses
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in international relations and related subjects out of a total of 

24 in his undergraduate programme. - 

The Department of History, Faculty of Arts, might supervise 

M.A. topics on a historical treatment ,  of French foreign policy and 

Soviet foreign policy. 

The Department of Public Administration in the Faculty of 

Social Sciences offers two courses which would contribute to a 

programme in international relations. These offerings are "Ad-

ministration of International Organizations" and "Administrative 

Problems Concerning Development". They are provided, however, 

for the purposes of the certificate courses of the Department of 

Public Administration. 

• • Area studies  

No area concentrations are available.- The Department 

of Slavic Studies provides languages and literatures only and 

no extensive resources for Russian studies exist in other'depart-

ments. 

Centres, institutes,-interdiséiplinary committees  

•Centre for International Co-operation - 

Director: 	 Louis Sabourin 

Assistant Director: J. King Gordon 

The Centre is an autonomous institution within the 
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L'niversity, inaugurated in 1968. It developed out of the original

venture in 1965, when the University initiated a programme of

training in public administration designed for intermediate and

senior-level civil servants coming from French-speaking developing

countries in Africa and Southeast Asia. The Centre is concerned

with these areas and also with Latin America. In addition to its

training programmes,, it carries out and sponsors related research,

organizes seminars and conferences, and is developing a docunenta-

tion centre.

The research will be in the field of international co-

operation for economic and social development and geared to

development studies. One research associate, with Latin American

experience, is now employed. More research associates will be

recruited.

The Centre also proposes to give specialized non-credit

seminar programmes on such subjects as how to evaluate aid pro-

grammes and methods of establishing criteria for aid projects.

Library resources

ReUorted areas of concentration in existing resources

Nineteenth century European history, Slavic literature

and culture.

Research and fields of interest/projects of staff members

Badour, Wm. G. Role of international organizations as affecting



(University of Ottawa)

relations between states.

Burns, R. Canada-U.S. tariff problems in the 19201 s; Canadian-
U.S. relations.

Firestone, 0. J. International trade,

Frank, J. A. History of international relations; U.S. foreign
policy.
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Gordon, J. King. Development problems; the UN and peace-keeping.

Hyndman, J. E. North Atlantic studies; European economic co-
operation.

Jennings, L. C. History of French foreign policy.

Keyserlingk, R. France and Quebec.

Kis, T. I. Eastern European integration; CONECON.

Laberge, E. P. Public administration in:Latin America.

Lambert, J.'M. J. European diplomatic history,

LaRusic, I. E. Econornic assistance and develognent in Latin
America.

Pharand, Donat. International maritime law of the Arctic regions;
air space in the Arctic; resources of the continental
shelf.

Poncelet, M. J. L. Public administration in underdeveloped areas;
Mali.

Quirion, J. M. Agricultural development in Africa (Basutoland).

Sabourin, Louis. Overseas development and technical assistance;
French-speaking areas of Africa; biculturalism and Cana=
than foreign policy.

Watters, D. M. Administrative procedures and administrative stan-
dards of international organization.

Plans

The Department of Political Science hopes to expand the
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number of undergraduate courses and to move into graduate work in 

international relations in a few years. Priority for an additional 

IR course is an analysis of conceptions of international relations. 

The Departnent of History hopes to offer additional 

courses in contemporary European history, particularly the develop-

ment of the Cocoon Market. 	 - 

International Law degrees: LL.B.; LL.L.; LL.L. 

Courses offered - Common Law Section 

Public International Law (half course) 

Private International Law 

Courses offered - Section de Droit Civil . 

Cours général de droit international public 

Institutions internationales  

Droit international privé 

Staff membeoss in fields ofatudy  

Binavince, Emilio. Public international law. 

Chaput, Roger. Public international law, 

Granger, C. Air and space law. 

MacKinnon, S. G. Air law; private international law. 

Areas of faculty specialization 

None reported. 
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Plans

The Faculty of Law will expand significantly in the near

future. This expansion depends in part upon a new building which

is scheduled for completion.in 1970-71., The Common Law section

may offer the LL.M. in 1972. New subjects to be introduced at

that time include "International Transactions"t."International

Organizations" and a public international law course.

Courses offered at University of Ottawa

International Relations

Graduate

Politique internationale (seminar for^graduate students)

Six courses at the fourth-year undergraduate level are also open.
to graduate students ( see belat)

Histoire diplomatique., de 1815 â 1870 (hiat)

French Foreign Policy, 1815-1914 (hist)

Soviet Foreign Policy (fiist)

Undergraduate

Introduction to International Relations

Organisations internationales (i)

Droit international public (i)

Droit international

Canadian foreign policy (i)'

American foreign policy (i)

Government of the Soviet Union (i)
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Politics of developing countries

History of International Relations 1815-1914 (hist)

Canadian-American Relations (hist)

(i) open to graduate students

Relevant courses are available in economics and sociology at the

undergraduate level.
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PRINCE OF WALES COLIEGE 

Level of work in fields of study covered in the survey 

International relations — undergraduate_level only 

International relations and area studies offerings  

One full course and two half—courses relating to inter-

national relations and foreign policy are - offered as individual 

sùbjects within the general arts B.A. programme. An undergrad-

uate in this programme could emphasize political science and 

obtain all the existing IR offerings. 

No area  concentrations are available.. 

Centres, institutes, interdisciplinary committees 

Nil. 

Library resources  

No particular strengths reported. 

Research and fields of interest/projects of staff members  

Silverman, S. Canadian foreign policy; defence policy and anus 
control. 

Plans 

Prince of Wales College will merge in 1969 with Saint 

Dunstan's University to form a provincial university, the Univer- 
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sity of Prince Edward Island. Folicies for the new University will

be determined after the merger is consuam ►ated. Prince of Wales

College is not in a position to make any-plans for expansion at the

present time.

Courses offered at Prince of Wales College

International Relations (introductory course)

Seminar in Canadian Foreign Policy (half course)

American Foreign Policy (half course)

Seminar in International Relations (not available in 1968-69)

International Organization (not available in 196849)

Problems of Defence Policy and Arms Control (not available in

1968-69)

History of American Foreign Policy (hist)

Where the department is not shown, the course is offered in political

science.
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QUEEN'S UNIVERSITY, KINGSTON 

Level of work in fields of study covered in the survey  

International relations - undergraduate and graduate levels 

Area studies - undergraduate and graduate levels 

International relations and area studies offerings  

International relations  

Students are accepted for M.A. and Ph.D. programmes in 

political studies concentrating in an international relations 

subject. Graduate programmes in aspects of Canadian external 

relations, particularly Canadian-U.S. relations, may be accepted 

for supervision in the Department of History. 

At the Ph.D. level, candidates in political studies pro-

grammes may choose as their major field of concentration topics 

in international politics, political systems of developing states, 

and political systems of modern states. One Ph.D. candidate is 

concentrating on an IR topic and about ten M.A. candidates are 

doing some work in international relations. Eight IR seminars 

are available in the Political Studies and History Departments. 

An undergraduate student in political studies could 

obtain some concentration in international relations, but there 

is not any particular facility to assist a student in doing so. 

Relevant courses in economics, geography and sociology are not 

shown in the calendar as being available for the purpose. Eight 



(Queen's University)

courses pertaining to international relations are offered in the

Political Studies and History Departments. These courses include

both international relations theory and comparative government.

There may be about six students with an IR concentration.

Area studies

The area study programmes at Queenis are Commonwealth

studies and French area studies. These programmes are discussed

below.

Centres, institutes, interdisciplinary committees

1. Institute of Commonwealth and Comparative Studies

Director: D. M. Schuman

The Institute, which was established in 1963, is desi-

gped to encourage the study of Commonwealth history, literature

and political development, and related studies, and to promote

the exchange of information on the Commonwealth. It does not

offer formal instruction programmes itself.

Programmes of study may be arranged within the current

course offerings of the participating departments and faculties.

These include Economics, English, French, Geography, History,

Political Studies and the Faculty of Law. Students enrolled in

honours undergraduate programmes of the participating departments

may, in their final two years, obtain a Commonwealth studies pro-

gramme. The number of courses at undergraduate level, and also

at graduate level, which deal with Commonwealth countries is,
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however, modest ( see list). To date, one or two undergraduates

have used the facility of the Institute for the purpose of an

undergraduate concentration. Four M.A. candidates are working

on topics under the aegis of the Institute.

The Institute has brought two scholars to the campus

in the current session. Professor W. P. Morrell of New Zealand

is a visiting professor for one year. His subject is imperial

policy. Professor Glemow of New Zealand also is on campus. The

Institute proposes to publish a journal and other studies (mono-

graphs) in 1969-70 and to bring at least four visiting lecturers

to the campus. It has obtained collections of documents of the

British Colonial Office, and of Australia, Canada, India, New

Zealand and Pakistan. The Institute has also obtained other

material on British and imperial history. The library collec-

tion on Africa south of the Zambesi is reported to be particular-

ly strong by Canadian standards. Library resources also include

material on the West Indies.

2. Centre d'Etudes Françaises - French Area Studies

Director: Dr. Pierre B. Gobin

The French Area Studies Centre, which has been in exis-

tence for just two years, is designed to co-ordinate and develop

studies and research in areas where French is the main language

of communication. The Centre co-ordinates activities in the
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language and literature, history and politics of France and French 

Canada. With the co-operation of agencies of a number of govern-

ments, the Centre has been successful in arranging for visits of 

scholars and speakers. 

The Centre does not offer formal instruction programmes, 

but it advises students regarding programmes of studies within 

the participating departments. These include French, History and 

Political Studies, each of which provides relevant undergraduate 

and graduate offerings. The areas covered at present are France 

and French Canada. 

An objective of the Centre is expansion of the offerings 

to include French-speaking Africa and the French-speaking West 

Indies. Through the Centre, Professor Guillaume of the Institute 

of African Studies in Bordeaux is on campus during the 1968-69 

session. The Centre also hopes to develop a programme of annual 

seminars. 

Library resources 

Specialized holdings  

British and European history (including international relations) 

Reported areas of concentration in existing resources 

Canadian politics, domestic and foreign; Asian studies. 
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Research and fields of interest/projects of staff znembers

International relations

Chi, N. H. Self-conception and po4tical involvement (in South-
east Asia)

Choucri, Miss N. Perceptual basis of non-alignnent.

Cox, D. Canadian defence policy; Canadian foreign policy.

Gilman, Mrs. E. Scandinavia and the Munich crisis: problems of
neutrality in the twentieth century; modern European
history.

Hopwood, R. F. German diplomatic history.

Legault, A. Strategic studies; defence policy.

Lele, J. Modernization with special reference to India.

Meisel, J. Public opinion and foreign policy (with D. Cox).

Perlin, G. C. Leadership succession in the U.S.S.R.

Pierce, R. A. History of Russia.

Rawlyk, G. A. Canadian-U.S. relations; Canadian foreign policy.

Riley, A. W. History of Gezmany.

Ruggles, R. I. Geography of the U.S.S.R.

Taylor, A. M. International peace-keeping; international organi-
zation; political geography; Indonesia.

Watts, R. L. Comparative federalism: older federations and develop-
ing countries; new federations in the Conmonwealth.

Commonwealth studies

Harrison, W. E. C. Canadian diplomatic history; modern Britain and
contemporary Europe.

Keppel-Jones, A. M. opening-up of Rhodesia; contemporary South
Africa.
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Schurman, D. M. British imperial history.

French Area studies

Gobin, P. B. L'image des Canadiens-français dans la littérature
américaine.

Leith, J. A. Modern France; propaganda techniques in the May 1968
revolution.

Sherwood, J. M. Modern France (history).

Thorburn, H. G. Modern France (government and politics).

Webster, T. S. French policy concerning Canada and Newfoundland,
1789-1$15.

International interest - Departments of Economics, Geography

Conkling, E. C. Economic geography and resource analysis.

Deutsch, J. J. International econcmic payments, problems of
developing countries.

Green, A. G. International migration into Canada.

Shibata, H. Free trade areas.

Slater, D. W. Canadian international payments; international
monetary arrangements.

Thoman, It. S. Problem of under-development.

Urquhart, M. C. Formulation of economic development programmes.

Plans

The University extrsined in 1966-67 the feasibility of

establishing a Centre for International Studies. Nothing came

directly of the study at that time, other than an inventory of
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the University's resources for international studies. There was, 

however, no doubt that the University had the research resources 

to benefit frai a Centre. It was envisaged at the time that, in 

addition to encouraging research, a Centre would have  some  co-

ordinating role. In the following two years, the interested 

teaching departments continued to build up their international 

study resources. Consideration of the merits of establishing 

such a Centre may be undertaken again, but a decision to under-

take this review and to create a Centre depends upon the support 

of all the departments and faculties concerned and, an well, out-

side funding. 

There is also  se  thought being given to establishing 

an Institute of Strategic Studies for the purpose of funding a 

publication and encouraging the further development of this pro-

gramme of studies in the university. 

Plans are in hand for new staff members and additional 

courses in a number of departments and programmes. For inter-

national relations, a new appointment will probably be made 

shortly of a person with training in quantitative methods. The 

History Department hopes to provide a course in Chinese history. 

The Geography Department plans further expansion in political 

and economic geography. The plans of the Institute of Common-

wealth and Comparative Studies and of the Centre d'Etudes Fran-

çaises have been described above. 



(Queen's University)

^international Law degree: LL.B.

Courses offered

Public International Law

Private International Law

International Organizations

International Transactions (laws of international trade and in-
vestment)

European Economic Communities

Hu¢aan Rights

Staff members in fields of study

Alexandrowicz, G. H. Comparative la

Hucker, J. S. International law; human rights.

Jordan, F. J. E. International law; i nternational organizations;

resources; establishment and development of the Inter-

national Joint Commission.

Lawford, H. J. Public international law; conflicts.

Ledezman, W. R. Conflicts; problems of federalism.

McDonald, B. C. International 1aw; human rights.

Robinson, L. R. International transactions.

Soberman, D. A. European ccmmunities; problems of federalism.

Areas of faculty specialization

International treaty materials. Professor Lawtbrd is

finishing a five-year project to produce a complete register of

British and Canadian'treaties. (Professor Lawford also prepares
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the publication  Survey of Developments in International Law). 

Other areas of faculty specialization are European econdmic com-

munities, and the International Joint Commission's activities 

concerning natural resources. 

Plans 

The Faculty is planning to introduce the LL.M. in 1969- 

70. The areas for supervision of candidates in international law 

will be both private and public international law; treaties; foreign 

public law; comparative law. 

New courses which it is expected will  bø  introduced soon 

are "Current Problems in International Law", "International Law 

and Resources", "Soviet Law" and "International Protection of 

Human Rights". 

Courses offered at Queen's University 

1. International Relations 

Graduate  

Quantitative Methods in the Analysis of International Politics 

Analytical Approaches to the Study of International Relations 
(not in 1968-69) 

Selected Problems in International Organization and Administra-
tion (not in 1968-69) 

Problems in the Study of International Politics 

Foreign Policy and Defence 

Federalism in Developing Countries 
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Political and Social Change in Selected Areas of Asia

Advanced Studies in Canadian-American Relations (hiat)

Comparative Goverment: Politics of France

Society and Politics in Britain and France in the Twentieth
Century

Undergraduate

Introduction to International Politics

Foreign Policy (Theoretical approaches; Canadian foreign policy)

Military Aspects of International Politics (not in 1968-69)

Comparative Political Systems in Asia

Modern Dictatorships (not in 1968-69)

Canadian-American Relations (hist)

Canada and the Commonwealth (hist)

The Geography of Asia (with.reference to international relations
and contemporary problems) ( geog)

Relevant courses are also available in economica, geography and

sociology at undergraduate level and in economics and geography

at graduate level.

2. Commonwealth Studies

Graduate

Advanced Studies in Aspects of Commonwealth History (South

Africa) (hist)

British and Commonwealth Naval and Military Policy, 1850-1940
(hist)
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Canadian and Commonwealth Literature (English)

Undergraduate

Canada and the Commonwealth (not in 1968-69) (hiat)

Canadian and Commonwealth Literature (English)

3. French Area Studies

Graduate

Comparative Goverment: The Politics of France

Society and Politics in French Canada

Studies in the Society and Politics of Britain and France in
the Twentieth Century (hist)

French Canadian Literature

Undergraduate

Society and Politics in French Canada

French Canada (seventeenth to twentieth centuries inclusive)
(hist)

France in the Nineteenth Century (hist)

France in the Twentieth Century (hist)

Where the department is not shown, the course is offered in political
science.



ROYAL MILITARY COLLE  OF CANADA 

Level of work in fields of study covered in the survey - . 

International relations — undergraduate and graduate levels 

International relations and area studies offerings  . 

International relations and war studies  

The College introduced anM.A..programme in war studies 

in 1967. Four seninars and a dissertation are required for 

degree. Nine seminars are being given in the 1968-69 session .y 

the Department of History and the Department of EConomics  and  

Political Science (see list). 

The first student enrolled in the programme in the 1967-

68 session. Five more candidates are enrolled in the current 

session. 

At the undergraduate level, the curriculum provides for 

a student to choose, on completion of hie second year, an honours 

programme in international studies if he so vishes. The IR 

courses which are offered include "Canada's External Polities'', 

"International Relations and World Organization", tuo courses in 

strategic studies and two in comparative government.  One  student 

has selected this programme in each of the third and fourth Years. 

Centres, institutes, interdisciplinary committees 

Nil. 
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Library resources

The library has 12,000 volumes relating to military

studies - axmy, navy and air force. It also holds 12,000

volumes of military history, art, and science in German.

Research and fields of interest/projects of staff inembers

Gilman, E. United States foreign policy in the Pacific 1947-1967.

Lamontagne, R. P. L. J. Canadian peace-keeping policies in the
Far East.

Preston, A. W. (with Professor G.F.G. Stanley)'Research programme
on unconventional warfare on Defence Research Board grant.

Stanley, G. F. G. (see Professor Preston).

Thompson, F. F. Modern Japan and China.

Plans

The Royal Military College is not able to make any plana

for expansion at the present time. The nunber of staff and

courses depends on enrolment. The role of the College in the

preparation of officers for the armed forces is under review at

present.

Courses offered at the Royal Military Co11eAe of Canada

International Relations and War Studies

Graduate

The Theories of War from the Eighteenth Century to the Present

Public International Law



(RRoyal Military College)

Canadian Defence Policy

Military History and Theory of War

Comparative Economic Systems

International Economic Relations

Econamics of Defence

Civil and Military Relations (1969-70)`

International Colonial Rivalry, 1845-1914

Undergraduate

International Relations and World Organi$ation

Canada's External Relations

Modern Strategic Thought

Commonwealth Defence

The Far East, Nineteenth and Twentieth Centuries

Comparative Politics,,Selected Developing Countries and the
Soviet Union
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SAINT DUNSTAN'S UNIVERSITY 

Level of work in fields of study covered in the surVey 

International relations — undergraduate level only 

•  International relations and area studies offerings  

One course, an introduction to international relations, 

is offered in the Political Science Department. (Two other courses 

are advertised in the calendar but are not available in the current 

session. It is hoped to offer them in the 1969-70 session).. The 

History Department provides a course on European twentieth centu-

ry history. 

No area concentrations are available. 

. Centres, institutes, interdisciplinary committees  

Nil. 

Library resources  

No particular strengths reported. 

Research and fields of interest/projects of staff members 

Haczynski, L. History of Russia and Eastern Europe. 

Plane 

Saint Dunstan's University will merge in 1969 with Prince 



(Saint Dunstan's University)

of Wales College to fonn a provincial university, the University

of Prince Edward Island. Policies for the new University will be

deteimined after the merger is completed. St. Dunstan's is not

in a position to make Plans for expansion at present.

Courses offered at Saint Dunstan's Universitp

Undergrraduate

International Relations (introductory course)

Comparative Politics of the Commonwealth (to be given in 1969-70)

International Politics: Foreign Policy Analysis (to be given in

1969-70)

Modern Europe, 1870-1960 (hist)

Where the department is not shown, the course is offered
in political

science.
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SAINT FRANCIS XAVIER UNIVERSITY

Level of work in fields of study covered in the suryey

International relations - undergraduate level only

International _relations and area study offerings

International relations

Five undergraduate courses in IR subjects are offered

within the general arts B.A. programme. These include an intro-

ductory course with an enroiment of 82 students and "Politics

of the Developing Areas", which has 35 students. A history

seminar on the U.S.S.R.'gives some emphasis to Canadian-U.S.S.R.

relations.

Area studies

No area concentrations are available.

Centres, institutes, interdisciplinary committees

Coady International Institute

The Coady International Institute of Antigonish operates

independently of the University. Its wo rk in adult education is,

of course, very well known. The Institute provides a great many

informal international contacts for St. Francis Xavier University.

Library resources

No particular strengths reported.
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(Saint Francis Xavier University) 

Research and fields of interest/projects of staff members  

Balawyder, A. Canadian-Soviet and Eastern European. relations, 
1920-1935. 

Kontak, W. Canadian-West Indian relations. 

Woodfine, Wm ,  J. International econamics; economic development. 

Plans 

The University plans to strengthen existing departments. 

It is expected that there will be additional appointments, pro-

bably one or two persons, in both history and political science. 

Another IR course will probably be addeti in the next few years. 

Courses offered at Saint  Francis Xavier Universie, 

All courses are at undergraduate level. 

International Relations (introductory course) 

Politics of the Developing Areas 

Soviet Government and Politics 

History of Contemporary Europe (a study in international relations, 
1870-1940) (hist) 

History of Soviet Russia (with an emphasis on Canada-U.S.S.R. 
relations) 	(hist.) 

Where the department is not shown, the course is offered in political 
science. 
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SAINT MA&Y'S UNIVERSITY

Level of work in fields of study covered in the survey

International relations - undergraduate level

International relations and area studies offerings

International relations

Eight undergraduate courses are available on I8 topics.

These include an introductory course on international relations

as a discipline, an honours saai.nar in international relations

which is entirely conternporary - it has four students - and

international Law. Five eoursus of a politics and government

nature are provided. The Department of History offers three

courses dealing with foreign policy and one course on the 1919

Peace Treaties.

An undergraduate student enrolled in the political

science programme could emphasize international relations (though

such emphasis would be subordinate to the essentially disciplinary

structure of the programme). There are some 20 students at pres-

ent who have chosen this type of programme. The University does

not offer Canadian foreign policy, but a student might be able to

take this course at Dalhousie University for credit in the Saint

Mary's programme.

Area studies

No area concentrations are available.
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Centres, institutes, interdisciplinar9 coammitteee

Nil.

Research projects/interests of staff inembers

Boyd, R. G. Soviet and Chinese Policies in Southern Asia (book
being oompleted ; Ccmmunist China's Forei Policy
(revised edition being completed); Chinese political
system (topic for book under preparation).

Ciuciura, T. B. Politics and government of the U.S.S.R. and
Eastern Europe.

SwianieWicz, S. Economics of underdevelopment.

Plans

The University has no immediate plans to enlarge the

m=bers of its staff or course offerings in international rela-

tions or to develop any particular area study programme. It is

expected, however, that within five years M.A, work in selected

aspects of international relations studies will be offered.

Courses offered at Saint Mary's University

UnderRraduate

Introduction to International Relations

Honours seminar in International Relations

International Law

The British Commonwealth

The Politics of the Developing Areas (Asia and Africa) (The
politics of modernization)



Where the department is not shown, the course is offered in political 
science. 
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(Saint Maryls University) 

.Government and Politics of the Far East 

Government and Politics of the Soviet Union and East Central Europe 

Government and Politics of the United States 	 . 

German Foreign Poliey, 1890-1945 (hist) 	 , 

British Foreign Policy, 1890-1945 (hist) 	 - 

United States Foreign Policy, 1890-1945 (hist) 

The Politiés of the Peace Settlement, 1919-1921 (hist) 
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UNIVERSITY OF SASKATCHEWAN, REGINA

Level of work in fields of study covered in the su=

International relations - undergraduate and graduate levels

International relations and area studies offerings

International relations

Students are accepted for M.A. programmes in political

science, concentrating in an international relations subject.

There are a limited number of topics which the Department of

Political Science is prepared to supervise. Eight students are

doing honours work or graduate work in the current session. Two

M.A. candidates are specializing in comparative politics.

Eight undergraduate IR subjects are available. They

include an introductory international relations course, inter-

national law and organization, five courses in comparative poli-

tics and one course with some diplomatic history. Relevant

courses are also available in economics, including ccmparative

economic systems.

Area studies

No area concentrations are available. There is an

emphasis on contemporary problems in particular countries or

regions in a number of offerings in history, political science

and social science. Cuba, Chile, the Congo, the Middle East

and the Far East are studied. No particular area is emphasized
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in these offerings.

Centres, institutes, interdisciplinaryt committees

Nil.

Library resources

No particular strengths reported.

Research and fields of interest/prolecta of staff inembers

Alexander, M. Contemporary international relations.

Barlow, B. H. Latin American revolutions; Cuba;Chile.

Cleveland, P. L. History of (man; Dictionary of Arabie LinKuistics.

Hillabold, A. B. Econcmics of transportation; UN econoinic assis-
tance for transportation.

Hsiech, P. C. French Indochina.

Roberts, J. K. Nationalism in Africa.

Smythe, D. W. International communications systems.

Vaughan, G. E. Politics and government in Latin Aiaerica.

Zagorin, B. History of Russia.

Zeltzer, B. Contemporary Middle East.

Plans

The Department of Political Science hopes to make in the

next few years three new appointments. One person would offer

courses on Canadian national goverrmment, including foreign policy.

Another appointment would provide for courses on West European
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governments. The History Department hopes to offer Canadian-U.S. 

relations. At present, the University is not able to say when it 

will be possible to finance these additional appointments. 

Courses offered at University of Saskatchewan, Regina  

International relations  (undergraduate level on/y) 

International Relations 

International Law and Organization 

Government of an Emerging Nation (Cuba; Chile) 

Congo - case study of revolutionary emergence 

The Soviet System 

Government of the United States 

Government of the United Kingdom 

The World in the Twentieth Century (hist) 

Where the department is not shown, the course is offered in political 
science. 
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UNIVERSITY OF SASKATCHEWAN, SASKATOON

Level of work in fields of study covered in the survey

International relations - undergraduate and graduate levels

Area studies - undergraduate and graduate levels

International relations and area studies offerings

International relations

Two graduate seminars are available, one on theory of

international relations. Two students are enrolled in this

seminar. The Department of Political Science is prepared to

supervise work for the M.A. in political science in a limited

number of international relations topics, including Canadian

foreign and defence policies.

At the undergraduate level, the University is offering

in the current session,, for the first time, an interdisciplinary

programme in international relations. An IR concentration is

available to students in both the three-year ordinary curricu-

lum and the four-year honour curriculum. The I8 programme is

provided as an area for emphasis within degree programmes in

history and in political science. In the honours curriculum,

a student could obtain some seven or eight courses pertaining

to international relations. He could also obtain courses in

international econamics and in economic geography.

Far Eastern studies

Far Eastern studies at Saskatoon pertain to China,
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Tibet and India. At the graduate leVel, candidates me be accepted 

for M.A. programmes in a variety of tOpice in the general  fields  

of history, literature and philosophy. At the present tine, tM0 

students are enrolled in Chinese literature and one  in  Tibetan 

studies. 

At the undergraduate level, the Department of Far Eastern 

Studies offers a B.A. programme based on the humanities. The his-

tory courses include Chinese institutions, the hiatOry of India up 

to the coming of the Europeans, and Central Asia (Mongolia). 

Slavic studies  
. 	. 

Slavic studies are confined to languages.  and literature*. 

Centres, institutes and interdisciplinarr coimaitteei 	- 

Committee for International Studies 	 - 

The Committee  supervises  the undergraduate- interdisci-

plinary programme in international relations which bae been made 

available in the current session. 

Library resources 	 . . 

Reported areas of concentration in existing resources  -' 

Far Eastern studies; leagueof Natione - and  United. 

Nations  documents. 

Research and fields of interest/proJects of staff members 

Cartwright, J. R. Political development of Sierra Leone. 
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Guenther, H. V. History of India and Tibet.

Heaszaar., D. J. The modern Commonwealth,

Jenkins, B. A. North Atlantic relatibns; U.S.A. as a world power,

Lambi, J. N. Modern Europe.

Smith, D. E. Politics of Ccmonwealth countries.

Warnock, J. W. Canadian defence policy.

P Ian:i .

No expansion in international relations, Far Eastern

studies or other area studies is considered probable in the next
few year8.. _ _ .. . . r . _

International Law degrees: LL.$.; LL.![.

Courses offered at undergraduate level

Public International Law

Law of International Institutions (not.offered in 196S-69)

International Courts

Private International Law

Comparative Federalism

Staff inenbers in fields of study

McLaren, J. P. S. International institutions; the QAS

Mohammad, Noor. International investment.

Williams, D. C. International law and international institutions.
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Areas of faculty specialization

Work in LL.M. programmes may be undertaken in international

courts, outer-space larr, international transactions and treàties,

conflicts, and international institutions.

Plans

A new undergraduate course in international protection of

hunan rights will probably be offered in the, 1969-70 session.

Courses offered at University of Saskatchewan, SaskYtooli,..

1. International Relations

Graduate

Theory of International Relations

Canada-United States Economic and Political Relations

Undergraduate

International Relations

International Law and International Institutions. (Faculty of'
Law)

Canadian External Relations

The Politics of the Commonwealth

Government and Politics of the United Kingdam;

Asian Comparative Goverrmient

The Twentieth Century ( some diplomatic history) (hist)



Origins of the First World War (hist) 

(University of Saskatchewan, Saskatoon) 
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2. Far Eastern Studies  

Courses in early history, languages, literature, philosophy and 

culture are offered. The languages include Chinese, Sanskrit 

and Tibetan. The course "History and Civilization of Central n. 

Asia" gives special attention to the place of Central Asie in 

China's relations with the outside world. 

Where the departnent is not shown, the course is offered in political 
science. 
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UNIVERSITY OF SHERBROOKE

Level of work in fields of study covered in the survey

There are no offerings of an essentially international

relations or area study nature.

International relations and area studies offerings

Some twentieth-century European history is provided; and

some international and area economics courses are provided in the

Department of Economics. Several area courses are available in

the Geography Department. These offerings are for the programme

for the Licence ès Lettres.

Centres, institutes, interdisciplinary coamiittees

Nil.

Library resources

No particular strengths reported.

Research and fields of interest/pro3ects of staff members

Spiridonakis, B. History of modern Europe.

Plans

The University of Sherbrooke has been established for 14

years. It does not yet have offerings in political science. The
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development policy is to strengthen and broaden the disciplines

now in the University 's curriculum and to direct now offerings,

other than the purely theoretical,, towards Canadian studies.

International Law degree: LL.L.

Courses offered

Droit international public

Droit international privé

Staff members in fields of study

Blache, Pierre. Public international law.

Frechette, J. G. Private intornational law.

Areas of facultZ specialization

None reported.

Plans

The faculty hopes to e^Vand the international law offer-

ings in the near future. A course relating to international

organizations is planned for 1969-70, and a course relating to

international business transactions may be provided a year or two

later.
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Level of work in fields of study covered in the survey 

International relations - undergraduate and graduate levels 

Area studies - undergraduate and graduate levels 

International relations and area studies offerings  

Notes on structure at Simon Fraser University. 

(1) The university is on the three-semester system. Courses are 

semester courses. 

(2) Political science, sociology and anthropology are grouped in 

one department (PSA Department) 

International relations  

The PSA Department will supervise appropriate IR topics 

at M.A. and Ph.D. levels. Five graduate seminars on IR subjects 

are available in the PSA Department and in the History Department. 

Other disciplines could contribute relevant seminars for the pur-

pose. 

At the undergraduate level, a student could obtain a 

minor concentration in international relations within a disci-

plinary programme of the PSA Department. A large variety of 

courses are available in the PSA Department and in other depart-

ments. The PSA Department offers "International Relations", 

"International Institutions" and six courses in comparative 

politics. The Department of History offers four courses in 
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foreign policy. The History Department also is strong in a large,

number of regional contenporary histories, with offerings on North

Africa, Afro-Asia generally, China,,Latin America, the Middle East

and Russia. Relevant courses are also available in econamics, geo-

graphy and sociology. These include "Comparative Economic Systems",

"International Econamics", "Economic Geography", "Problems of Social

Change", and "Economic Development and Growth".

Area studies

The University has a considerable number of offerings at

both the graduate and undergraduate levels on each of Asia, Africa,

Latin America and Russia. Relevant languages which are taught are

Hindi, Spanish and Russian.. Although undergraduates are not par-

ticularly encouraged to concentrate on a particular area in their

programmes, it appears that a student could obtain a minor inter-

disciplinary concentration in any one of these four areas. The

PSA Department advertises "opportunities to specialize in the

social and political institutions of particular regions, drawing

upon sociological, political and anthropological theories and

research". This facility exists particularly for South Asia.

The courses available in each of the four areas are

listed below. As indicated, relevant disciplinary courses also

are availab le. The number of offerings exclusively on Africa.,

and relevant to studies of the area, place Simon Fraser Univer-
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sity among the leading centres for African studies in Canada. In

African history, the University is remarkably strong. The.regions

covered are North, West, Central and East Africa.

In the case of Asian studies, as.already mentioned, the

PSA Department has a certain specialty, particularly on South Asia

and, to a lesser extent, on Southeast Asia. Hindi is offered to

interniediate level.

Latin American studies are encouraged at the graduate

level and two M.A. candidates are doing i+ork on Canadian relations

with the area. Problems of economic develoFment and problemsof

social change are both taught within a Latin American conteat-

The resources for Russian studies are largely confined to

the undergraduate level and are the least developed of the Univer-

sity's area resources.

Centres, institutes, interdisciplinarSr committees

There are no formal arrangements to premote interdisci-

plinary study and research or to develop interdepartmental co-

operation.

Library resources

Specialized holdings

Nil.

Reported areas of concentration in existing resources

Holdings on East and West Africa were reported strong
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by the Departmentà of Geography, History and Political Science, 

Sociology and Anthropology. 	. 

Research and fields of interest/projeCts of staff Mentber,  

Africa 

Adam, Dr. South Africa social structure; White power élite; 
'Afrikaners. 

Barnett, Don. Angola; the Mail Mau movement. 

Bettison, D. G. Social structure in African countries; peoples 
of Papua-New Guinea. 

Hobler, P. Contemporary Egypt. 	 . 

Khan, H. Agricultural development in underdeveloped countries. 

Kup, A. P. West African politics; problems of establishing  poli-  
tical  authority. 

Stigger, P. Politics and government in East Africa; tanzania. 

Wheeldon, Prudence D. Rhodesia, indigenous people. 

Wyllie, R. W. Social structure and Change in Ghana. 

Asia 

Aberle, Mrs. K. G. Kerala; peasants and revolutionary:movements; 
social stratification. 

Okuda, K. Economic planning, development and growth in South Asia; 
.Nepal. 

Potter, D. C. Indian bureaucracy in South Asian.society. 

Samjee, A. H. Village politics in West India. . 

Srivastava, P.P. Tribe-caste mobility in India. 
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Latin America

Brose, T. H. Mexican politics; Mexico and the Caribbean; the OAS.

Colhoun, E. Linguistic r,^:se4rch programme in the Caribbean.

Cunningham., F. F. Geography - Latin America.

Kellman, M. C. British Honduras geography.

Popkin, N. S. Panama and the Caribbean; foreign relations of

Panama.

Sperling, G. B. Cuba; contribution of Soviet technicians.

Wagner, P.L. Geography - Latin America.

Plans

Plans for e^^wn^:Loa at the moment have to be related to

the building programA, which is well behind schedule. Decision

on newcourses and recruitment of additional staff in the fields

covered by the survey Lre pending.

Courses offered at Sinon Fraser University

1. International Relations

Graduate.

International Politic.3

Comparative Politics

Society and Politic3 in South Asia

Society and Politics in Southeast Asia

Modern European International History (hist)



North America 

South Asia: . 

 Southeast Asia 

Latin America 

Western Europe 

Soviet Union and Eastern 
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Europe 

(Simon Fraser University) 

Undergraduate  

International Relations 

International Institutions 

Regional Study in Politics: 

Regional Study in Politics: 

Regional Study in Politics: 

Regional Study in Politics: 

Regional Study in Politics: 

Regional Study in Politics: 

Problems of Social Change in Developing Societies 

The Growth of Canadian External Relations (hist) 

American Foreign Policy, 1890 to the Present 

The Development of Russian Foreign Policy. (hint) 

Latin America and the EXternal Wbrld (hist) 

Relevant courses are also available in econatics, geography and 

sociology at graduate and undergraduate. levele. 

Asia 

Graduate  

Society and Politics in South Asia 

Society and Politics in Southeast Asia 

History of Afro-Asia 

Regional anthropology: India 
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Undergraduate

Regional Study in Politics: South Asia

Regional Study in Politics: Southeast Asia

Afro-Asia Today (hist)

China since 1839 (hist)

Emergence of Nation States in South Asia (hist)

Regional Study in Anthropology: South Asia (anth)

Regional Study in Anthropologyz` East Asia (anth)

Geography of South and Southeast Asia (geog)

Language - Hindi

3. Africa

Graduate

Afro-Asia history (hist)

Colonial Administration in Africa

Tropical Africa (hist)

Undergraduate

Afro-Asia Today (hist)

Africa: ldaning Empires and Fhcerging Nationalism (hist

Twentieth Century North Africa (hist)

Regional Studies in Tropical Africa: West Africa; Central
Africa; East Africa (hist)

Regional Studies in Anthropology: Africa (anth)

Geography of Inter-tropical Africa (geog)



(Simon Fraser University)

4. Latin America

Graduate

Latin America to 1825 (hist)

Latin America since 1825 (hist)

Language - Spanish

Undergraduate

Studies in Latin American Politics

Latin America and the External World

Latin America 1760-1880 (hist)

Latin America 1880 to the present (hist)

Geography of Latin America (geog)

Language - Spanish

5. U.S.S.R.

Graduate

Modern Russia (hist)

Language - Russian

Undergraduate

Politics of the Soviet Union and Eastern Europe

The Development of Russian Foreign Policy (hiat)

Industrialization and Reform in Russia 1860-1930 (hiat)

Geography of the U.S.S.R. (geog)



(Simon Fraser University) 

Language — Russian 

Note: Related courses of a largely theoretical or systematic nature 

are available in economics, geography and sociology (e.g. "Camparative 

Econamic Systems"; "Problems of .Social Change in Developing Societies"). 

Where the department is not shown, the course is offered in the PSA, 
Department. 
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SIR GEORGE WILLIAMS UNIVEASITY

Level of work in fields of study covered in the survey

International relations - undergraduate level only

Area studies - undergraduate and graduate levels

International relations and area studies offerings

International relations

Graduate work is not offered in political science at

present.

At the undergraduate level, six full courses and two half-

courses on IR subjects are available in political science. The

subjects include an introductory course, international organization,

international law and comparative goqernment. The Department of

History provides European diplomatic history and foreign relations

of the United States. Students in the B.A. degree programme may

do a major in international affairs. Approximately one-quarter

of the total nuaber of subjects taken over the four-7ear programme

would be in-the IR courses described above. In addition, students

could also obtain international economic relations, economic geo-

graphy and social change. Another course could be "Sociology of

Violence". In the current session, some 25 students are enrolled

in an IR programme.

Area studies

Graduate

Through the Centre for the Study of Colonialism and
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Nationalism, the University offers the M.A. with specialization in

colonialism and nationalism in Asia and Africa.

Undergraduate

No area concentrations are.available. A variety of area

subjects on Africa, Asia, Latin America and the U.S.S.R. are avail-

albe in the Departments of Anthropology, Economics, Geography,

History and Political Science. The offerings do not, however, tend

to emphasize any one area, except that the Department of History

tends to put some emphasis on Asia. (See list of courses), The

African courses may be considered to some extent as a contribution

to the African resources of all the universities in the Montreal

area. (See discussion of African resources at McGill University).

Centres, institutes, interdisciplinary committees

Centre for the Study of Colonialism and Nationalism

Director: Martin Deming Lewis

The Centre provides a base for_interdisciplinary graduate

study of colonialism and nationalism in areas of Africa and Asia.

Two students for the M.A. are enrolled at present under the aegis

of the Centre.

Library resources

Specialized holdings

The African collection, which specializes on Central
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Africa, contributes to -the general library resources on Africa which 

now exist at the universities in the city of Montreal (see McGill 

University library holdings). 

Reported areas of concentration in existing resources  

European expansion; the British period of Indian history. 

Research and fields of interest/prolects of staff members  

Adamson, A. H. History of Latin America. 

Arnopolous, Paris J. Classical international relations theory. 

Chalk, F. A. United States relations with Africa since the Second 
World War. 

Elwitt, S. H. France: the colonial period. 

Genovese, E. D. Slavery; the African in the Americas. 

Hill, J. L. The Indian National Congress. 

Laffey, J. J. Nineteenth century France in China. 

Lewis, M. D. History of India. 

McCullough, E. E. British government policies in African colonies. 

McDonough, Sheila D. Contemporary Pakistan. 

Ravin, S. J. Comparative study of communist societies; industrial 
organization in Poland and Yugoslavia. 

Smith, I. H. Modern diplomatic history. 

Plans 

It is hoped to introduce a course on Canadian foreign 
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policy in the 19b9-7o session. Consideration_ia also being given

to offering an.M.A. in political science in 1970, with a concentra-

tion available in international relations. The University uould

also like to expand the IR offerings to include strategic studies

and international organizations.

Courses offered at Sir George Williams University

1. International Relations (undergraduate only)

International Political Relations

International Organization

Public International Law

Government of the U.S.

Government of Russia

Asian Political Systems

Government of France (half course)

Government of Germany (half course)

History of European Diplomacy 1870-1968 (hist)

.Foreign Relations of the United States (hist)

Relevant courses are also available in economics, geography and

sociology.

2. Africa (undergraduate only)

Asia, Africa and the West (hist)

History of Africa (hist)

African Peoples (anth)
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Asia 

Graduate  

Problems in Modern Asian History  (blet) 

Undergraduate  

Asian Political Systems 

History of South and Southeast Asia (hist) 

History of East Asia (hist) 

Asia, Africa and the West  (blet) 

4. Russia (undergraduate only) 

Government of Russia 

Marxism and Communist Economies (econ) 
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(geog) Geography of the U.S.S.R. 

History of Russia  (blet) 

Language Russian . 

5. Latin America (undergraduate only) 

Latin American and Caribbean economic development (econ) 

History of Latin America (hist) 

Where the department is not shown, the course is offered in political 
science. 
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Programmes of study

The University offers. opportunities in six fields of

study of interest for this survey. Work is available at both the

graduate and the undergraduate levels. The following topics are

described below:

International relations

East Asian studies

Islam',c studies

Latin American studies

Russian studies

Afr' can studies

During the current academic session, the Faculty of Arts

and Science has completely revised the character of the undergrad-

uate curriculum. One objective is a liberalization which penaits

students maximum freedcm. in choosiFig their programmes. In the

process, degree programmes with fairly rigid.and detailed pres-

cription of courses ( e.g. Nos. 2, 3, 4, and 5 above) will cease

to exist in name, although students will be able to choose, if

they wish, programmes that are virtually identical with those now

available. Students wishing to concentrate in these fields will

be advised on the courses they should take. There will, never-

theless, be a greater freedom for students in selecting courses

outside what might be considered the core of the discipline in
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which they may be concentrating.

International relations

The Department of Political Economy and the Department of

History offer M.A. and Ph.D. programmes with concentration in I&

subjects. The Department of Political Economy supervises research

in a variety of topics under the general headings of international

relations, comparative government, economics of development and

economies of socialist countries. The Department of History ad-

vertise3 modern international relations as the field of study for

graduate work. The Department of Political Econamy reported that

at present there are six Ph.D. candidates and nine M.A. candidates

concentrating on international political subjects. Of the M.A.

progranme9, threeare on developed countries, four concern develop-

ing countries and two deal with Communist countries.

At the graduate level, some 21 IIt courses are available

in political science and history. Six deal with international.

relations as such, international organization, international law

and foreign relations. Ten are offered in comparative government

and politics; and five relate to diplomatic history. Canadian

external policies and Canada-U.S. relations are provided in the

Department of History. Additional relevant graduate seminars,

some dealing exclusively with particular countries or regions,

are available in anthropology, econonics, geography and sociology.

As explained above, the undergraduate degree progra=es
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in the Faculty of Arts and Science have just been • revised'. The 

 opportunities to obtain a more interdisciplinary approach general-

ly will increase. An enphasis on internationarrelations_or - on: 

the study of a particular area, either as a minor - concentration: 

within an essentially disciplinary programme or - as an end in it 

self, may be facilitated. The role of faculty advisers will be 

crucial if students are to succeed in putting together appropriate 

collections of courses. 

The existing facility for a concentration on international 

relations at the undergraduate level is found in the politicai. 

science and economics degree programme. A student'could take two 

IR courses, four or five politics and govermnent courses, and one 

course with diplomatic history. 

A somewhat different choice is available in the political 

science degree programme, where a student interested in inter-- 

national relations could obtain the IR courses and two diplomatic 

history courses but not the comparative govermnent offerings. 

Some 23 IR courses are available at - undergraduate level. 

"International Relations", "International Organization",  "Inter-' 

national  Law", "Foreign Policy", and 12 courses  on comparative 

politics and government are offered in political science. At 

the fourth-year level, the specialized IR courses (e.g. "Inter-- 

national Law") enrol some 15 to 20 students. The Department- of' 

History provides among its offerings two courses relating to 

American diplomatic history, "China's External Relations,  1834- 
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to 1960", and "Canada in the Second World War",.

Centres, institutes, interdisciplinary committees

1. International Studies Programme Chaizman: R. C. Pratt

The International Studies Programme, established.in 1966,

seeks to facilitate and further promote graduate studies and re-

search relating to international relations and to the particular

and comparative study of foreign areas, in each case with primary

reference to the modern period. Specialized interdisciplinary

committees to facilitate co-operation exist for African studies,.

East Asian studies, international relations, Latin American stu-

dies and peace research. Each of these committees may sponsor

interdisciplinary seminars, plan research programmes and sponsor.

visiting scholars. These committees also may take some interest:

in and may endeavour to encourage among the various disciplines

the•development of resources in staff, courses offered and libra-

ry holdings in their respective fields of interest: The Inter-

national Studies Programme has played a role in obtaining grants.

from three foundations for international aid work using the re-

sources of the Department of Political Economy.

2. Committee for International Studies Chairman: H. I. Nelson

As indicated above, the Committee for,International.Studies

operates under and as part of the InternationalStudies Programme.
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The Committee at present is interested primarily in organizing 

special interdisciplinary seminars and oonferences. It Was 

reported to be preparing for a conference on international orga-

nizations which will consider, among other matters, new uses for 

modern international organizations. 

Library resources  

Reported areas of concentration in existing resources  

Anthropology 	- Africa, Latin America 

Geography 	- U.S.S.R., West and Central Europe, South 

America, South Asia 

History 	- Canada, Great Britain, United States, Western 

Europe 

Political Economy - None reported 

(see also library resources for the area study programmes 

Research and fields of interest/projects of staff members  

Accinelli, R. D. U.S. diplomacy in the nineteenth and twentieth 
centuries. 

Barker, J.S. Local politics of developing countries; Africa, Senegal. 

Barros, J. International organization (1969 appointment). 

Bishop, P. V. International organization. 

Brown, R. C. Canadian-U.S. relations; comparative historY. 

Brownstone, M. Comparative public administration, including the 
developing areas. 
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Campbell, D. R. Economic develoFment in developing areas; Middle
East.

Cairns, J. C. Western European diplomatic history; France.

Choudhry, N. K. Quantitative approaches to developmental policy;
India.

Clarkson, S. H. E. Theoretical analysis of underdevelopment;
Soviet role in Asian and African countries.

Cramer-Byng, J. L. China's external relations, historical and
modern.

Drummond, I. M. History of international econcelic relations;
economic organization of U.S.S.R.

Dyck, H. L. Twentieth century international relations, with par-
ticular emphasis on theory and diplomatic history;
German-Soviet relations in the inter-war years.

Easterbrook, W. T. Economic develoFment, with particular reference
to East Africa.

Eayrs, James. International politics; Canadian defence and foreign
policies.

Fenn, R. A. Political philosophy, with special reference to Marxism;
contemporâry revnlutionary thought and the relation of.
China to the Marxian revolutionary tradition.

Gregor, Richard. International relations; Soviet foreign policy.

Griffiths, F. J. C. International politics; politics and foreign
policy of the U.S.S.R.

Helleiner, G. K. Economic development, with particular reference
to international aspects of the problem and with an
emphasis on Africa.

Holmes, J. W. Canadian foreign policy.

Johnston, D. M. International law; Chinese law (1969 appointment).

Judy, R. W. Soviet-type economie3 with a particular interest in
economic planning and management, the factors governing
agricultural production and resource allocation.

Kovrig, Bennett. International politics, with special reference
to East Central Europe.



Spencer, R. A. Nineteenth and twentieth century Germany; Canadian : 
 foreign policy and international relations in the North 

Atlantic area. 

Stacey, C. F. Canadian defence policy and external relations., 

Thorntone .A. P. The histOry  of the  British Empire.. 

Triantis,.S. G. Economic development, econdmic planning, inter-
national trade; Greece.' . . 

- Wallace, Miss E. Political institutions and»ideas in the Common-7, 
 wealth. 

White, P. C. T. Canadian-U.S.:relations ,  

Watkins, M. H. International economics; Canadian international 
-economic and financial relations. 	' 

Watson,  A.  Etonamic development in developing areas; Jordan. 

(About half these names are duplicated in the separate areLlists). 

(University of  Toronto)  

Nelson, H. I. Modern international history; special emphasis on 
origins and consequences of the First World War. 

Nowlan,  D. 14.  Economic development, with particular reference,t6 
communications; Tanzania.. 

Plumptre, A. F. W.  International financial institutions, 

Pratt, R. C. Government and politics of tropicalAfrica,'-'brith'. 
particular reference to East Africa. 

Rotstein, A. Indigenous economies and trade patterns - in 
colonial Africa; East-West  trade.. 

Rowntree, M. Politics and government in Latin America. 

Saywell, W. G. G. Contemporary' Chinese foreign poliCy. 

Skilling, H. G.  Comparative Commnnisn, with narticularreference 
to Eastern Europe and'the U.S.S.R. 

Smith,J.E.Internationalrelations- - U.S.-government andloreie 
policy; politics and government of the Federal Republic 
of Germany and the German Democratic Republic.  
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The University expects to establish in the near future,

possibly to commence initial activities in the 1969-70 session, a

Centre for International Relations Studies. The timing depends

on the recruiting of the director. The Centre will be research-

oriented. It is described as "the logic of the international

studies programme". The University now has a large group of,

scholars interested in the study of international relations. The

Centre will provide interested staff inembera with a mechanism

whereby they can collaborate in research projects. One of its

principal functions will be promotion of post-doctoral research.

This activity will, of course, require funding. Any significant

money will have to be attracted from outside sources. It is not

proposed that the Centre itself shall have a specific co-ordinat-

ing role in the international studies programme.

The IR offerings at both the graduate and undergraduate

levels are being expanded. The list of courses below shows the

subjects to be introduced in the 1969-70 session. The inter-

national law offering will for the first time be a course special-

ly designed for students of international relations (rather than

an adaptation of a course provided in the Faculty of Law). Offer-

ings to be introduced in 1970-71 are, at the graduate level, "The

Third World in International Politics" and, at the undergraduate

level, a course in international political theory, "Comparative

Communism" and, again, "The Third World in International Politics".
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In support of the expanded progravmnei three senior appointments

and two junior appointments will be made.

International relations courses offered at the University of Toronto

Graduate

International Politics

Problems of International Law and Relations

International Organization ( commencing 1969-70)

The Interaction between Domestic and International Politics

Comparative Foreign Policy

Canadian Foreign Policy

Comparative Goverrment

Problems of the Modern Commonwealth

Topics in American Goverrm ►ent and Politics

Comparative Politics of Communist East Europe

The Dynamics of Soviet Politics

Comparative Analysis of Developing Societies

Topics in the Analysis of Developing Societies

Public Administration in Developing Societies

African Government and Politics

Topics in African Government

Imperialism after 1870 (hist)

International Relations before and after World War II (hist)

Canadian External Policies, 1867-1957 (hist)

Canadian-U.S. Relations, 1783-1911 (hist)
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Empire and Commonwealth (hist) 

Undergraduate  

Advanced International Relations 

International Organization (commencing 1969-70) 

International Law 

Comparative Foreign Policy 

Topics in U.S. Government and Politics 

Politics 

Politics 

Politics 

Politics 

Politics 

Politics 

Politics 

Politics 

Politics 

and Government of the U.K. 

and Government of the Commonwealth 

and Government of Western Europe 

and Government of the U.S.S.R. 

and Government of the U.S.A. 

and Government of Latin America 

and Government of Africa 

and Government of Asia (commencing 1969-70) 

and Government of Developing Societies 

Comparative Politics of Developing Areas (commencing 1969-70) 

Soviet Politics (commencing 1969-70) 

The Marxian Revolutionary Model - China 

American Diplomatic History (hist) 

Co-operation and Conflict in the International Community (hist) 

Canada in the Second World War (hist) 

Topics in Twentieth Century American Diplomacy (hist) 

China's External Relations, 1834-1960 (hist) 
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The Communist Party of the Soviet Union, 1890-1964 (hist)

Canadian-U.S. Relations, 1783-1911 (hist)

Relevant courses are also offered in anthropology, economics, geo-

graphy and sociology at graduate and undergraduate levels.

East Asian studies

Chinese, Indian and Japanese studies are each available

within the East Asian studies programme. All three areas are

offered at the B.A., M.A. and 1,hi1.M. levels. Indian studies can

be taken at the Ph.D. level. The content of the programme is for

the most part in the humanities*. The courses offered are in the

arts, history, languages and literatures, and philosophy. There

are some three or four M.A. candidates in each of Chinese, Indian

and Japanese studies and five Ph.D. candidates in Indian philoso-

phy. Modern history is not included.

At the undergraduate level, languages are available in

all four years. Some modern history is offered in éachof the

three areas. Some 66 students are enrolled in the four,years,

with four graduating this year in each of Chinese studiés and

Japanese studies. In the first year in the current session, 14

students are_enrolled in Chinese studies, eight in Indian studies

and 14 in Japanese studies.

Staff members who are specialists on various countries

in East and South Asia are in the Departments of Anthropology

# At the University of Toronto, history is considered as one of
the hunanities.



(Southeast Asia, Burma, Japan, Korea), Geography (China),:History

(China) and Sociology (China, Japan and Eastern Russia), Courses

and seninars relating to the area but,not part of the East Asian

studies degree programmes of the Department of East Asian Studies

are;shown in the list below,

Centres, institutes, interdisciplinary committees

East Asian Studies Committee

Chairman: J. L. Cramer-Byng

This Committee functions within the International Studies

Programme. Inasmuch as the East Asian studies degree programmes

are humanities-oriented and the social science or contemporary

content, therefore, is limited, one of the Comitteets primary

interests has been participation in an exan ►;nation of the ques-..

tion of expanding significantly the University's East Asian re-

sources in the social sciences in order to provide a programme

which would deal with contemporarp political,'social and economic

problems of the area._(For further discussion of.this matter,

see:Plans below.) The Committee has also been active in arrang-

ing for visits of:scholars to give lectures and to participate in

seminars, The scope for the Committee's activities is, however,

somewhat limited as long as resources are not fully developed for

an area-study programme oriented towards the contemporary scene.
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Library resources  

Specialized holdings  

The East Asian Studies Library possesses 65,000 volumes 

of Chinese material and 22,000 volumes of works in Japanese, Indian 

and European languages; and the Far Eastern Department of the Royal 

Ontario Museum (which has an academic association with the Univer-

sity of Toronto) has 8,000 volumes on Far Eastern Art and Archaeo-

logy, mainly in European languages. 

Reported areas of concentration in existing resources  

Chinese, Indian and Japanese languages, literatures, phi-

losophy, history, religion and art. 

Research and fields of interest/projects of staff members  

Cranmer-Byng, J. L. History of China's external relations. 

Fenn, R. A. The relation of China to the Mandan revolutionary 
tradition. 

Gerson, J. J. History of Modern China. 

Israel, M. Modern India; British experience and Indian reaction. 

Johnston, D. M. Agreements of the People's Republic of China, 
1949-1967.  (book) 

Nishio, H. K. Processes of modernization and the politics of 
modernization in Japan. 

Saywell, W. G. G. Intellectual and Political History of China, 
1912-1928  (Ph.D. thesis being revised for publication); 
Contemporary Chinese foreign policy. 

Shih, C. C. The Chinese tradition in modern China. 
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Warder, A. K. Buddhism in India.

Whitney, J. B. R. Water resources of China; political geography.

Plans

The Department of East Asian Studies will offer additional

undergraduate history courses in each of China, India and Japan in

the 1969-70 session. A priority among other new offerings will be

Hindi language and literature. The Department hopes to be in a

position to offer Ph.D. programmes in Chinese and in Japanese stu-

dies in due course. (This programme depends in good measure on

completion of the new Humanities and Social Sciences Library,

construction of which has just begun and will take several years.)

As regards courses in the social sciences, the Department

of Political Science will introduce in the 1969-70 session "Poli-

tics and Government of Asia". This course will be given by a per-

son with a specialty in contemporary China.

Expansion in the field of contemporary East Asia has

recently been investigated by a presidential committee. A compre-

hensive survey to determine the resources required for such a

venture was made by the committee and resulted in a recommendation

that the University now should move into this field. A decision

on the recommendation has not yet been taken.
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East Asian studies and related courses offered at the University of

Toronto

Department of East Asian Studies

Courses in art and archaeology, early history, language,

literature and philosophy are not listed in detail for the purposes

of this survey.

Graduate

China - courses offered in art and archaeology, lang-

uage and literature, including modern literature.

India - courses offered in language, literature and phi-

losophy.

Japan - courses offered in art and archaeology, history

and literature, including modern literature.

Undergraduate

China - courses offered in history, language, literature

and philosophy. Languages include classical

Chinese and modern standard Chinese.

India - courses offered in the arts, history, language,

literature and philosophy. Languages include

Hindi, Pali and Sanskrit.

Japan - courses offered in the arts, history, langua.ge,

literature and music.

Courses on East Asia in other university departments include the

following;
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Graduate  

Social and Cultural Anthropology of Asia (anth) 

Physical Anthropology of Southeast Asia (anth) 

The Government of China during the Ch'ing Dynasty (hist) 

Undergraduate 

Peoples and Cultures of Southeast Asia (anth) 

Econanic Development of the Far East (with Latin America 
and Middle East) (acon) 

The Geography of China (not available in 1968-69) (geog) 

Modern India from Shivaji to Nehru (hist) 

Modern China since 1550 (hist) 

Modern Japan since 1550 (hist) 

China's External Relations, 104-1960 (hist.)  

Collapse of the Chinese Empire, 1870-1911 (hist) 

Selected Topics in Modern Japanese History (hist) 

The Marxian Revolutionary Model: Special Emphasis on 
China 

Political Theories of Social Change (Communist theory in 
relation to China) 

Politics and Government of Asia (comnencing 1969-70) 

Other courses, of a largely theoretical or systematic nature, are 

available in anthropology, economics and sociology at the under-

graduate and graduate levels. 
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Islamic Studies

Islamic studies are offered for the B.A., M.A., Phil.M.

and Ph.D. The content of the programme is largely in history,

language, literature, philosophy and religion. Eight graduate

seminars, however, are provided under the heading "The Modern

Islamic World" (see lists of courses). They deal with some con-

temporary domestic economic, political and social problems.

At the undergraduate level, Arabic (classical and modern)

and Persian (classical and mod^rn) are available to the advanced

level and Turkish (Ottaman and modern) at the introductory level.

Colloquial Arabic: Egyptian andanother dialect also are offered.

At the fourth-year level, a history seminar, "Problems in Modern

Islamic History", is available. Students may select either (i)

the transition from traditional to modern society in the Islamic

world, or (ii) the Islamic world today. Some 150 students are

enrolled in the Department's courses, but there are only about

six students seeking the B.A. in Islamic studies.

Centres. institutes, interdisciplinary committees

Nil.

Library resources

Specialized holdings

The Islamic collection totals some 14,000 volumes and is

best for Arabic and Persian languages.

Reported areas of concentration in existing resources

History, literatures, political and social develoFment,
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and civilization of the Islnmic countries, expecially Arab countries, 

Iran and Pakistan. 

Research and fields of interest/projects of staff members  

Ahmad, A. Pakistan: Martial Law Regime and the Second Republic; 
Islnmic  Modernism in India and Pakistan (book under 
preparation - R.I.I.A.) 

Berengian, Sakina, Modern Iran. 

Campbell, D. R. Economic development in the countries of the Middle 
East. 

Cox, Albertine Jwaideh. Islamic society and administration. 

Kenny, L. M. Modern political and social thought in Islamic coun-
tries of Middle East. 

Savory, R. M. Modern Iran. 

Tayyeb, A. Geography of the Islamic world; political geography; 
Pakistan - A Political Geography. 

Watson, A. M. Economic development in the Middle East; Jordan. 

Wickens, G. M. Concise Oxford Dictionary of Modern Literary 
Arabic; A Modern History of Persia (under preparation). 

Plans 

There are no plans for more course offerings in the im-

mediate future. The Department of Islamic Studies' priorities 

for expansion are modern North Africa, Islamic lew and linguistics. 

The Department sees the liberalization of the curriculum 

in the Faculty of Arts and Science as creating opportunities for 

more undergraduate students to put  some  emphasis on Islamic studies 
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or on the modern Islamic world. The Department would welcome an

increase in the relevant resources in the social sciences. At

present a course in geography deals exclusively with the area. Two

members of the Economics Department staff have had practical ex-

perience in Jordan and could contribute area economic courses. There

are, however, no relevant courses in politics and government. The

emergence of the Arab world from colonialism and the early stirrings

of Arab nationalism go unrecognized in the offerings of the Depart-

ments of History and Political Economy.

The Department of Islamic Studies expects that a Committee

for Islamic Studies will be required in due course to co-ordinate

the resources in various departments for studies of Islamic coun-

tries, perhaps when the revised curriculum is implemented. Staff

members who are specialists in a number of countries of the Islamic

world are to be found in the Department of Anthropology (Iran and

the Middle East), Economics (Jordan) and in Geography (Iraq and

°akistan).

Islamic studies and related courses offered at the University of
Toronto

Department of Islamic Studies

Courses in cultural, scientific and social historp, Islamic

institutions, language, literature, philosophy and religion are not

listed in detail for the purposes of this survey.
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Graduate

The courses offered are grouped under the following titles:

"Arabic Language and Literature"; "History of Islamic India and

Pakistan"; • "Islamic History • "Islamicand Civilization"; Islamic Thought,

Religion and Institutions"; "The Modern Islamic World"; "The

Maghrib"; "Ottoman and Turkish History"; "Persian History"; "Per-

sian Language and Literature"; "Trukish Language and Literature";

"Urdu Language and Literature".

The courses offered under the category "The Modern Islamic

World" are:

Islamic Modernism

Jamal al-Din al-Afghani and Muhammad Abduh

Modern Views of Islamic Culture: Ahmad Amin and Taha
Husayn.

Political and Social Developments in Modern Iran

The Emergence of Modern Iraq

Political and Economic Developments in the Arab World from
the Tanzimat to 1914

Problems of Land Tenure and Tribal Society in the Arab
World

The Emergence of Pakistan

North Africa since 1830

Undergraduate

Courses are offered in languages, literatures, history,

religion and philosophy. Languages include standard Arabic,
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classical Arabic, colloquial Arabic (Egyptian dialect), Persian 

(classical and modern) and Turkish (Ottoman and modern). 

One contemporary history course is offered, "Problems 

in Modern Islamic History". 

Courses on Islamic countries in other university depart-

ments include the following: 

Graduate 

Economic Development (with reference to the Middle East) 
(econ) 

Undergraduate  

Geography of the Islamic World (geog) 

Economic Development (with special reference to the Middle  
East, Latin America and the Far East) (econ) 

Latin American studies  

Latin American studies, as an integrated interdisciplinary 

programme, is available at the undergraduate level throueh a four-

year honour course. The programme, which is in its fourth year, is 

based on seven disciplines in the humanities and social sciences. 

The following departments participate in this programme. Anthropo-

logy, Geography, History, Italian and Hispanic Studies (languages 

and literature), Political Economy (economics and political science) 

and Sociology. 

While no graduate degrees are offered in Latin American 
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studies as such, graduate seminars exclusively on Latin America (with

the Caribbean) are available in anthropology, geography, literature

and sociology. Some of these departments now are supervising grad-

uate students whose programmes, though essentially in the discipline,

deal with the Latin American area.

The programme at the undergraduate level requires language,

literature, geography and history in each of the four years. Politi-

cal science, economics, anthropology and sociology all contribute

both relevant theoretical courses and at least one course which deals

exclusively with the region. At present 24 students are enrolled in

the programme.

Centres, institutes, interdisciplinary committees

Cemunittee for Latin American Studies Chairman: Kurt L. Levy

This Committee functions with the International Studies

Programme and is engaged in activities designed to foster the

development of the study programme through interdisciplinary co-

operation. The Committee is concerned with organizing seminars and

conferences, and with obtaining visiting professors, additional

library resources and teaching staff. Under an arrangement with

the Brazilian Ministry of Foreign Affairs, one Brazilian academic

is teaching in the University this year. Arrangements also exist

to permit undergraduate students to spend one of their years in

the field. One student is in Uruguay this year. A new chair
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that has been created permits each department that participates in

the Latin American programme to obtain, on a rotating basis, one

staff member from the area for a one-year visiting appointment.

Library resources

Specialized holdings

Spanish is well represented by periodicals and society

publications.

Reported areas of concentration in existing resources

Italian and Hispanic studies - contEmpcrazy Latin

American prose, fiction and poetry.

Geography - South America

Research and fields of interest/proie éts of staff members

Research among members of the Department of Italian and

Hispanic Studies includes some 21 projects in languàge and lite-

rature. A Reading List on Latin America for Canadians has been

commissioned by UNESCO.

Research on Latin America in other departments includes

the following:

Beals, R. C. Historical study of the role of the Roman Catholic
Church in Mexico; sociology of Mexican society.

Bird, R. M. Public finance; tax reform in Latin America.

Brady, Trent. Modern social history of eighteenth century Latin
America (with particular interest i n Venezuela).
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Galloway, J. H. Historical geography of Northeast Brazil (historical 
causes of current poverty). 

Marcus, H. Brazilian history. 

Rowntree, Margaret E. Politics and government of Latin America. 

Shirley, R. W. Migrations, education, economic development and 
urbanization in Brazil. 

Walker, K. M. Comparative study of student politics: Colombia and 
Argentina; education in Latin America. 

Plans 

First priority in plans at present is to consolidate and 

broaden the undergraduate offerings. On a longer-term basis, the 

Department of Italian and Hispanic Studies, which takes the primary 

responsibility in administering the programme, looks to a beginning 

in an organic M.A. programme. 

Latin American Studies and related courses offered at the University 
of Toronto  

Graduàte  

Social and Cultural Anthropology of Middle America (anth) 

Social and Cultural Anthropology of South America (anth) 

Historical Geography of Brazil and the Caribbean (geog) 

Latin American Societies 	(sociol) 

Spanish-American literature including contemporary literature (4 
courses) 	(lang) 

Undergraduate 

folitics and Government of Latin America 

Economic Development of Latin America (with Middle East and Far 
East) 	(econ) 
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Spanish and Portuguese America to Independence

Latin America since Independence

Latin America: Social History

Feoples and Cultures of Latin America and the Caribbean (anth)

Introduction to the Geography of Latin America (geog)

Historical Geography of Latin America (with special reference to
the Caribbean, Mexico and Brazil) (geog)

Latin American Societies (sociol)

Modern Spanish-American Literature ( lang) (3 courses)

Brazilian Literature (lang)

Survey of Latin American Civilization (lang)

Related courses of a largely theoretical or systematic nature are

available in anthropology, economics, geography and sociology at

the undergraduate and graduatA levels.

Russian and East European Studies

An interdisciplinary approach to a studf of the U.S.S.R.

and Eastern Europe is available at the graduate (M.A.) and the

undergraduate levels. Work in a single discipline leading to the

M.A., Phil.M. and Ph.D. is offered in economics, géography, his-

tory and political science. The Department of Slavic Languages

and Literatures provides B.A., M.A., Phil.Ti. and Ph.D. progrsnimes.

The interdisciplinary graduate offering is the diploma in

Russian and East European studies. It is available jointly with an

M.A. in a single discipline. These disciplines include economics,
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geography, history, political science and Slavic languages and 

literatures. The diploma is a multi—disciplinary programme admi-

nistered by the Centre for Russian and East European Studies (see 

below). The programme for the disciplinary M.A. jointly with the 

diploma requires, normally, two years and at least one summer of 

work in the Russian language. One student is registered in the 

programme at present. Graduate seminars are available in all the 

above disciplines and are taken by many students as part of their 

respective graduate programmes. 

At the undergraduate level, there is a Russian studies 

B.A. programme. It offers courses in languages and literatures, 

history, political science and economics in each year. One stu-

dent is registered in the programme. This programme in its 

present form will cease with the revision in the curriculum of 

the Faculty of Arts and Science. Students may, however, be able 

to obtain an interdisciplinary programme, but with less emphasis 

on languages and literatures and more emphasis on other disci-

plines. The "core" discipline would be, possibly, one of the 

social sciences. A course on Russian studies on this basis might 

be more attractive to undergraduate students. 

Centres, institutes, interdisciplinary committees  

The Centre for Russian and East European Studies 

Acting Director: Franklyn Griffiths 

The Centre acts as liaison between departments and advises 

students on matters relating to the study of Russia and Eastern 
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Europe. It also administers the diploma in Russian and East Euro-

pean studies. The Centre engages in other activities to support

the study programme. It has an exchange agreement with the Soviet

Ministry of Higher Education for five students each academic year

and two staff inembers for two months. It runs a summer language

workshop for total language immersion. Seventy to 80 students

from across Canada now enrol in the course. The Centre also

invites from six to ten visiting speakers each year and assists

the departments participating in the programme in recruiting area

specialists. Owing to limited financial resources, the Centre

has not been able to do very much by way of aiding research: It

does, however, conduct a permanent seminar at which faculty mem-

bers and visiting scholars are able to discuss research projects.

Library resources

The library holds some 40,000 volumes in the Slavic and

East European field. It receives some 400 newspapers and journals

concerned primarily with Soviet and East European studies. The

Department of Slavic Languages and Literatures reported that the

holdings to support its programme are strong in Russian and

Ukrainian material. The geography library has a substantial

holding in material on the U.S.S.R. The library holdings are

generally strong in the Soviet economy, the Soviet Communist Party,

the Comintern and East European politics and history.
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Research proiects/interests of staff members

Research among members of the Department of Slavic Languages

and Literatures includes a variety of projects in literary, linguis-

tic and cultural relations between Russian and other national cul-

tures of Eastern Europe.

Research in other departments includes the following:

Clarkson, S. H. E. Soviet analysis of the political and economic
problems of underdevelopment.

Drummond, I. M. The economic organization of the Soviet Union.

Dyck, H. L. German-Soviet relations in the inter-war years.

Field, N. C. Agricultural production and population distribution in
the U.S.S.R.; rural-urban and inter-regional migration in
the U.S.S.R. '

Gregor, R. Soviet foreign policy; comparative foreign policy.

Griffiths, F. J. C. Politics and foreign policy of the U.S.S.R.

Judy, R. W. Soviet-type economies with a particular interest in
economic planning and management, the factors governing
agricultural production and resource allocation.

iiovrig, Bennett. International relations^with special reference to
East Central Europe.

McNeal, R. H. Modern Russian history.

Nelson, H. I. Anglo-Russian relations before 1914.

Ponomareff, C. V. Literary and political criticism of twentieth
century Soviet poetry (Department of Slavic Languages and
Literatures).

Rossos, A. History of Russian relations with the Balkan countries.

Skilling, H. G. Comparative Communism, with particular reference to
Eastern Europe and the U.S.S.R.
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Plans 

Plans for the next few years centre on possible changes in 

the structures of the programmes now offered. Additional courses 

also may be given but the only new offering reported was an under-

graduate course in comparative Communimn, which will be introduced 

in the 1970-71 session. 

The diploma programme in Russian and East European Studies 

conjointly with an M.A. in a single discipline will probably be 

reviewed because of the few candidates it attracts. Since the 

arrangement was established in 1963, only about ten students have 

completed the full programme. The small number no doubt has 

several causes; the extra time involved, the amount of financial 

assistance available and, possibly, the language requirement could 

be contributing factors. 

As regards the undergraduate level, one suggestion that 

may be examined is a facility for a student to specialize in poli-

tical science or history or sociology and at the same time to take 

language courses and perhaps selected courses in literature. 

Russian and East European Studies courses offered at the University 
of Toronto  

Graduate  

Comparative Politics of Communist East Europe 

The Dynamics of Soviet Politics 

History of Russia, 1801-1929 (hist) 

Studies in the History of East Central Europe, 1800-1939 (hist) 
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Economic Geography of the U.S.S.R. (geog)

The Economy of the U.S.S.R. (econ)

The Economies of the Socialist Countries (econ)

Courses in literatures: Russian, Polish, Ukrainian, Serbo-Croatian,
Czech, and Slovak

Undergraduate

Politics and Goverrment of the U.S.S.R.

Soviet Folitics ( conunencing 1969-70)

East Central Europe to 1939

Nationalism in Modern Eastern Europe to 1939

Muscovite and Imperial Russia: Self-Images and Foreign Images

Russia and the Balkans (to 1945)

The Conuaunist Party of the Soviet Union, 1890-1964

Geography of the Soviet Union

The Economy of the.U.S.S.R.

Courses in languages and literatures: Russian, Polish, Ukrainian,
Serbo-Croatian, Czech and Slovak

African studies

There is no interdisciplinary prograusne or other particular

facility in the curriculum centering on a study of any African

region or group of countries. The University's resources in the

social sciences that concern Africa south of the Sahara are, how-

ever, considerable. In addition, several significant contacts
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exist with East Africa.

At the graduate level, a number of seminars deal exclusi-

vely with Africa. The Political Science Department provides "Afri-

can Government and Politics" and "Topics in African Government".-

The Department also offers "Comparative Analysis of Developing

Societies", which is given by two specialists in Africa. The econom-

ics staff provides "African Economic Development" and a theoretical

course in development and growth which utilizes African experience

of staff members. "Social and Cultural Anthropology" also is

available. The History Department provides some African history

in "Yînpire and Commonwealth" and in "Imperialism after 1870".

Five courses are available at the undergraduate level, but

only two are exclusively on Africa. The Depara„ment of Political

Science offers "Politics and Goverranent of Africa"; and Anthropo-

logy provides "Peoples and Cultures of Africa".

The Department of Political Economy has received three

grants for activities which link it closely with East Africa. The

Ford Foundation has provided $330,000 for a staff-training diploma

programme in develognental studies for middle rank civil servants.

A teaching and research grant of $280,000 from the Rockefeller

Foundation enables the University to second staff members to assist

four overseas universities, three of them in East Africa and one in

Colombia. The Canadian International Development Agency has pro-

vided a grant for the Department of Political Economy to organize

a project analysis and evaluation team to assist the Government of
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Tanzania. 

Centres, institutes, interdisciplinary committees 

Committee for African Studies 

Chairman: W. T. Easterbrook 

The Committee functions within the International Studies 

Programme. It brings speakers on contemporary Africa to the cam-

pus for lectures and seminars and generally seeks to develop 

interest in the area and to provide opportunities for researchers 

to collaborate. 

Library resources  

The African history collection totals some 3,200 volumes. 

Anthropology also is strong. (The University's collection in anthro-

pology has been reported as the strongest among Canadian universi-

ties.) 

Research and fields of interest/proJects of staff members  

Barker, J. S. Government and politics in Africa. 

Carstens, W. P. African feudal systems, peasantiies, urbanization; 
processes in social and cultural change. 

Easterbrook, U. T. Economic development with particular reference 
to East Africa. 

Helleiner, G.  K. International aspects of economic development, 
particularly concerning Africa. 

Hopen, C. E. Euro-African market systaus and nomadism. 

Nowlan, D. M. Economic development; Tanzania. 
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Pratt, R. C. Goverrment and politics of tropical Africa, particu-

larly East Africa.

Rotstein, A. Indigenous economies and trade patters in pre-colonial

Africa.

Samarin, W. J. Socio-Iinguistics with special reference to Africa.

Wallman, S. S. Processes of social change in Africa (Basutoland.,

Ghana).

Plans

Teaching departments did not report ary immedi.ate plans

for expanding resources in Africa. The Couanittee for African

Studies has not yet looked into resources but expects that this

question will come under review in due course.

Courses relating to African studies at the University of Toronto

Graduate

Comparative Analysis of Developing Societies

African Goverrmient and Politics

Topics in African Govérnment

Empire and Commonwealth (hist)

Imperialism after 1870 (hist)

Social and Cultural Anthropology of Africa (anth)

*African Econoanic Development (econ)

Undergraduate

Politics and Governments of Africa

* half course.
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Politics and Governments of the Developing Countries 

Comparative Analysis of Developing Societies 

The British Empire and the Commonwealth (hist) 

Peoples and Cultures of Africa (anth) 

Related courses of a largely theoretical or systematic nature are 

available in anthropology, economics, geography and sociology. 

These include, at the graduate level, "Processes in Social and 

Cultural Change" and "Industrialization and Modernization". 

Where the department is not shown, the course is offered in political 
science. 

b/e International Law 

Courses offered  

Graduate  

Comparative Federalism 

International Law and Organization 

International Legal Transactions 

United Nations in World Law 

Undergraduate  

International Law 

Conflict of Laws 

Human Rights and Fundamental Freedans 

Corporate Planning for International Operations 
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Problems in International Law

Staff members in fields of study

Baxter, I. F. G. Conflicts; international legal transactions,
European and Latin American business law.

Friedland, M. L. Extradition.

Iacobucci, F. International law and international organization.

Macdonald, R. St. J. International law and international organiza-

tions; human rights.

Morris, G. L. International law and international organizations;

United Nations; comparative federalism.

Areas of faculty specialization

Hunan rights; international business operations; compara-

tive federalism; law of the United Nations; Chinese law.

Plans

An undergraduate seminar, "Federalism in International Law",

will be offered in 1969-70. Professor Douglas M. Johnston will have

a joint appointment in the Faculty and in the Department of Political

Science next year. Professor Johnston is a specialist in Chinese law

and author of the recently published book Agreements of the Peoples

Republic of China, 1949-1967.
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TRENT UNIVER.SITY

Level of work in fields of study covered in the survey

International relations - undergraduate level only

International relations and area studies offerings

International relations

Two IR courses are available, an introductory course and

"The Politics of Developing Areas".

Area studies

No area concentrations are available.

Centres, institutes, interdisciplinary committees

Nil.

Library resources

No particular strengths reported.

Research and fields of interest/projects of staff inembers

Bitar, N. Sociôlogy of revolution in developing countries; the
Middle East area.

Boote, M. J. Problems of economic developnent and growth in Common-
wealth countries.

Hiliman, Professor. Collective action in a developing country;
Bolivia (reasons for dissatisfaction; industrial unrest).

Hodgins, B. W. The Commonwealth; comparative federalism.

Norrison, D. Political development in Tanzania.
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Page, R. J. D. The British Empire and Commonwealth from 1873. 

Robson, S. T. Twentieth century German history; German left 
liberalism. 

Stubbs, J. 0. British foreign policy in the inter-war years; 
Britain and the League of Nations. 

Plans 

Additional IR courses are anticipated in a number of 

departments in the next few years. The Department of Politics hopes 

to introduce a second course in international politics and a course 

in international organizations. The Department of Economics is 

planning on a fourth-year course in 1971, "Selected Problems of 

Developing Countries". (The Department seee this course as an in-

terdisciplinary offering in collaboration with the Departments of 

Politics and Sociology.) "Peoples and Cultures of Africa" will be 

offered by the Department of Anthropology in 1969-70. The Depart-

ment of Geography plans to introduce a course on the polar regions, 

which will include non-Canadian areas. 

Courses offered at Trent University 

International Relations  (undergraduate level only) 

International Politics 

The Politics of Developing Areas 

Courses are offered in the Department of Politics. 
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Level of work in fields of study covered in the survey

International relations - undergraduate level only ( aee, however,

below)

Area studies - undergraduate level only (for 1969-70)

International relations and area studies offerings

International relations

Eight IR courses are offered in the Departments of Political

Science and History. These offerings include theoretical concepts

of international relations, international law and organization, com-

parative foreign policy, comparative government and diplomatic his-

tory. An offering, "War in the Modern World", examines, inter alia,

Canada's role as a middle power.

The Department of Political Science does not offer the M.A.

at the present time. The History Department will supervise M.A. work

in military history and military-strategic studies.

Area studies

There are no area studies programmes in the current session.

Centres, institutes, interdisciplinary committees

Pacific Studies Steering Committee

This Committee is responsible for developing the Pacific

studies programme ( see below).
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Library resources

No particular strengths reported.

Research and fields of interest/proiects of staff members

Efrat, E. S. Comparative study of Canadian role in Senegal, Ghana,
Cameroun , South Africa and Tanzania. Modern African
problems.

Farrell, B. H. Land use, agriculture, changing perception of
resources in Pacific.

Girard, Charlotte. Contemporary France.

Lai, C.-Y. Industrial geography: Hong Kong and mainland China.

Pitt, D. C. Economic development and social change.

Powers, Richard. United States foreign policy.

Roy, R. H. Military history; Canadian foreign policy.

Sewell, W. R. D. Water resources, Mekong scheme.

Plans

Pacific Studies

The University is about to embark on developing an under-

graduate programme in Pacific studies. The programme will be avail-

able as a subject of concentration for a general B.A. or B.Sc. degree

and also as a secondary concentration within an honours B.A. in a

single discipline. A B.A. in Pacific studies will probably be con-

sidered at a later stage, when the University's resources will have

developed somewhat.

The resources for this programme at present are largely
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in the Departments of Anthropology, Geography and History and are 

geographically oriented towards Australasia. Related courses of 

a theoretical or systematic nature are available in biology, fine 

arts, languages (Japanese) and linguistics. The Department of 

Political Science will offer courses on regions in the Pacific area 

in a few years. 

International relations  

As indicated above, the Political Science Department will 

offer additional area-type courses shortly. The area chosen will 

probably be East Asia, Southeast Asia or the Pacific regions of the 

U.S.S.R. 

Courses offered at University of Victoria 

International Relations  (undergraduate level only) 

International Studies 

International Law and Organization 

Comparative Foreign Policy 

Politics of Developing Nations 

kestern Europe and the Soviet Union 

The Governmenisof the United States and the United Kingdom 

American Diplomatic History (hist) 

kar in the Modern World, 1755 to the Present (hist) 

khere the department is not shown, the course is offered in political 
science. 
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Level of work in fields of study covered in the survey

International relations - undergraduate and graduate levels

Area studies - undergraduate and graduate levels

International relations and area studies offerings

International relations

Candidates are accepted for M.A. programmes in political

science concentrating in an international relations subject. The

Department of Political Science is prepared to supervise in a

variety of topics, including Canadian foreign policy, international

law and organization and the European movement. One M.A. candidate

with an IR topic is enrolled at present. The thesis is Canadian-

Chinese diplomatic relations. Only one graduate seminar is avail-

able; but the current session is in fact the first for graduate

work in political science.

At the undergraduate level, six full courses and nine half-

courses are available on IR topics. A broad range of subjects are

covered in international relations as such, international organiza-

tion, foreign policy and comparative government. In an undergrad-

uate B.A. honour programme in political science, a student could

obtain a minor concentration in international relations. This

facility is not, however, advertised or encouraged. It is thought

that about six students now enrolled have chosen this type of pro-

gramme. It appears that they would probably not obtain some of
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the relevant courses in sociology (i.e., comparative social struc-

ture) and in geography (economic geography). 

Renison College will introduce in the autumn of 1969 a 

four-year B.A. interdisciplinary international relations programme 

that will require one language other than English. The programme 

as it is being designed is considered as something of a profession-

al training course for careers in government and public agencies, 

overseas business and world organizations. The full curriculum has 

not been announced. The first year will require geography, history, 

a language, politics or economics and one other subject, which may 

be, among others, anthropology, sociology or economics. 

Area studies  

No area concentrations are available other than on an 

informal basis in Russian studies, and there are no  formal inter-

disciplinary committees to promote or influence the nature of the 

area offerings. Some resources exist in staff, library holdings 

and courses in each of Africa (East and West), Latin America and 

the U.S.S.R. An informal group of staff members is interested in 

developing a Latin America area programme. 

Africa 

The resources for a etuoV of Africa are principally in 

the Department of History. It offers, in addition to several 

undergraduate courses, one graduate seminar entitled "Themes and 
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Topics in British Colonial History", which emphasizes African his-

tory. The Department has recently recruited Professor Ray W.

Beechey, whose interest is East Africa. Graduate work at the M.A.

level on Africa has been supervised.

Latin America

An undergraduate could now take courses that are excluai-

vely on Latin America in the Departments of Historyj, Geography and

Languages. The Department of Sociology also could contribute a

course, or courses, with a substantial Latin American content.

Seven or eight staff members have had Latin American experience and

have published on or have research interests in the area. The

Department of History will supervise some topics for an M,A: pro-

graaane.

The U.S.S.R.

Five departments provide undergraduate courses dealing

exclusively with the U.S.S.R. M.A. topics will be supervised in

geography, sociology and literature. Students can obtain enough

courses, including the language, to obtain a minor concentration

in Russian studies. About ten students are doing so in the current

session.

Centres, institutes, interdisciplinary committees

Nil.
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Library resources

Specialized holdings

The library recently acquired an important collection of

Portuguese literature, consisting of several thousand items, strong

in nineteenth and twentieth century literature, bibliography, ethno-

graphy, art and history of the Portuguese empire.

No other areas of concentration in the library resources

were reported.

Research and fields of interest/projects of staff members

International relations

Andracki, S. Politics of the European Niovemer.t.

Gordon, D. R. Canadian peace-keeping in the Congo.

Kersell, J. E. International politics, theory; comparative politics
in the Commonwealth.

Rees, A. W. Contemporary international relations.

Wynne, R. E. Chinese communities in North America.

Africa

Beachey, Ray W. History of East Africa.

Edmondson, L. G. E. Folitical development of Kenya and Tanzania.

Wipper, Audrey. Peoples of Africa - Uganda.

Latin America

Craton, M. J. The plantations of the Caribbean.

DeGre, Gerard. Social structure and change.
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Dorney, R. S. Land use in Latin America; the OAS. 

McKegney, J. C. Political and literary relations in Mexico during 
the period of independence. 

Patterson, E. P. Minority groups in the Latin American area. 

Smith, P. Economic nationalism in Brazil 1920-1968. 

TheUSSR 

Davis, K. R. History of Modern Russia. 

DieM, A. Geography of the Soviet Union. 

Hansen, R. W. Content analysis of Pravada  and Isvestia.  

Heier, E. Russian thought and literature. 	• 

Bawling, Karen E. Political socialization and community in Mongolia. 

Sauer, W. L. Contemporary Soviet society. 

Plans 

The topics in international relations studies that have 

priority in developing the resources at the University 'are  inter-

national relations theory and politics and government of the former 

colonial areas in Africa and Asia. Additional staff members are 

being sought and library holdings are being strengthened. One new 

political science staff member will probably be recruited for the 

1969-70 session. 

The University is endeavouring to bnild up resources for 

the study of colonialism and nationalism. The interest would be 

primarily at the graduate level. The geographic areas would be 

East and West Africa and some regions of Asia. There is not any 
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formal university committee developing this programme,.but a ntanber

of departments are participating and the interdisciplinary organi-

zation for the purpose is described as "highly formal".

As regards area studies, there is some interest in develop-

ing an honour Spanish and sociology course that would have substan-

tial Latin American content. A specific proposal has not, however,

been put forward. It is hoped to develop further the supporting

library resources.

No specific plans are under consideration for expansion in

the resources concerning African and Russian studies.

Courses offered at University of Waterloo

1. International Relations

Graduate

International Politics

Undergraduate

International Politics (half-course)

Theories of International Politics (half-course)

An Introduction to International Institutions (half-course)

The International Political System (half-course)

Defence Policy and National Security (half-course)

Canadian Foreign Policy

The Politics of the'Developing Areas

Comparative Communist Political Systems
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Comparative Politics in.the "Old" Commonwealth (half-course)

Comparative Politics in the "New" Commonwealth (half-course)

West European Government and Politics (half-course)

Problems in Soviet Politics (half-course)

American Government and Politics

Soviet Government and Politics

Modern International History, mainly since 1900 (hist)

Relevant courses are also available i n economics and geography.

2. Africa

Undergraduate

Comparative Politics in the "New" Commonwealth

Ancient and Pre-Colonial Africa (hist)

Colonial and Independent Africa (hist)

Comparative Studies in Imperialism and Colonization .(hist)

Feoples of Africa (anth)

Related courses of a largely theoretical or systematic nature

are available in economics, geography and political science.

3. Latin America

Undergraduate

Latin American History (hist)

Comparative Studies in Imperialism and Colonization (hist)

Geography of Latin America (geog)

Spanish-American literature (lang)
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Spanish language 

Related courses of a largely theoretical or systematic nature 

are available in economics and political science. 

4. The U.S.S.R.  

Undergraduate  

Soviet Government and Politics 

Problems in Soviet Politics 

Comparative Communist Political Systems 

Russian History since 1914 (hist) 

Geography of the U.S.S.R. (geog) 

Social Structure of the Soviet Union (sociol) 

Russian, Ukrainian languages 

Where the department is not shown, the course is offered in political 
science. 
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Level of work in fields of study covered-in the survey

International relations - undergraduate level only

International relations and area studies offerings

International relations

Eight IR courses are available in political science and

history. These offerings include two courses in international

relations as such, four in comparative goverrment and two with

diplomatic history.

Relevant courses are available in economics and geo-

graphy. These offerings include international economics and

economic geography.

Area studies

No area concentrations are available. The Departments

of Geography, History, Political Science and Languages all offer

courses on the U.S.S.R. and Eastern Europe. The course "Geography

of the Soviet Union and Eastern Europe", however, is not offered

regularly.

Centres, institutes, interdisciplinary committees

Nil.

Library resources

No particular strengths reported.
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Research and fields of interest/projects of staff members  

Toivo, Jiljan. The Scandinavian countries and European integration. 

Goutor, J. R. Contemporary France; France and Algeria 1830-1962. 

Heick, W. H. The modern Commonwealt:h. 

Plans 

There are no plans for early expansion of the international 

studies offerings or for the development of resources for the study 

of a particular area. 

The administration anticipates that, when an area concen-

tration is developed, it will be on a broad interdisciplinary basis 

at the honours level. 

Courses offered at Waterloo Lutheran University 

International Relations  (undergraduate level only) 

International Relations and Organizations 

International Politics and Foreign Policy 

Comparative Foreign Governments 

Politics in Developing Countries 

The Soviet Government 

Government of the United States 

Modern Diplomatic History (hist) 

The United States in the Twentieth Century (includes foreign policy) 
(hist) 

Relevant courses are also available in economics and geography. 
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Level of work in fields of study covered in the surve^

International relations - undergraduate and graduate levels

Area studies - undergraduate and graduate levels

International relations and area studies offerings

International relations

Seven graduate seminars are available on international

relations and comparative politics. The Department of History

offers a course on Canadian-American relations. The University

does not advertise graduate work specializing in international

relations. However, a student in an M.A. programme might be per-

mitted to concentrate on some aspect of international relations.

An acceptable M.A. programme normally, though, is in the esta-

blished discipline - that is, either history or political science.

At the undergraduate level, nine courses are offered

within the regular disciplinary programmes in the Departments of

History and Political Science. The latter offers two internation-

al relations courses as such,and three on comparative politics.

The_History Department offers three courses relating to foreign

policy and diplomatic history. It also provides a course on the

relation of warfare to modern political, economic and social

conditions.

The University also offers graduate seminars and under-

graduate courses in relevant subjects in economics, geography,
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and sociology. These include, among others, economic development,

international trade and finance, economic geography, political geo-

graphy, and social change.

Latin American studies

Latin xmerican studies constitute the area specialty of

the University. This programme is offered primarily at the grad-

uate level.

M.A. and Ph.D. work is offered in several disciplines.

The Departments of Economics, Geography, History, Political Science

and Spanish offer graduate seminars on the Latin American area.

About 15 students enrolled in various disciplinary graduate pro-

grammes are concentrating on this area in the current session.

There are also one or two Fh.D. candidates specializing in Latin

American.

At the undergraduate level, courses exclusively on Latin

America are available in geography, history and literature as

options within regular degree programmes in the established disci-

plines. Some 250 students are taking at least one of these courses.

There is not an undergraduate programme in Latin American studies

as such, but a student could place a limited emphasis on the area

in his choice of courses within a regular degree programme. A

fourth-year honour student in geography could now concentrate on

the area.

Centres, institutes, interdisciplinary committees

Inter-American Studies Group
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Chairman: Dr. N. L. Nicholson, Dept. of Geography 

The Inter-American Studies Group is described as follows: 

"This group is a unit within the Faculty of Graduate Studies.... 

Its purpose is to encourage and facilitate a cross-disciplinary and 

sometimes a cross-faculty approach to inter-American studies in 

close co-operation with existing faculties and departments". The 

group is an interdisciplinary committee responsible for Canadian- 

United States-Latin American studies. It has several subcommittees, 

one of which is directly concerned with designing and administering 

programmes having relevance to Latin American studies. The promo-

tion of graduate programmes, research and student exchange come with-

in its purview. Over the past two years, at least $30,000 has been 

granted to faculty members for research on Latin Anerica. 

Library resources  

Specialized holdings  

The University, aided by Canada Council grànts, has for 

several years carried on a systematic programme of acquisition for 

Russian and other Slavic materials, covering, this field, broadly, 

in history, literature and a number of social sciences. 

Reported areas of concentration in existing resources  

Economics - North America; international organization. 

Geography - Canada, the U.S., Western Europe, Latin America. 

History - Canada, the U.S., Britain, the United Nations. 

Political Science - saine as for History. 
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I/
Russian - see specialized holdinF,"(above).

Spanish - Latin American literature.

Research and fields of interest%pro jects of staff members

International relations

Cornwall, P. G. Japanese political reaction to constitutional revision
(1945-1946).

Dobell, 1^rn. M. Foreign relations of India and Pakistan. Cyprus and
World Politics (book under preparation).

Dreyer, F. A. Modem Britain.

Gwynn-Timothy, J. R. The modern Commonwealth.

Hilborn, K. H. W. Canada and the Cold bar (book under preparation).

hrabik, Miss Iii. Czech politics between the wars.

Hyatt, A. M. J. Warfare and modern political, social and economic
institutions.

Khanh, H. K. Background to Vietnam.

Kymlicka, B. B. Czechoslovak contemporary politics.

McLaughlin, J. P. Modern France.

Reuber, G. L. Canada's aid policies vis-â-vis developing countries;
criteria for evaluating foreign aid projects.

Vickery, W. J. I-roblans of economic development; Ghana.

Wade, M. Canadian-U.S. relations; French Canada.

Wonnacott, R. J. Canada-U.S.A. free trade area.

Latin American studies

Althoff, P. Chilean politics and government; Latin American politics.

Ebanks, h. Demographic aspects and social structure.

Bosse, H. A. Physical planning and urbanization in the ECAFE countries;
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urbanization in Latin America.

Leith, J. C. Economic growth and development; trade policy.

Nicholson, N. L. Political geographic developments.

Oglesby, J. C. M. Canada and Latin America (book under preparation

Salisbury, W. Politics and government of area.

Taylor, H. W. Spatial economic patterns, 5ao Paulo state, Brazil.

Plans

A more formal organization than the present Inter-American

Studies Group is anvisaged. A centre with a director and staff is

under consideration. Portuguese will be offered in one or two

years.

No plans for expansion into other areas or for the further

development of international relations studies were advised.

^ International Law degree LL.B.

Courses offered

Graduate work is not offered.

The undergraduate courses, all of which are electives, are:

Public International Law

Conflict of Laws

International Business Transactions

International Law and Organization (in Department of Political
Science)

Staff members in fields of study

Atkey, Ronald G. Public international law.
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Brandt, C. J. International business transactions. 

Ryan, E. F. Conflict of laws. 

Areas of faculty specialization 

International business law. 

Plans 

The fields in which expansion will take place have not been 

considered pending the appointment of the new Dean. 

Courses offered at University of Western Ontario 

1 , International Relations  

Graduate  

Theories of International Politics 

International Organization 

Studies in Foreign Policy 

Comparative West European Politics 

Comparative Communist Systems 

The Politics of Developing Countries 

The Commonwealth 

Canadian-American Relations (hist) 

Undergraduate  

International Politics 

International Law and Organization 

West  European Political Systems 

European Communist Systems 
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The Politics of Developing Areas

Foreign Policy of the United States since 1775 (hist)

Canadian-American Relations since 1760 (hist)

European International Relations since 1871 (hist)

Warfare (hist)

Relevant courses are also available in economics, geography and

sociology at graduate and undergraduate levels.

2. Latin America

Graduate

The Politics of Developing Countries

Planning and Administration in Developing Areas,(geog with pol sci).

Reading Course in Latin American History (hist)

Geography of Latin America (geog)

Literature - Aspects of Modern Spanish American Prose lang)

Undergraduate

Spanish and Portuguese civilization in the New World (hist)

Economic and Cultural Geography of Latin 11merica (geog)

Latin American Literature: Prose and Poetry after 1880 (lang)

Related courses of a largely theoretical or systematic nature

are available in economics and sociology.

Where the department is not shown, the course is offered in political
science.
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Level of work in fields of study covered in the survey

International relations - undergraduate and graduate levels

Area studies - undergraduate level only

International relations and area studies offerings

International relations

Candidates are accepted for M.A. programmes in both politi-

cal science and history, with a concentration in an IR topic. The

Department of Political Science offers four graduate seminars.

Three or four students are enrolled in each of these seminars in

the current session. The Department of History provides three

seminars dealing with diplomatic history and contemporary relations

between states.

An honours B.A. four-year degree programme, "International

Relations", is offered. This course brings together the IR courses

in political science, European diplomatic history and other history

courses, some language training, and relevant courses in anthropology,

economics, geography and sociology. The latter courses include, among

others, "Contemporary Societies in Transition", "International Econo-

mics", "Economics of Developcnent", "Economic Geography" and "Social

Organization". In the total number of courses required in the pro-

gramme, a student would take eight in the Department of Political

Science. Three of these would be of a theoretical or systematic

nature in political science as a discipline.
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The University also has a particular competence in economic 

development, with various area specializations, at the graduate level. 

Asian studies  

Two graduate seninars are available in geography and in poli-

tical science. 

An honours B.A. four-year degree programme, "Asian Studies", 

which is of an interdisciplinary nature, is offered. It deals at 

present with India, Southeast Asia and China. The programme i5 avail-

able for the first time this year. The University has made staff 

appointments and library acquisitions for the purpose of establishing 

the programme. While no students are enrolled in the degree program-

me in Asian studies in the current session, about 100 students are 

taking at least one course through options in other programmes. 

Students who may enrol in the programme would be encouraged to ob-

tain a foundation in a relevant discipline by taking a minor concen-

tration in such disciplines as anthropology, economics, geography, 

history, philosophy, political science or theology. 

Latin American studies  

Two graduate seminars in Spanish-American literature are 

available. 

An honours B.A. four-year degree programme, "Latin Ameri-

can Studies", is offered. This programme has been put together 

largely from various disciplinary offerings with a Latin American 
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content. Humanities and social sciences are included. Spanish is

taken in all four years. (Portuguese will be offered in the 1969-

70 session.) The programme is in its first year and four students

are enrolled. Latin American subjects are taken by many more stu-

dents through options in degree programmes within the established

disciplines.

Centres, institutes, interdisciplinary committees

Nil.

Library resources

Specialized holdings

Canadian-U.3. relations; U.S. nineteenth and twentieth century

political diplomatic history.

Reported areas of concentration in existing resources

South Asia (especially India); international organizations:

economic development.

Research and fields of interest/projects of staff inembers

International relations

Briggs, E. D. International relations theory.

Burrell, P. R. Structure of Canadian trade as a factor in Canada's
international competitive position.

Burton, B. E. Contemporary Sino-Indian relations.

Chrypinski, Y. C. Eastern Europe, particularly Poland.

Phillips, W. G. The Copper Industry and the Zambian Economy - A

Studz of Export Effects.

Ransome, J. C. Economics of industrial development.

Vukovic, M. N. East European politics; Yugoslavia in the Communist

system.
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Asian studies

Ansley, Clive. Contemporary China.

Spellman, J. W. Indian civilization.

Wurfel, David. Political and economic problems in Southeast Asia.

Latin American studies

Fallenbuchl, Z. M. Exports and the economy of Guyana.

Kolinski, R. The Central American cem¢non market.

Pazik, R. S. Contemporary Latin America.

Soderlund, W. The role of interventions in Latin American politics.

Plans

International relations

The Ph.D. is proposed by 1970 to 1972. Additional grad-

uate seminars are envisaged. Staff recruitment and library acqui-

sitions are directed now toward these objectives.

Asiân studies

Three new staff appointments are expected for the 1969-

70 session. (These would bring the total to seven.) "Elementary

Chinese", "Elementary Japanese" and "Elementary Sanskrit" will be

introduced in 1969. Asian Studies will also be offered as a major

requirement and as a minor requirement with a general B.A. pro-

gramme.
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Latin American studies  

Portuguese will be available in the 1969-70 session. An 

interdisciplinary committee may be established to co-ordinate the 

Latin American programme, direction of which now is primarily in 

the Department of Hispanic and Italian Studies. 

International Law 

The Faculty of Law does not offer international law. 

Courses offered at University of Windsor  

1. International Relations  

Graduate  

Aspects of International Politics 

Canadian-American Relations 

International Politics in Asia 

Comparative Government 

International Relations and korld Problems in the Twentieth 
Century (hist) 

Canadian-American Relations 1785 to present (hist) 

Modern British Commonwealth of Nations (hist) 

Undergraduate  

Introduction to International Politics 

International Institutions 

Foreign Policy of Canada and the Great Powers (includes China) 

Asian Government and Folitics (China, Japan, India, Pakistan) 
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Communist Political Systems

The Commonwealth of Nations

The Governments and Politics of Latin America

Diplomatic History of the United States (hist)

History of European Diplomacy, 1815 to present (hist)

Relevant courses are also available at the graduate level in

econoraics and at the undergraduate level in anthropology, econo-

r,iics, geography and sociology.

2. Asianstudies

Graduate

International Politics in Asia

Advanced Regional Geography of Asia (geog)

Undergraduate

Asian Civilization

Indian Civilization

Hindi

Indian Cultural Values

Introduction to South Asian Bibliography ( half-course)

Southeast Asian Civilization

Politics of Southeast Asia

History of Vietnam

Far Eastern Civilization

History of Eaxly China
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History of Modern China 

(All the above courses in Department of Asian Studies) 

Asian Government and Politics (Pol sc) 

Asian Geography (geog) 

3. Latin America  

Graduate  

Spanish American literature (lang) (two  courses  available) 

Undergraduate  

The Government and Politics of Latin America 

History of Latin America (hist) 

Regional Analysis of Human Geography of Latin America (geog) 

Hispanic Culture (ling) 

Twentieth Century Literature: Spain and Spanish America (lang) 

Related courses of a largely theoretical or systematic nature 

are available in anthropology, econanics, geography and socio-

logy. 

Where the departnent is not shown, the course is offered in political 
science. 
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UNIVERSITY OF WINNIPEG

Level of work in fields of study covered in the survey

International relations - undergraduate level only

International relations and area studies offerings

International relations

Four undergraduate IR courses are offered in the Depart-

ment of Folitical Science. These courses are an introductory

course, international organization, international law, and an

analysis of the elements`of fcreign policy.

Area studies -

No area concentrations are available. Individual sub-

jects focusing on particular countries or regions have not yet

become part of the University's offerings.

Centres, institutes, interdisciplinary committees

Nil.

Library resources

No particular strengths reported.

Research and fields of interest/projects of staff members

Khan, Rais. Survey of Froble.ms of political stability in Africa.
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Pennell, P. E. Political theory and international law.

Rodgers, It. S. International Organization: Contribution to
Theory and Jurisprudence; Quebec-Louisiana cultural
contacts..

Veatch, R. Canada and the League of'Nationa.

Plans

The Departument of Political Science expects to offer one

or two additional subjects in international relations in the 1969-

70 session and another the following year. (These subjectsare

shown in the calendar and included in the list of courses below.)

Courses offered at University of Winnipeg

International Relations (undergraduate level only)

Introduction to International Relations

International Organization

International Law

Theories of International Relations (for 1969-70)

The Elements of Foreign Policy

Canada in World Affairs (for 1969-70)

Seminar in International Law (for 1969-70)

All courses are offered in the Department of Political Science.
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YORK UNIVERSITY 

(For Glendon College, see separate section.) 

Level of work in fields of study covered in the survey 

International relations - undergraduate and graduate levels. 

International relations and area studies offerings  

International relations  

The University will supervise graduate work in interna-

tional relations in the following areas: integration at the 

regional and world-wide levels; theory, especially eystems theory; 

defence and strategic studies; imperialism and decolonization. 

The University does not offer international relations as a major 

in a Ph.D. programme but expects to do SO when additional graduate 

seminars have become available in a few years. Three candidates 

are taking international relations as a minor in Ph.D. programmes 

in the current session. No M.A. candidates were reported as con-

centra ting in international relations. 

Three graduate seminars are available in IR topics. One 

of these is described as "an introduction to some  of the findings 

and techniques of the modern discipline of international relations". 

Fifteen students are enrolled. The two other saninars offer topics 

in comparative politics. 

At the undergraduate level, nine IR courses are offered. 

These include international relations theory, "International 

Communities", "Problems of the International System", four courses 
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on comparative politics, and one diplomatic history course which is

offered at Glendon College. A student might be able to obtain an

interdisciplinary honours programme with an emphasis on internation-

al relations. There might, however, be difficulties in obtaining

all the desirable courses because of timetable difficulties. There

is no formal organizational facility - that is, an interdisciplinary

committee or a recommended curriculum which provides for the study

of international relations as a form of concentration. It was

reported that about ten students were giving some emphasis to inter-

national relations at fourth-year level in the current session.

Area studies

No area concentrations are available. There are a few

course offerings, and staff members have research interests in a

nuniber of areas, particularly the U.S.S.R. and Eastern Europe,

African, China and India. A student could not, however, obtain

courses in more than two or three disciplines (excluding language)

in any one of these areas. The University offers a general honours

programme advertised, in part, as "a framework to enable students,

with the approval of the Faculty, to select a pattern of studies

not otherwise available to B.A. honours candidates". In theory,

a student could, within the facility of this programme, emphasize

an area study. 4vhile there are staff members who are interested

in such programmes, there are insufficient resources in any one

area for a meaningful concentration. Moreover, there is no
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assurance that the student would obtain all the relevant courses

available in spite of any timetable difficulties. The courses

offered in Cornmunist and Slavic studies are brought to the atten-

tion of students. Apart from language and literature, there are

three courses on the U.S.S.R. (in geography, history and political

science) and two on China (history and political science).

Centres, institutes, interdisciplinary committees

Co-ordinating Committee on Communist and Slavic Studies

Co-ordinating Committee on Chinese Studies

These two committees are faculty committees. Their ob-

jective is to build up resources, encourage co-operation among

departments, and develop the curriculum. The committees may

assist in obtaining additional library resources or grants for

specific activities such as visiting lecturers. The China Com-

mittee is the more active. The two committees are not engaged in

promoting more offerings with the purpose of developing broadly

based interdisciplinary area programmes.

Library resources

Reported areas of concentration in existing resources

Slavic language material with emphaais on Russia; Chinese

literature; Russian and Chinese politics. The holdings include

The Survey of Chinese Mainland Press on microfilm, UN documents

and League of Nations documents.
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Research and fields of interest/proJects of staff members  

Benvenuto, A. Functional growth of international organizations - 
the extent to which they are meeting economic and social 
needs of member countries. 

Byers, R. Unification of the Canadian armed forces, including the 
relation of unification to defence and foreign policy. 

Cornell, R. Comparative study of Communist parties out of power; 
Communist Youth International; Communist youth organiza-
tions. 

Cutt, J. Public finance in India. 

Doxey, G. V. Economy of the West Indies. 

Frolic, M. B. Municipal government and politics in the U.S.S.R.; 
Soviet domestic politics. 

Granatstein, J. Canadian defence and foreign policy. 

Hamilton, R. E. Economic developmsnt in India. 

Hertzman, L. Modern Germany. 

Hockin, T. A. Canaaian defencm and foreign policy. 

Hodnett, G. Nationalities in the U.S.S.R. 

Ishwaran, K. Social change in underdeveloped countries. 

Kuhn, T. E. Transport study in Dahomey. 

McInnis, Edgar. Canadian foreign policy. 

Rosenbaum, Naomi. Canadian foreign policy and the concept of 
national interest; success and perception of success in 
foreign policy. 

Ryan, S. D. C.P.P. party in Ghana; politics in Trinidad. 

Studnicki-Gizbert, K. W. Economy of Barbados. 

Tatham, G. Political geography. 

Verney, D. Economics of underdevelopment. 
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Plans

The Department of Political Science will provide a fourth-

year seainar in Canadian defence policy in the 1969-70 session. The

Department hopes to give a course in comparative foreign policy in

1970-71 and a course in international systems at a later date.

Additional graduate seminars under consideration are "Defence and

Strategy", "International Organization", "Integration Theory",

"Nationalism and Imperialism", and "The International System". One

of these topics will be offered in 1970-71.

The University is seeking a senior political scientist in

the international relations field who would give some guidance to

the developing international relations programme.
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GLENDON COLLEGE, YORK UNIVERSITY 

Level of work in fields of stuey covered in the survey 

International relations - undergraduate level only. 

International relations and area studies offerings  

Note: The Glendon College curriculum is distinct fram the curri-

culum of the main campus of York University. 

The College offers among its programmes "General Honours 

in International Studies". The Department of Economics, History 

and Political Science participate at the present time. Seven 

courses in IR subjects are available. They include an introduction 

to international relations, a senior seminar on selected problems 

and theories in international relations, European diplamatic his-

tory, three courses in comparative politics and an interdiscipli- 

nary course, "Developing Nations". Other courses in the recommended 

curriculum include three in economics and two in history. Glendon 

College students in their fourth year may take one of the courses 

given at the main campus (see list of courses for the main campus). 

No area concentrations are offered and few courses of an 

area nature are available. 

Centres, institutes, interdisciplinary committees  

Nil. 

Library resources 

No particular strengths reported. 
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Research and fields of interest/proiects of staff inenbers

Appathurai, Edward. The foreign policy of Ceylon, with some compari-
son with India. The role of national UN delegations both

at UN headquarters and at home.

Reid, Escott. Canadian foreign policy. The formation of NATO: the

Canadian role.

Starobin, J. R. Co:nmunist parties in non-Communist states.

Willmott, D. E. Chinese communities in Southeast Asia.

Plans

The international relations study programme will develop

gradually with additional offerings. First priority is to recruit

someone to give a course on Canadian external relations. A second

priority is a course on international organizations.
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OSG00DE HALL LAW SCHOOL OF YORK UNIVERSITY

International Law degrees: LL.B., LL.M., D.Jur.

Courses offered at undergraduate level

Conflict of Laws

Public International Law

International Business Transactions and Relations

International Trade, Licensing and Investment

International O rgani zations

Canada-U.S. Business and Economic Relations: The U.S. Parent
Corporation and the Canadian Affiliate

Staff members in fields of study

Castel, J. G. Conflict of Laws.

Feltham, I. R. Comparative work in commercial field.

Linden, A. M. International organizations.

Neilsen, W. A. W. Comparative work in commercial field.

Areas of faculty specialization

A particular strength of Osgoode Hall Law School is con-

flicts, in which field Frofessor Castel is eminent. The School

emphasizes commercial and business aspects of law. This interest

includes the international field. This aspect of law is a parti-

cular interest of Professor Feltham and Professor Neilsen, both of

whom are doing comparative work in the commercial field including

studies of the global corporation.
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Plans 

The School is interested in broadening its international 

law offerings and in having new courses deal with contemporary 

international problems. Another course on a general aspect of 

public international law will probably be offered shortly. The 

School may also soon introduce an additional course which would 

deal with some particular contemporary international problem. 

The School also expects, in its new affiliation with York 

University, to develop a working collaboration with the Departments 

of Political Science at the main campus and at Glendon College, 
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Courses offered at York University

1. International Relations

Graduate

International Relations

CouIInunist Political Systems

Politics of Developing Areas

Undergraduate

Introduction to International Politics

Theories of International Relations

International Communities: Processes and Institutions

Problems of the International System

Political Systems of the Soviet Union and Eastern Europe

International Comnunism

The Chinese Communist Political System

Government and Politics of Developing Areas

European Diplomatic History (at Glendon College) (hist)

Relevant courses are also available in economics, geography and

sociology.

2. Slavic Area and Communist studies

Graduate

Communist Political Systems

Problems in the Historical Geography of the U.S.S.R. (geog)
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Under ,raduate

The Soviet Political System

International Communism

Russian History (hist)

Geography of the Soviet Union (geog)

Language - Russian to intermediate level

3. China

Undergraduate

The Chinese Political System

International Comunism (half the course is on China's foreign
policy and Sino-.Soviet relations)

Traditional Societies of South and East Asia (hist)

I,anguage - Chinese (national language) to intermediate level

International Relations at Glendon College

Introduction to International Relations

Selected Problems and Theories in International Relations

Comparative Political Systems - Europe

Compqrative Political Systems - Developing Areas

Government and Politics of the United States (hew in 1969-70)

Developing Nations (social science)

European Diplomatic History (hist)

hhere the department is not shown, the course is offered in political

science.
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PRINCIPAL CENTRES WITH RESOURCES  

Explanatory Note 

Part II of the report is designed essentially to provide, 

for reference purposes, a convenient listing of the institutions 

where teaching and research in  some  parts of the study of inter-

national  relations are principally being undertaken or where 

significant resources are available. The information shown, there-

fore, is only a skeletal outline of the activities and resources of 

the universities listed. A more comprehensive description and 

discussion of teaching and resources in international relation § 

and each of the areas is presented in Part IV. 

The subjects covered are: 

International relations 

African studies 

East Asian studies 

Islamic studies 

Latin American studies 

Soviet and East European studies 

Other areas (Caribbean, Commonwealth, French area, 
North American studies, North Atlantic, Pacific 
studies) 

Military and strategic studies 

Economic development and growth 
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Each university specializing in one of the principal geo-

graphic areas is described under one or more of the following

headings, depending upon which items are relevant to the particular

institution:

Programmes This entry shows the degree progra=es offered. For

the most part, though not in all cases, they are name programmes

advertised in the calendar.

Languages The languages that are taught are shown here.

Libra This item indicates the specialized library holding

which has been described in Part I of the report.

Committees This entry provides the names of relevant centres,

institutes and interdisciplinary committees.

Contemporary research This item shows in which disciplines

opportunities exist for work at the graduate level. (This in-

formation is particularly relevant when the name degree pro-

gramme is based on the humanities, but academic work also is

available in the social sciences on contemporary topics within

the single discipline').

International Relations

This section lists the universities which may be consi-

dered as having some specialization in the study of international

relations as an academic discipline. The international relations

r
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offerings of these universities which have been taken into conside-

ration in preparing this list include courses in international

relations as such and in other parts of the field of study of inter-

national relations other than area studies ( e.g. international law,

comparative politics, comparative foreign policy, decision-making

theory, strategic theory). As already indicated, the various area

studies which are also part of the study of international relations

are described in the other sections of this part of the report.

Virtually all the universities listed below advertise supervision

of graduate work in international relations.

Eleven universities offer, or are about to offer, graduate

work in international relations as the major field of study at both

the master's and the doctoral levels in their departments of politi-

cal science. About half of them also offer graduate work on one

or more international relations topics in departments of history.

These universities Are:

Alberta
British Columbia
Calgary
Carleton
Dalhousie
Laval
McGill
Montreal
Queen's
Simon Fraser
Toronto

Among these institutions, Carleton is the only university with a

special centre to support the study of international relations.

British Columbia, rZeGill and Toronto are moving towards establish-
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ing research institutes in international relations. Two others, 

Alberta and Queen's, may be about to give some consideration to 

the possibility of organizing similar centres. Four of the 11 

institutions have interdisciplinary committees which take an 

interest in the international studies  programmes of the university. 

Ten universities offer graduate work in international 

relations in their departments of political science at the master's 

level only. Half of them also provide graduate work on interna-

tional relations subjects in departments of history. These uni-

versities are: 

Guelph 
Manitoba 
McMaster 
Royal Military College 
Saskatchewan (Saskatoon campus) 
Saskatchewan (Regina campus) 
Waterloo 
Western Ontario 
Windsor 
York 

Most of the other universities offer some  international 

1 
relations courses  at the undergraduate level. A few have develop-

ing programmes and hope soon to offer international relations as 

a minor concentration within a programme based on a single disci-

pline. Sir George Iralliams introduced in the 1968-69 session a 

new undergraduate programme for the B.A. described as "Major Con-

centration in International Relations". The programme centres on 

political studies but is interdisciplinary in content. 
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African Studies

Two institutions, Loyola College and the University of

A:ontreal, emphasize African studies in a formal way. Four others

have sufficient resources to warrant some attention as centres for

African studies. These are Carleton, Dalhousie, McGill and Toronto.

Universities with more limited resources are Laval, Sir George

Williams, Simon Fraser and Waterloo.

CARLETdN

Library: The collection is strong in contemporary secondary

resources. It is lacking in primary source material.

Contemporary research: Available in anthropology, econornics,

geography, political science. Ph.D. and M.A. topics are

being supervised.

DALHOUSIE

Contemporary research: Available in history and political

science. M.A. topics are being supervised. (Common-

wealth Africa and South Africa is a specialization).

1AYOLA

Programmes: An undergraduate minor concentration within the

political science programme could be obtained.

Languages: Swahili.

Library: Research collection of books, periodicals and news-

papers (particulariy on East and South Africa).
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(Loyola)

CoirJnittees: Centre for African Studies.

Contemporary Research: Loyola does not offer graduate work at

present. African resources are available in history

and political science and are scheduled for other depart-

ments.

McGILL

Lan^: Arabic.

Libra : Documentary collection on English-speaking areas of

North and West Africa.

Contemporary research: Available in anthropology, sociology, and

in the Centre for Developing-Area Studies. Extensive

research now being carried out. McGill has contacts with

universities in East Africa under the Rockefeller Founda-

tion grant.

MONTF6AL

Programmes: One year graduate programme - DiplSme d'Etudes

Africaines.

Languages: Arabic.

Libra : Collection concentrates on French-speaking countries.

It is strongest in anthropology, sociology and history.

Contemporary Research: Available in political science.
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TORONTO  

Languages: Arabic. 

Committees: Committee for African Studies. 

Contemporary research:  Available in,anthropology, history, econo-

mics, political science and sociology. M.A. topics are 

being supervised. Toronto has extensive official and other 

contacts with East Africa under several outside grants. 

Other universities  

At LAVAL, resources are available in history and in anthro-

pology and sociology which would support graduate research. SIR 

GEORGE WILLIAMS has a library collection specializing in Central 

Africa, particularly Rhodesia and Liberia. Graduate research may 

be undertaken in history. SIMON FRASER offers and is supervising 

graduate work in anthropology, history and sociology. At WATERLOO, 

graduate work on Africa (East and West) Maybe supervised in his-

tory and in political science. 

East Asian Studies 

The universities specializing in the area are British 

Columbia, Guelph, McGill, Saskatchewan (Saskatoon), Simon Fraser, 

Toronto and Windsor. Other universities which have a particular 

interest in the area are Alberta, Brock, McMaster and York. 
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BMISH COLUMBIA

Pro&ramnes: B.A., M .A. in Asian studies. At undergraduate level,

programmes are available in Chinese.. Japanese and Asian

area studies. The last-na*ned programme offers speciali-

zation in East Asia, South Asia or Southeast Aaia.

Lan&uages: Chinese, Japanese, Sanskrit.

Library: Specialized holding.

Ccmmittees: Interdisciplinary Co-ordinating Committee; research

institute in planning stage ( Institute of Asian and

Slavonic Rc:search).

Contemporary research: Available in anthropology, geography,

histoa-y and political science.

GUE LPH

Programmes: B.A., X.A. in Asian studies as a concentration with-

in a progrsnune based on a single discipline.' The area of

emphs,sis is China.

Languages: Chinese.

Caminitteer-: Coit7nit-tee for Asian Studies.

Contemporary research: Available in geography and political

sciencm.

McGILL

Prop,rammes: There is no area programtne or concentration. The
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(McGill) 

area of emphasis in existing resources is South Asia and, 

to a lesser extent, East Asia. 

Languages: Chinese ,  

Committees:  East Asian Studies Committee. 

Contemporary research:  Available in economics, geography, poli-

tical science, sociology and in the Centre for Developing-

Area Studies. 

SASKATCHEWAN (SASKATOON)  

Programmes:  B.A., M.A. in Far Eastern Studies. 

Languages: Chinese, Sanskrit, Tibetan. 

SIMON FRASER 

Programmes: There are no area programmes as such in Asian studies. 

An undergraduate concentration within a programme based on 

a single discipline might be obtained. The area of empha-

sis in the resources is South Asia (India). 

Languages: Hindi. 

Contemporary research:  Available in anthropology, political science, 

sociology. 

TORONTO 

Programmes: B.A., 	Fhil.M., Ph.D. in East Asian studies. 

Programmes are available in Chinese, Indian and Japanese. 
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(Toronto)

Only Indian studies are offered at the Ph.D. level.

Lanruages: Chinese (classical and modern standard), Hindi,

Japanese (classical and modern), Pali, Sanskrit, Tibetan.

Libra : Specialized holding.

Committees: East Asian Studies Committee.

Contemporary research: Available in anthropology, geography, his-

tory, political science, sociology.

WINDSOR

Programmes: B.A. in Asian studies.

Languages: Hindi.

Contemporary research: Available in geography.

Other universities

At ALBERTA, graduate work might be accepted in Asian topics

in history and in political science. BROCK has a developing interest

in an Asian studies programme and a beginning has been made in the

Department of Philosophy where several courses on Eastern philosophy

are provided. At McMASTER, graduate work might be accepted in the

Department of Political Science on the international relations of

China and of Southeast Asia. Courses at the undergraduate level are

available in anthropology, history, political science and religion.

An informal committee of interested staff inernbers supports the
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(Other universities)

University's interests in Asian studies.. YORK has a Co-ordinating

Committee on Chinese Studies; and Chinese is now available in the

linguistics and language-training programme. Courses at the under-

graduate level are available in history and political science and

at graduate level in anthropology.

Islamic Studies

Two universities -McGill and Toronto - offer programmes

in Islamic studies.

McGILL

Programmes: P•i.A., Ph.D. in Islamic studies.

Languapes: Arabic (lower and higher), Ind.onesian, Malay, Persian

(lower and higher), Turkish (lower and higher), Urdu

(lower and higher).

Library: Specialized holding.

Committee: Institute of Islamic Studies.

Conter,tporarv research: rivailable in Islamic studies, economics

and political science.

TORONTO

Frograrmies: B.A., M.A., Phil.M., Fh.D. in Islamic studies.

Languages: Arabic (classical and nodern), Persian telassical
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(Toronto) 

and modern), Turkish (Ottoman and modern), Urdu. 

Library: Specialized holding. 

Contemporary research:  Available in Islanic studies, anthropo-

logy, economics and geography. 

Latin American Studies  

The universities specializing in the area are Calgary, 

Laval, Simon Fraser, Toronto, Western Ontario and Windsor. Others 

that have a particular interest in the area are Guelph, McGill, 

McMaster, Montreal and Waterloo. (A good man other institutions 

have resources in one or possibly two disciplines). 

CALGARY  

Programmes: B.A. in Latin American studies as a minor in the 

general course and as an area of concentration in an 

honour course in a single discipline. Six departments 

offer courses exclusively on the area. 

Languages:  Spanish. 

Committees:  Latin American Committee. 

Contemporary research:  Available in geography, political science. 

LAVAL 

Languages: Portuguese, Spanish. 
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(Laval)

Contemporary research: Available in languages and literatures and

in eeonomie history. (Resources are available also in

geography, sociology and,anthropology).

SIMON FRASER

Languages: Spanish.

Contemporary research: Available in history, political science,,

M.A. topics are being supervised.

TORONTO

Programmes: B.A. in Latin American studies.-

LanguaBes: Portuguese, Spanish.

Committees: Committee for Latin American Studies.

Contemporary research: Available in anthropology, geography,

literature, sociology.-

WESTERÙ ONTARIO

Languages: Spanish. (Portuguese in 1967 or 1970).

Committees: Inter-American Studies Group.

Contemporary research: Available in economics, geography,

history, literature and political science.

WINDSOR

Programmes: B.A. in Latin American Studies.
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(Windsor)

=: Spanish (Portuguess in 1969).

Contemporary research: Available in econooiics, literature.

Other universities

At GUEIPH, resources are available in geography, historl,

literature and political studies. Graduate work might be supervised

in each discipline. McGILL has several research interests in Latin

America. Graduate research might be undertaken in the Centre for

Developing-Area Studies and in the Departieats of Anthropolo83,

Econanics, Languages, and Sociology. At McMASTER interest in Latin

America centres principally in the Department of Geography which

supervises a considerable amount of graduate work in the area. The

UNIVERSITY OF MONTREAL has resources in anthropology, geographJ,

historp, and language and literature. Graduate work might be super-

vised in each of these disciplines. WATERLOO has resources in gso-

graphy, history, languagea, political science and sociology. An

inforaal cormnittee of academics has an interest in the area. Grad-

uate work would be supervised in history and sociology.

Soviet and East European Studies

Four universities are providing both broadly-based inter-

disciplinary area programmes on the Slaronic region and opportuni-

ties for specialized graduate work on contenporary.problens in a
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number of disciplines. These are Alberta, British Columbia, 

Carleton and Toronto. Carleton offers the interdieciplinary 

facility only at the undergraduate level. The other universities 

offer undergraduate and graduate interdisciplinary programmes. 

McGill provides a limited interdisciplinary area programme 

in the undergraduate joint honour programme in history and Russian. 

Graduate work may, however, be supervised in a number of disciplines. 

Other universities offer undergraduate and graduate degree 

programmes in the languages, literatures and culture of the Slavonic 

area. These also provide some graduate work in single disciplines; 

they are Manitoba, Montreal and Ottawa. Twu other universities, 

McMaster and Waterloo, have a particular interest in the area. Many 

other universities provide instruction in the Russian language and 

offer a few courses on the area. 

ALBERTA  

Programmes:  B.A., M.A. in Slavonic and Soviet studies. A minor 

concentration in Soviet and East European studies within 

an M.A. programme in a single discipline. 

Languages: Polish, Russian, Serbo-Croatian, Ukrainian. 

Library: Specialized holding. 

Committee: Canmittee on Soviet and East European Studies. 

Contemporary research:  Available in economics, geography, history, 

pelitical science. 
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BRITISH COLUMBIA

ProAraaunes: B.A., M.A. in Slavonic studies. Programmes are avail-

able in Polish and in Rusian. A programme in Slavonic

area studies is offered at the undergraduate level only.

Languages: Polish, Russian, Serbo-Croat.

Library: Specialized holding.

Committees: Interdisciplinary Co-ordinating Coaaittee; research

institute in planning stage (Institute of Asian and Sla-

vonic Research).

Contemporary research: Available in econonies, geography, history,

political science.

CARLF,PON

Programmes: B.A. in Soviet and East European studies.

Languages: Russian.

Committees: Conmittee for Soviet and East Europsan Studies.

Contemporary research: Available in political science and

through the School of International Affairs.

TORONTO

Programmes: B.A. in Russian studies (1968-69 only); graduate

diploma (jointly with M.A. in a single discipline) in

Soviet and East European studies.

Languages: Czech, Polish, Russian, Serbo-Croatiaa, Slovak,

Ukrainian.
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(Toronto) 

Library: Specialized holding. 

Committees:  Centre for Russian and East European studies. 

Contemporary research:  Available in csconomics, geography, history, 

literature, political science, law. 

McGILL 

Programmes:  B.A. joint honour programme in history and Russian. 

Languages: Russian. 

Contemporary research:  Available in history, law, and in Russian. 

Other universities  

MANITOBA will supervise graduate work in history and in 

political science. (The Slavic studies B.A. and LA. programmes 

are languages and literatures programmes with Polish, Russian and 

Ukrainian provided). 

McMASTER  bas  limited resources, but is prepared to super-

vise graduate work in political science. An informal comaittee for 

the study of Communist countries provides some additional opportu-

nities, through seminars and conferences, for study of the area. 

The UNIVERSITY OF MONTREAL offers programmes in Slavie 

studies for the L. ès L., D.E.S., and the D. ès L. The content 

of the programmes is languages and literatures. 

OTTAWA will supervise graduate work in history. The 

Slavic studies programmes (M.A. and Ph.D.) are based on languages 
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(Other universities)

and literatures with Polish, Russian and Ukrainian.

WATERLOO provides graduate supervision in geography,,

history, political science, Russian and sociology. Undergraduate

students can obtain a minor concentration in the area within a

regular B.A. programme.

Other universities whose resources for Soviet studies

may be noted, though they are for the most part undergraduate

courses, are Saskatchewan (Saskatoon), Simon Fraser, Sir George

Williams,. Waterloo Lutheran, Western Ontario, Windsor and York.

Other areas

Other areas in which universities have a special interest

or some significant resources, or both, are listed below together

with the relevant institutions. A brief indication of their

particular activity also is provided.

Caribbean

Acadia - West Indies studies is an area of concentration for M.A.

programmes. The Canada-Commonwealth Caribbean Centre

will support research on the area.

McGill - The Centre for Developing-Area Studies concentrates a

substantial part of its programme in this area. The

University has several other research interests in the
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(Caribbean)

Caribbean.

St. Francis Xavier - Some attention is given to Canadian-West

Indian relations within the undergraduate course offerings.

The Coady International Institute draws many students from

the area and may facilitate contacts with the area.

Toronto - The University provides facilities for research on the

area in anthropology (migration), geography (historical

geography), political science (contemporary politics and

government) and possibly in economics and history.

Commonwealth

Dalhousie - The University gives some emphasis to Commonwealth

countries in Africa in the History and Political.Science

Departaents, Dalhousie will continue to develop these

resources.

Queen' a - The Institute of Commonwealth and Comparative Studies

encourages Commonwealth studies. Course offerings are

available in English literature, historp, and political

science (comparative federalism).

Toronto - The University provides facilities for research in

history, literature, and political science. The various

departments also offer undergraduate courses in these

fields.
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French Area  

Laval - The University has a developing interest in the French-

speaking areas of Africa. Resources now are available 

in anthropology, geography and history. 

Queen's - The Centre d'Etudes Françaises encourages studies in 

French Canada and France. It will extend the area of 

study to the French-speiking West Indies and, at a,  later 

date, to the French-speaking areas of Africa. 

North American Studies  

Bishop's, - The University has some interest in developing a North 

American studies programme based on existing resources. 

New Brunswick - A North American studies programme is advertised 

as a minor interdisciplinary concentration within 

graduate (M.A.) programmes in single disciplines. The 

Departments of Economics and Political Science, English, 

History and Romance Languages participate. 

Toronto - The University provides relevant undergraduate and 

graduate courses in English, geography, history and 

political science. The Department of History offers 

several comparative courses in economic development, 

industrialism, and political and social institutions. 

286 
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(North Aaerican Studies)

Under the revised curriculua an undergraduate in his-

tory probably will be able to obtain if he so wishes

a iinor concentration in North Ameriean studies.

Western Ontario - Canmdian-l^serican studies may be enphasised

at the graduate level. The Departments of Eeonosics,

Snglish, French,, Geography, Political Science and

Sociology provide relevant offerings.

North Atlantic

Heaorial Universit:r of Newfoundland - The Institute of Social and

Sconoaic Research encourages research on the social and

econosde problems of the north North Atlantic area.

Pacific Studies

Victoria - The University has established a Pacific Studies

Steering Cc®aittee to develop a Pacific studies pro-

armne for a B.A. or a B.Sc. and as a secondarT con-

centration in an honours B.A. in a single discipline.

Military and Strategie Studies

Five universities have some specialization in militar7

and strategic studies. All have grants from the Department of

National Defence which assist them in their progruames. The
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Royal Military College offers an M.A. in war studies. 

ACADIA 

The Department of History offers courses in military 

history at the undergraduate level and is prepared to supervise 

M.A. topics in contemporary strategic studies. A military 

historian is a member of the faculty. The University expects to 

recruit a specialist in strategic studies for the 1969-70 session. 

CARLETON 

Carleton University offers strategic theory as a grad-

uate seminar in political science. The School of International 

Relations has two visiting professors in the current session who 

are lecturing on strategic studies. M.A. topics in strategic 

theory will be supervised in the School. 

LAVAL 

At the present time Laval offers one undergraduate course, 

efelitiques militaires  contemporaineein political science. The 

development of resources in strategic studies for both under-

graduate and graduate work has priority in the University's ex-

panding international studies programme. 

QUEEN S  

The Department of Political Science provides undergrad- 
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(qusen'e)

uate and graduate courses and will supervise M.A. topics.

visiting professor is lecturing in this field in the current

session.

VICTORIA

Military history is offered at the undergraduate level.

M.A. topics will.be supervised in the Department of History on

nilitary history and on strategic studies.

ROYAL MILITARC COLIEGE

The M.A. progra=e in war studies includes courses on

strategic theory. A student could concentrate on strategic

studies through his choice of courses and on his dissertation

subject.

Economic Develonaent and Growth

Economic development and growth is a separate but related

discipline in the study of international relations. All the uni-

versities which explicitly provide for interdisciplinary undergrad-

uate programmes in international relations include, aaong the op-

tions, courses in economic derelopment. In most cases, however,

.and obviously for graduate work in the field, the student would

have had to have taken the prerequisite economic courses. Theo-
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ries of economic growth and problems in carrJing out develop-

aent programmes,, therefore, clearly are recognized as relevant

parts of the study of international relations.

Virtually all the universities which offer doctoral

work in eeonomics provide among their offerings undergriduate

courses and graduate seminars in econoaic development and groxth.

These institutions are:

Alberta
British Columbia
Carleton
Lavai
Manitoba
McGill
Montreal
Ottawa
Queen's
Saskatchewan (Saskatoon campus)
Sinon Fraser
Toronto
Western Ontario

On the basis of the number of inembers of staff reported

to be specializing in the field and the number of course and

seminar offerings in the curriculm, the following universities

may be said to have a specialization in this field of study:

British Columbia
Montreal
McGill
Toronto
Western Ontario

The University of Windsor expects to offer doctoral programmes

in economic development very shortly.
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Other universities with resources in the field of econo-

mic development and which may supervise graduate work at the masters 

level,are: 

Calgary 
Dalhousie 
Guelph 
McMaster- 
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PART III

INTERNATIONAL LAW RFSOURM IN FACUL'ilC OF LAW

•,
The following outline provides a summary stateasnt^of the

offerings for the study of international law in faculties of law.

The accompanying table indicatés the courses offered at undergrad-

uate level.

The ntmbered items show the following inforaation:

(1) Faculty degrees;

(2) whether the opportunity exdsts for work in inter-

(3)

(4)

INSTITUTIONS

national law at the graduate level;

nuaber of staff inembers reported as specialists in
aspects of international law;

reported areas of specialization in international
law.

Alberta (1) LL.B.; LL.M., ( 2) limited (3) three (4) offshore

resources; international rivers and coastal waters.

British Columbia (1) LL.B.; LL.M. ( 2) yes (3) five (4) law

of the sea; international rivers; international economic law

(GATT).

Dalhousie (1) LL.B.; LL.M. ( 2) yes (3) five (4) conflicts.

Laval (1) LL.L.; D.E.S.; LL.D. (2) limited (3) two (4) none

reported.
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Manitoba (1) LL.B.; LL.M. (in 1969) ( 2) n.a. (3) one

(4) water resources.

McGill (1) B.C.L.; M.C.L.; LL.M.; D.C.L. (2) yes (3) eight

(4) hunan rights; international organizations; air and space

law; comparative and foreign law. McGill also offers the follow-

ing subjects in graduate seaainars: "Public International Air

Law"; "Soviet and Communist Law"; "Law and Constitution of Inter-

national Organizations".

Montreal (1) LL.L.; LL.M.; LL.D. ( 2) limited (3) two ( 4) none

reported.

New Brunswick (1) B.C.L. ( 2) n.a. (3) one (4) none reported.

Ottawa

Common Law (1) LL.L. (2) n.a. (3) three (4) none reported.

Civil Law (1) LL.L.; D.E.S.; LL.D. (2) liaited (3) two

(4) none reported.

Queen's (1) LL.B.; LL.M. (in 1969) (2) available in 1969

(3) eight (4) international treaties, British and Canadian;

European Economic Communities; the International Joint Commission.

Saskatchewan (1) LL.B.; LL.M. (2) yes (3) three (4) inter-

national courts; outer space law; international transactions and

treaties; conflicts; international institutions.
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Sherbrooke  (1) LL.L. (2) n.a. (3) two (4) none reported. 

Toronto (1) LL.B.; LL.M.; D. Jur. (2) 7ee (3) five (4) huuan 

rights; international business operations; comparative federalism; 

law of the United Nations; foreign law — Chinese law. Toronto 

also offers the following subjects in graduate seminars: "Com-

parative Federalism"; "International Law and Organization"; 

"International Legal Transactions"; "United Nations inWorld 

Western Ontario  (1) LL.B. (2) n.a. (3) three (4) none reported. 

York (0sRoode Hall Law School)  (1) LL.B.; LL.M.; D. Jur. (2) jes 

(3) four (4) conflicts; international business transactions and 

international business relations. The Law School also offers 

graduate seminars. 
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PART IV

GEhUAI, COMMENTS ON RESOUR.CM

International Relations

The opportunities for the study of international relations

are many and varied. Inasmuch as international relations is a new

discipline in the social sciences and not necessarily accepted as

such by all universities, the nature, or quality, of the various

opportunities depends both on the strength of the institution's

relevant resources and on the extent to which the academic authori-

ties are prepared to facilitate or otherwise permit students, par-

ticularly at the undergraduate level, to bring together the appro-

praite courses for an integrated and rational programme for the

study of international relations. The differing attitudes towards

providing a facility to obtain a programme of this type tend to re-

flect not just the view which is held of international relations as

an appropriate programme of.study but attitudes or,understandings of

interdisciplinary work generally. Consequently, some institutions

with considerable resources provide only a limited facility for an

international relations programme. These universities might even

discourage any such interest on the part of the student. On the

other hand, some universities with limited resources are doing their

best to offer a rational integrated interdisciplinary programme in

international relations with the hope of expanding their resources

for this purpose as rapidly as possible. It is, perhaps, signifi-

cant that there is only one degree programme named "B.A. in Inter-
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national Relations", and there are very few umiversities that draw 

attention, in a more or less formal way, to the opportunity for - 

same degree,of international relations specialization. 

The foregoing raises the -question of what subjects may be 

appropriate for the study of international relations at the-under-

graduate level. While virtually all the social sciences and history 

would contribute to an understanding of some aspect of international 

relations, the heart of international relations studies is relations 

between states, what may govern or affect their relations, and their 

joint management of mutual problems. The core subjects of an inter-

national relations programme, and the subjects appropriate to an 

introduction to international relations, therefore, are international 

politics, international organization, international law and foreign 

policy. In addition, one might expect that, in one way or another, 

Canadian universities and colleges would provide same significant 

Canadian content. These subjects are those which tend to be of-

fered where a minor concentration in international relations is 

available within a programme based primarily on resources in the 

history and the political science departments. Amore broadly- 

based programme, with some interdisciplinary emphasis, would include 

se  specialized ampects of the subjects mentioned above (e.g„ the 

relation between domestic and foreign policy; military aspects of 

international politics; the pelitics of industrialization and moderni-

zation; psychological aspects of international relations; Canadian-

U.S. relations) and. courses  from other social sciences. The latter 

might include such subjects as aspects of international econamics, 
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cultural change and stability, problems of underdeveloped areas,

economic geography, and comparative social structures.

In Part II of the Report a classification of universities

offering opportunities for international relations studies was pro-

vided based on the level at which graduate work is available. These

institutions are discussed below and in the same order, i.e., those

offering or about to offer Ph.D. work with international relations

as the major field of study and those providing only M.A. work at

graduate level. Universities and colleges which provide interna-

tional relations studies only at the undergraduate level, but with

a concentration available, also are reviewed.

Universities offering M.A. and Ph.D. work

ALBERTA

An undergraduate student may obtain a minor concentration

in international relations within a political science programme.

The core subjects (except for foreign policy) and courses on poli-

tics and government are well provided. Inasmuch as the University

has a flexible curriculum, the student probably could obtain diplo-

matic history, American foreign policy (in the Departaent of His-

tory), and some of the relevant courses which are available in

other disciplines. The international relations offerings in the

Department of Political Science are being expanded and plans are

in hand to introduce Canadian foreign policy for the 1969-70 ses-

sion.
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• At graduate level, the offerings tend to emphasise the 

, theoretical study of international relations and comparative-govern-

ment. Courses exclusively on foreign policy as such and on diplo-

matic history are not provided. The University may consider shortly 

the possibility of establishing a Centre for International Studies, - 

the object of which would be to promote research in foreign policy 

formulation. 	 . 

BRITISH COLUMBIA 

British Columbia offers two undergraduate programme em-

phasizing international relations. These are honours in history 

with international relations and honours in political science with 

international relations. The University offers and explicitly 

provides, in addition to a full range of international relations 

subjects in some quantity, the opportunity for the international  

relations student to take relevant courses in anthropology, econo-

mies, geography and sociology. Plans for further expansion in the 

offerings are geared to a particular interest in the international 

Implications of underdevelopment and in comparative Communism. 

The graduate offerings in foreign policy are thin, but 

the Department of Political Science will supervise research in a 

wide variety of topics. An Institute of International Relations 

will be established in 1970 or 1971 to promote research in inter-

national relations subjects. 

CALGARf 

Although Calgary has substantial resources for inter- 
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national relations studies and an undergraduate student may give

some encphasis to international relations in a regular degree pro-

gramme, the study of international'relations as such is not encoura-

ged. The international relations offerings appear to be provided

essentially to meet the requirements of study programmes in politi-

cal science. One course in international relations as such is of-

fered. Other core subjects, i .e., international organizations and

international law, are, however, available. Offerings in foreign

policy are lin►ited. History of American foreign policy is available,

but there is no course on Canadian foreign policy as such, or on

Canadian-U.S. relations. A substantial nuaber of offerings are pro-

vided on the government and politics of other countries. No plans

were reported for an expansion of the offerings.

Calgary's resources for the supervision of graduate work

are substantial. As at undergraduate level, however, offerings on

foreign policy are limited. History of American foreign relations

is provided. While there is no course on Canadian foreign policy

as such, the Department of History offers a History of Canadian-

American Relations.

CARLETON

Students specialize in international relations at the

undergraduate level in the combined honours programme in politi-

cal science and history. (The student is required to take seven

courses in each discipline.) The two departments together pro-

vide a wide range of core subjects, with the exception of inter-
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national law. Relevant courses are available to the student in 

other disciplines, inclnding anthropology, economics, geography» 

and sociology. 

Carleton's School of International Affairs, although 

established only in 1965, attracts  a large number of candidates 

for its N.A. programme in international relations. In addition, 

the Department of Political Science supervises both N.A. and Ph.D. 

candidates in international relations. The course or seminar of-

ferings of the students who are enrolled in the School are princi-

pally in the participating departments, but the School itself 

offers three or four courses on specialized topics such as inter- 

national integration and strategic studies. The graduate offer- 
, 

ings in the Departuent of Political Seience tend to emphasise 

foreign policy. 

DAIHOUSIE  

No special facility exists for an undergraduate coneenr• 

tration in international relations. The requirements of the 

regular programmes in political science, and in political science 

and economics, leave little room for an emphasis on international 

relations or for any substantial interdisciplinary work. Students 

in political science are, however, able to Obtain a greater.concen-

tration in international relations than in any other single topic. 

The departaent provides a broad range of courses in the core sub-

jects, including foreign policy. Courses in government and politics 
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of other countries also are well provided. A special interest is

developing in international organizations.

The resources for graduate work are more limited but are

broadly-based and developing. Ph.D. work is scheduled to be of-

fered in a year or two.

LAVAL

Laval is developing in a very substantial way its resour-

ces for the study of international relations. At present, an

undergraduate student in a political science programme may concen-

trate on international relations in the second and third years.

The relevant courses which are available are particularly.strong

in international relations as such. Politics and goverraaent of-

ferings are thin, but the department plans to develop its resources

in this field. Owing to the faculty structure at the University,

the diplomatic history offerings in the Department of History are

not available at present to the student in political science.

This situation may change. Relevant courses in other disciplines

in the social sciences have not yet developed significantly and

might not be available for inclusion in prograaaaes within the

Political Science Department.

Although the University is prepared to supervise both

Ph.D. and M.A. work in international relations, the nunber of

graduate seminars is limited and graduate work at Ph.D. level is

not encouraged at the moment. The offerings at present are con-

fined to one full course and one half-course, both on foreign

policy.
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HaGILL

HcGill's resources for the study of international rela-

tions are substantial and broadly based. The University does not,

however, provide an opportunity for, an undergraduate student to

obtain a significant concentration in international relations.

The best the interested student could do would be to choose a

minor concentration in the joint honours programme in political

science and history. The student probably could obtain most of

the requisite core subjects other than international lax, which

is not available at the undergraduate level, but relevant courses

in other disciplines, which are provided in the respective depart-

ments, probably could not be included, or, at least, not readily

included,in the programaes.

Graduate seminars deal with international relations as

such in a substantial way and with comparative politics. Offer-

ings in foreign policy as such are limited to a single compara-

tive course. A large ntaaber of staff members are qualified to

supervise graduate work.

MONTREAL

Montreal provides at the undergraduate level a broad

and well-balanced range of subjects for the study of interna-

tional relations. Students may concentrate in international

relations in the second and third years of the programme in

politics. Deplonatic history, however, is not readily availa-

ble to students in the Faculty of Social Seiences. The student
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interested in international relations might, however, obtain rele-

vant courses in anthropology, economics and sociology. 

Specialization in international relations at the graduate 

level is not permitted at present. A substantial number of inter-

national relations seninars covering international relations theory, 

international organization, international law, and foreign policy 

(including Canadian foreign policy) are, however, provided. 

QUEY.,NIS  

Queen's University does not provide any special facility 

to permit the undergraduate student to obtain a programme in inter-

national relations either as a minor concentration within a pro-

gramme based on political science or history or as a major concen-

tration. The emphasis at Queen's on the resources for a study of 

international relations is at the graduate. level. Sufficient courses 

in international relations to permit some concentration at the under-

graduate level are provided in the Departments of Political Science 

and History, and some students do put a minor emphasis on interna-

tional relations in their programmes. The number of courses avail-

able to these students in the core subjects of international rela-

tions, including foreign policy, is, however, limited. 

At the graduate level, Queen's is well equipped in course 

offerings, especially in international relations subjects as such. 

Courses in foreign policy are, however, limited. Consideration 

may be given shortly to the possibility of establishing a centre 

for international studies to promote graduate research in interna- 
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tional relations subjects.

SIMON FRASER

A minor concentration in international relations can be

obtained in an undergraduate programme in Simon Fraser's Political

Science, Sociology and Anthropology Department. The resources for

international relations studies tend, hojrever, to be in politics

and governnent. The international relations core subjects are

limited to an introductory course in international politics and

one course on international organizations. Four courses on foreign

policy (Canadian, Ameriean, Russian and Latin American) are provided

in the Department of History. Relevant courses are also provided

in anthropology, geography, and sociology. These might be obtained

by the interested student, although there is no explicit facility

making these courses available to him.

Graduate tivork in international relations is available in

the PSA Department. The type of work uhich xotil.d be supervised

would tend to be on political, economic and social problems of a

regional or area nature rather than on aspects of international

relations as such.

TORONTO

The opportunity for an emphasis on international rela-

tions at the undergraduate level has been confined, up to and

including the 1968-69 session, to a minor concentration within

the political science and economics programme and within the
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honour political science programme. The opportunity for a speeiali-

zation in international relations has been limited because the re-

quirements of these programmes, as prescribed in the calendar, lift

little room to obtain relevant courses in other disciplines. Hore'

over, the number of offerings in the core subjects of international

relations hitherto have been somewhat limited.

The new undergraduate programme in the Faculty of Arts and

Science has completely liberalized the curriculum. Students can

choose and emphasize as they wish, subject to a minimumof pre-

requisite and co-requisite rcquireaents. In this new situation, the

opportunity will exist to place a major or a minor emphasis on in-

ternational relations at the undergraduate level, subject only to

limitations which may arise from the timetable and limits on enrol-

ment in individual eourses.

Toronto's resources at present are heavily weighted in

favour of comparative government r.nd politics. The nmmber of

courses in international relations as such, international organi-

zation, international law and foreign policy is smaller than at

some
other major centres for international relations study. Plans

are in hand, however, to provide more courses which meet the re-

quirements of the discipline of international relations. An under-

graduate course exclusively on Canadian foreign policy is not yet

offered in either the Political Science or History Departments.

"Canadian-U.S. Relations, 1783-1911", is provided in the Department

of History.
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Graduate work will be supervised in a large variety of 

slibjects. The emphasis in the graduate offerings in political 

science, however, is also on comparative government and politics, 

and somewhat limited as regards international relations as such and 

foreign policy of particular countries or groups or countries. A 

Committee for International Studies supports graduate work general-

ly by organizing special interdisciplinary seminars and conferences. 

The University will establish shortly a Centre for International 

Studies, the purpose of which will be to promote research at post-

doctoral level. 

Universities offering M.A. work  

GUELPH 

As there are few restrictions at Guelph on an undergrad-

uate student's choice of subjects, within a discipline, a student 

in the honour political studies programme could place a substantial 

emphasis on the study of international relations. A broad range 

of topics in international relations core subjects, including 

foreign policy, and in comparative politics and government, is 

available as well as relevant courses in economics, geography 

and sociology. The University is planning to expand the number of 

courses in the next few years. 

At graduate level, the resources for supervision of 

students are somewhat limited at present and the Department of 

Political Studies will supervise at this stage only topics on 
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some aspects of contemporary East Asia. The seminars which are

provided, however, cover international relations theory, interna-

tional organization, international law, foreign policy, diplomâtic

history, and comparative government and politics.

An interdepartmental comnittee provides general guidance

for the international relations programmes.

MANITOBA

Students obtain a concentration in international rela-

tions in the honours political science and international relations,

programme. Provision is made for students to obtain relevant

courses in economics, geography and sociology. The University of

Manitoba's undergraduate courses in international relations in the

Department of Political Science are an introductory course, "Theo-

ries of International Relations", "Foreign Policy Analysis", and

"International Organization". Foreign policy of particular coun-

tries is not provided, but several diplomatic history courses are

offered in the History Department. Four additional offerings are

expected over the next few years.

The number of graduate seminars and the niaeber of topics

which will be supervised for the M.A,sre limited but work is

accepted under a number of headings, including international rela-

tions theory and Canada in vorld affairs.

McMASTER

McMaster does not provide an opportunity to place an
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emphasis on international relations at the undergraduate level.

The number of courses in international relations subjects as such

and in foreign policy is limited at present. It is hoped, however,

to offer more courses in a year or two.

The University is prepared to supervise M.A. work, in

both the History and the political Science Departmettts, on a varie-

ty of international relations topics, including aspects of Canadian

foreign policy, international relations theory and the external

relations of a number of Asian states.

%)YAL MILITARY COLLEGE OF CANADA

At the Royal Military College of Canada a student can

obtain an honours programme in international studies at the under-

graduate level. Although the resources are liiaited, the subjects

which are available permit the student to obtain some international

relations core subjects, including foreign policy, comparative

government and politics, and strategic studies.

At graduate level, the College provides a specialized

M.A. programme, "War Studies", the content of which includes a

number of courses of the international relations type.

SASKATCHEWAN (Saskatoon campus)

The Saskatoon campus of the University of Saskatchewan

provides an advertised concentration in international relations as

an area of emphasis within undergraduate degree programmes in his-

tory and in political science. In addition to courses in most of
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the core subjects usually offered in international relations pro-

grammes, the Saskatoon programme also provides relevant courses in 

economics and geography. Courses in social change and in the socio-

logy of conflict also are available. 

Two graduate seminars are offered. The Department of 

Political Science is prepared to supervise M.A. work in a limited 

number of international relations topics including aspects of 

Canadian foreign and defence policies. 

WATERLOO 

At the University of Waterloo, an undergraduate student 

would be able to obtain a minor concentration in international 

relations within an honours political science programme. This 

possibility, however, is not advertised or otherwise encouraged. 

The subjects available include courses in international relations 

as such, foreign policy and defence policy, and a substantial 

number of politics and government courses. There ià no specific 

arrangement to enable a student to obtain relevant courses of-

fered in other disciplines. The student would probably have to 

use his own initiative. Plans are in hand to expand the number 

of international relations offerings, and a course in interna-

tional relations theory may be offered in 1969. 

The University has only just started to accept students 

for graduate work. One graduate seminar is offered at present. 

A number of international relations topics would, however, be 
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supervised, including aspects of Canadian foreign policy.

WESTERN ONTARIO

International relations studies are eaphasized more at

the graduate level than at'the undergraduate level at the University

of Western Ontario. An undergraduate concentration in international

relations is neither advertised nor particularly encouraged. The

undergraduate courses which are offered, though limited in quantity,

include subjects in international relations-as sucN comparative

goverrYnent and politics, foreign policy (in the History Department)

and diplomatic history. A student who did obtain some effiphasis on

international relations probably could also take relevant courses

in econaszics, geography and sociology.

At the graduate level, a broad range of international rela-

tions offerings is available. While the University does not adver-

tise graduate work specializing in international relations, students

would be able to do so in a niaaber of topics.

WINDSOR

Windsor offers an honour B.A..four-year undergraduate pro-

gramme in international relations. The University is, in fact, the

only institution which provides an undergraduate name degree pro-

gramme with major emphasis on international relations. The content

of the programme includes the core subjects, comparative foreign

policy, and comparative government and politics. Diplomatic his-

tory is provided in the History Department. In addition, relevant
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explicitly offered for inclusion in the programme. While the 

programme is, therefore 

international 

broadly-based and interdisciplinary, the 

content is not particularly:different in relations 

quantity or in the general selection of subjects from the pro-

grammes at other universities where the international relations 

content is a minor concentration within a -programme basecion a 

regular.discipline. 

At graduate level, the University offers 

in international relations topics in the M.A. programmes lin the 

Political Science Department and in the History Department. 

'Graduate seminars, though limited in nuMber, are available in 

international relations theory,'foreign policy, comparative govern- 

ment, diplomatic history and Canadian-U.S. relations. 

YORK (with Glendon College)  

While a broad range , ofundergraduate Subjects, not in- 

eluding foreign policy, is available at the main campus of York 

University, an undergraduate  concentration in international rela-

tions is not advertised or specially encouraged.  The  possibility'. 

- of such a concentration is, however, not discouraged and Some 

- undergraduate students do emphasize international relations in 

their final year or two. Inasmuch as the curriculum is flexible, 

these students probably could obtain relevant courses in geography' 

and sociology. The emphasis in the international relations offer-

ings is on international relations theory and comparative govern- 

concentration 
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ment and politics. It is hoped to introduce comparative foreign

policy shortly.

Few graduate seminars are provided, but the University

will supervise graduate work in a variety of topics.

GLENDON COLLEGE

Glendon College offers "General Honours in International

Studies". This programme provides a minor concentration in inter-

national relations. A broad range of international relations sub-

jects is available. Foreign policy is not provided at present but

the College hopes to teach Canadian external relations shortly.

Other Uniyersities and Colleges

The universities which have resources only at the under-

graduate level for international relations studies, and which ad-

vertise or otherwise encourage a concentration in international

relations, are Brock, Loyola, St. Mary's and Sir George Williams.

All these institutions except Brock provide as many international

relations type courses as a number of the universities mentioned

above. The range of their courses generally includes subjects in

international relations theory, international organization, inter-

national law, politics and goverrnnent, and diplomatic history.

Courses in foreign policy are thin.

Sir George Williams provides a major concentration in

international relations. It is a broadly-based interdisciplinary

programme and the student can obtain relevant courses in economics..
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geographyand sociology. Brock has a particular interest in inter-

national relations and will probably offer shortly as mary interna-

tional relations courses as the other universities. It will intro-

duce a course in comparative foreign policy for the 1969-70 session.

General coa4aents - International Relations

In the light of the foregoing description of the principal

resources and programmes in international relations studies, it is

apparentthat, although a substantial nursber of universities and

colleges offer an opportunity for some concentration in internation-

al relations studies at undergraduate level# relatively Yex insti-

tutions explicitly provide an interdisciplinary programme in inter-

national relations with a broad range of appropriate subjects from

the contributing social sciences. As outlined in calendars or

advertised in other literature, the universities which expressly

provide such programmes are British Columbia., Carleton, Guelph,

Saskatchewan and its Saskatoon campus, Sir George Williams and

Windsor. At each of these universities except Windsor, where the

B.A. programme in international relations is offered, the interna-

tional relations programme is provided as a concentration within a

regular degree programme. Most of these programmes are honours

programmes specializing in history, or in political science, or in

both disciplines.

At a nuraber of other universities, an integrated under-

graduate interdisciplinary programme as a minor concentration would

probably be possible if the interested student were appropriately
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guided and any timetable difficulties were overcome. These pro-

grammes would be of quality, broadly based in the discipline of 

international relations itself, and would draw on the relevant 

resources in same or all of anthropology, economics, geography, 

diplomatic history, and sociology. The universities in this cate-

gory are Alberta, Calgary, Loyola, Manitoba, Montreal, Simon Fraser, 

Waterloo, Western Ontario and York. At Calgary the concentration, 

however, is not encouraged, and might, in fact, be discouraged. 

Brock and St. Maryis also would provide a minor concentration but 

with more limited interdisciplinary resources. 

A somewhat limited interdisciplinary concentration is 

offered by Dalhousie and, hitherto, by Toronto (up to and including 

the 1968-69 session). A limited concentration in international 

relations is explicitly provided but, apart from the contributions 

of the political science and history departments, the only other 

discipline in which relevant courses are or have been readily avail-

able is economics. 

There is also the class of universities which have the 

resources for a broadly-based and significant undergraduate inter-

disciplinary programme in international relations studies but where 

only a limited emphasis is possible owing to the prescribed re-

quirements of the regular honour courses. These universities are 

Laval, McGill, McMaster and Queen's. At McMaster and Queen's the 

emphasis on international relations studies, however, is primarily 

at the graduate level. 

Most other universities offer some courses in interna- 
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tional relations and two institutions, Lakehead and Winnipeg, plan

to develop sufficient resources to provide a minor concentration

in international relations within regular undergraduate degree pro-

grammes. Some other universities, including some institutions which

offer a limited ûumber of graduate seminars in international rela-

tions subjects, have not unimportant resources for international rela-

tions studies. They are, however, not inclined to provide, at least

at this stage, the opportunity for any concentration in international

relations studies. Only four institutions reported that they had no

resources for international relations studies.

The variations in the nature of the prograrmaes for the

3tuay of international relations which have been outlined are a re-

flection of various circumstances at different campuses. To some

extent these differences arise from the particular institution's

estimate of the minimum resources necessary for it to advertise and

to encourage a concentration in international relations. At other

institutions the local priorities may require the allocation of

resources in other fields. Basically, however, the varying degrees

to which undergraduate students can concentrate in international

relations and can obtain an integrated interdisciplinary programme

reflect different attitudes towards international relations as an

appropriate area of concentration and, moreover, different atti-

tudes towards interdisciplinary work as such. These attitudes

appear to be partly responsible for the fact that international

relations studies have not yet fully matured in Canada. One rea-

son for these attitudes is a continuing uncertainty about the
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relevance of interdisciplinary- work. At not a few institutions it 

was explicitly indicated that broadly-based interdisciplinary work 

in international relations, and for that matter in area programmes 

as well, was to be avoided like the‘plague. Students would get a 

mishmash, a pot-pourri p  of courses; there would be no basic ground- 
. 

ing in any discipline;.and the student who sought graduate work 

would not be qualified. This attitude, of course, arises from._ 

views about "genuine educational experiences" and an assessment 

that the requirements of the disciplines preclude any significant 

concentration in international relations or area programmes. • 

Nevertheless, there is sufficient evidence from programmes now 

being offered that the notion of interdisciplinary areas of spe-

cialization need not compromise standards or the possibility of 

specialization in an established discipline or closely-related 

group of disciplines. There are now excellent examples at Cana- 

• dian universities of programmes which provide both the disciplin-

ary requirements to go on to graduate work in a single discipline 

and an  interdisciplinary content which meets the interests of the 

student and equipihim to go on to graduate work in that field. 

Well!-based interdisciplinary programmes in international 

relations at British Columbia are available with concentration or 

major emphasis in either Political science or history. In the 

case of area programmes at the same university, students are able 

to prepare for graduate work in any one of several social sciences 

while obtaining a well-based interdisciplinary programme in the 

area of interest. The Latin American . studies programme at the 

University of Toronto is another example. 
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An exanination of the calendars of a.number of universi-

ties indicates that in the social sciences, and in languages and

and literatures, the requircnents of the disciplines are, general-

ly, from seven to nine or ten courses. In the case of joint honours

programmes, the m,=ber of required courses in the second discipline

tends to range from five to seven. Inasmuch as the normal under-

graduate programme is 20 courses, and as there is bound to be some

overlap in the suitability of many courses for both the discipline

and the interdisciplinary area of emphaois, it seems clear that,

provided the appropriate.subjects are offered, there is plenty of

scope for both disciplinary and znterdiscipliriarY training. A well-

based minor concentration in international relations can be obtained

with a minimum of seven courses from the political science and his-

tory departments.
A more substantial interdisciplinary programme

could be obtained with a minimum of ten courses.

A second reason why the development of effective facili-

ties to provide broadly-based interdisciplinary programmes in inter-

national relations continues to be slow i3 no doubt because these

programmes will prosper only if there is effective interdisciplinary

co-operation, supervision and co-ordination. This requires a co-

ordinating committee.
Many universities with some specialization

in international relations do not have such an organization. It

is, no doubt, significant that all the institutions which provide,

and advertise, interdiEciplinary programmes in international rela-

tions have some form of organization which sponsors the programme

and puts forward the requirements of the programme for purposes of
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the budget.

As regards the actual courses which are offered at the

institutions which provide opportunities for some fora of concen-

tration in international studies.. there are some features xhich

would seem to be less than satisfactory. These features reflect

a shortage of qunlified persons to teach some parts of the study

of international relations. They also reflect the absence of a

supervising committee which might consider the overall require-

ments for a well-based programe. The mnber of offerings on

the foreign policy of particular states, including Canada, and

in comparative foreign policy is distinctly thin. Diplomatic his-

tory is well provided but, of course, is not a substituts for an

analysis of foreign policy as such.

Also of interest is the fact that there are at both the

graduate and the undergraduate levels as many - some 24 - courses

exclusively on United States foreign policy and diplomatic history

as there are exclusively on Canadian foreign policy and diplomatic

history. Eight institutions provide both Canadian and United

States foreign policy at the undergraduate level. Eight other

universities provide Canadian foreign policy only; and seven.uni-

versities provide United States foreign policy only, although one

of the latter institutions also provides a course on Canadian-

U.S. relations. Thirteen universities teaching international

relations in a significant way at the undergraduate level do not

provide any courses exclusively on Canadian foreign policy or on

United States foreign policy. Five institutions reported that
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they hoped to recruit, as a matter of priority, an additional member 

of staff to teach Canadian foreign policy. Several institutions 

also reported that they were anxious to provide a course on compa-

rative foreign policy but had not yet found a qualified person. 

There appeared to be a general shortage of persons competent to 

specialize in foreign policy as such. 

The reasons for this shortage are both general and par-

ticular. The rapid expansion in international relations studies 

is a factor. Another important reason, no doubt, is the fact that 

international relations as a discipline has languished until recent-

ly at most of the larger and older universities. These institutions, 

therefore, have not been producing an adequate number of Ph.D. grad-

uates qualified to teach in the field of international relations. 

The situation may be improving. Among the universities now provid-

ing doctoral work, it was reported that 23 Ph.D. candidates were 

specializing, under the supervision of the political science depart-

ment, in international relations. 

A final aspect of the resources for international rela-

tions studies is the picture of facilities which exist at univer-

sities to support and encourage post-doctoral research. Apart  front  

the normal sabbatical arrangements and same limited staff research 

funds, there are no special facilities to promote post-doctoral 

work in international relations. There is not a single function-

ing research centre. The only established centre for international 

studies is Carleton University's School of International Affairs. 

Some of the objectives in establishing the School, particularly the 
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quasi-professional M.A. programme in international affairs, are

being attained with distinct success. The stimulation of research,

however, remains a project for the future. Several universities,do

have plans to establish research centres. The University of British

Columbia has authorized and will establish an Institute of Interna-

tional Affairs in 1970 or 1971. McGill in about to establish ape-

cial facilities and financing for research, including, possibly, a

Foreign Policy Institute. Toronto will shortly establish its

Centre for International Relations Studies. Alberta and Queen's

may soon give further consideration to plans for research centres.

Except, perhaps, for the McGill arrangement, none of these centres

has at this stage an assurance of sufficient finance for the pur-

pose. It is apparent that, were it not for the subsidization of

research by the Canadian Institute of International Affairs, the

state of international relations research in Canada eould appro-

priately be described as primitive.

This situation, of coursej, reflects access to funds.

Individual scholars can and do applay for assistance to the Canada

Council. This activity is not considered as a substitute for a

functioning research centre. The problem is part of the larger

problem of assistance to the social sciences. International rela-

tions studies,'and area studies, are matters of a national inter-

est. At present, when all universities and colleges are under

increasing provincial pressures to moderate rising costs, it may

be asked where funds will be obtained for research centres and

for significant area projects ( such as modern East Asian atudies).
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More support for these activities would appear to be justified as 

meeting a national requirement. 

The prospective establishment of at least three, and 

possibly more, institutes for international relations research 

raises the question whether the above pieture of famine may change 

to one of overindulgence. The number of active research centres 

at American universities which deal with some part of the study 

of international relations is some 168. However, only about 16 

would be described as concentrating on foreign policy and foreign 

relations as such. Moreover, the number of scholars in Canada 

who might engage in such research is obviously limited. Unless 

the objectives of the proposed centres are reasonably modest and 

precise, it would seem doubtful if all the contemplated centres 

could prosper in the near future. McGill's interest was stated 

to be foreign policy formulation. Alberta's interest is foreign 

policy research based on the simulation technique — that is, 

formulation of foreign policy. The interests at other institu-

tions appeared to be more general. Under these circumstances, 

it would seem that some mutual liaison between these universi-

ties might be of benefit to all concerned. 

African Studies 

The facilities for African studies are for the most 

part individual courses or seminars offered in various depart-

ments for departmental purposes. An emphasis on Africa within 

an undergraduate programme is offered as an area specialty at 
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one institution (Loyola.Côllege). An interdisciplinary programme

at the graduate level also is available only at one institution

(University of Montreal): Graduate wark in single disciplines may

be obtained at at least nine universities.

The Centre for African Studies at Loyola College offers

courses on Africa at the undergraduate level in conjunction with

other departments. At present, the Centre provides two courses

in history and three in politics and goverrnaent. •Students regis-

ter in the appropriate department and receive credit for these

courses as departmental subjects. A student enrolled in the honours

political ecience programme could obtain all five subjecta, together

with a course on economic growth and developaent and a course on the

sociology of developing bations. An introductory course in Swahili

in offered in the Evening Division of the College,

Four universities have in their undergraduate curricula

sufficient African subjects for a student to obtain a minor concen-

tration in African studies within a regular disciplinary programme.,

provided a facility is available to enable the student to bring the

subjects together within his programme. The universities with

enough courses exclusively on Africa for this purpose are Dalhousie,

McGill, Simon Fraser and Toronto. The courses are mostly in histo-

ry and political science, and to a lesser extent in anthropology.

It would be students in programmes based on history or political

science who might be able to put some emphasis on Africa. The

possibility of doing so would be somewhat greater at Simon Fraser

and Toronto than at Dalhousie and McGill. The student at McGill
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might be able to supplement the availableofferings with a course

in African history at Sir George Williams.

Other universities with a nunber of courses on Africa

are Carleton, Laval and Waterloo. The last-named university is

strong in resources for African history. Some ten other univer-

sities offer one, or possibly two, courses exclusively on Africa.

Most of these offerings are in geography or history; some are in

anthropology.

The University of Montreal offers a one-year graduate

diploma programme in African studies (Diplôme d'Etudes Africaines).

The Departments of Anthropology, History, Law., Political Science

and Languages provide subjects exclusively on Africa. The lang-

uage offered is Arabic. Relevant disciplinary courses are pro-

vided in demography, economics, geography, linguistics, religion

and sociology.

The most significant work on Africa is in graduate

studies in single disciplines. Carleton, Dalhousie, Laval, McGill

and Toronto each reported a number of graduate students with Afri-

can topics. At Laval, the Institut Supérieur des Sciences Hu-

maines co-ordinates interdisciplinary graduate programmes within

the Faculty of Social Sciences concerning developing areas, par-

ticularly French-speaking Africa. McGill's Centre for Develop-

ing Area Studies conducts a programme on West Africa. Montreal

and Waterloo will also supervise graduate work in a single dis-

cipline. The Department of Political Science at_Carleton appear-

ed to have the largest nunber of graduate students who had in-

cluded a topic on Africa in current programmes.



Most of the universities with some particular interest in 

Africa reported plans for expansion in their"African resources. 

Loyola expects that'courses exclusively on Africa will soon be of-

fered in additional disciplines. MOntrealis graduate programme 

does not at present attract many students, and it -was suggested 

that the fora in which thie programme was provided might be review-

ed. Part of the problem appears to be the award of a diploma after 

a first degree.. Toronto did not report agy immediate plans for an 

expansion in offerings. The University does, however, have a 

Goamittee for African studies, which seeks to develop interest at 

- graduate level in the area. 

An expansion in work on Africa depends in part on the 

develoPmsnt of library resources, which is not an easy matter. 

AU the institutions with African courses have been making a spe- 

cial effort in alesitions. The collective resources in the city 

of Montreal of Loyola,  McGill, the University of Montreal and Sir 

George Williams, each of which tends to specialise in a different 

area, are available on a reciprocal basis and of some advantage 

to students in these institutions. 

East Asian Studies  

The facilities for the study of East Asia include com-

prehensive, programmes devoted to the study of the civilizations 

of the ares, exge limited opportunities for interdisciplinary 

modern studies with language training, and resources for gradu- 
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ate work on contemporary problems within a single discipline, for
. _. . _ .. . . . . ._ . . ^ .. ^ i .. . Y ... :' ^+°,,. .. .: ^^. .

the most part in the social.sciences._,

Programmes.for a degree in Asian studies which special-

ize in the civilizations of_the area are available at British

Coliunbia, Saskatchewan, Toronto and Windsor. Each of these uni-

versities provides, in a department specializing in Asian studies,

.an area degree programme leading to the B.A. British Columbia,, ._ .. - •..,

Saskatchewan and Toronto offer this type of programme also at the

M.A..level. Toronto's Department of East Asian Studies also of-

fers a programme leading to the Ph.D., but at present the degree_

is available only i n Indian studies. .. .^

The principal area programme with a significant modern

content is the Asian Area Studies programme at British Columbia.

Students can concentrate in East Asia, South Asia, or Southeast

Asia. Multidisciplinary programmes with some attention to the

eontemporary scene, but different from each other, are also pro-

vided at Guelph and Simon Fraser. Both universities offer under-

graduate and M.A. work in their respective programmes.

Rasources for graduate work on selected problems in

East Asia in a single discipline exist at ton universities -

Alberta, British Columbia, Guelph, McGill, McMaster, Saskatche-

wan, Simon Fraser, Toronto, Windsor and York.

Courses on East Asia are provided at many other uni-

versities. These offerings may be exclusively on the area or

they may only touch on thearea. In addition to the universi-

ties already mentioned"as hïving some interest in East Asia, at
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least 20 other universities offer courses on East Asia in one or

more of anthropology, geography, history, philosophy and political

science. Fifteen history courses are available at nine of these

institutions; and ten courses on politics and government are pro-

vided at seven of them. Of the seven universities offering poli-

tics and government, six do not provide a history or other intro-

ductory course on East Asia. One wonders scmetimes xhether these

courses on comparative political systems provide adequate appre-

ciation of the background and culture of the peoples of the coun-

tries whose politicb are being studied.

Finally, as regards this s-ary picture of Asian offer-

ings, there is the great variety of courses in which the area con-

tent tends to be for illustrative purposes but which nevertheless

contribute to an understanding of the countries. These courses

include diverse subjects such as the politics of modernization,

cultural change and stability, and courses on the "Third World".

Area interests of principal centres and lanAuages,taug,ht

In the case of the four universities which offer pro-

grammes for the study of the civilizations of East Asia, the area

specialties of these centres are the following: British Columbia

is primarily concerned, in its civilization-type programmes, with

China and Japan. In addition to the Chinese and Japanese lang-

uages, the University also offers Hindi to intermediate level.

Saskatchexan's interests are China and India, although the pro-
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gramme does not divide into Chinese and Indian streams. The prin-

cipal language offering is Chinese, but introductory courses in 

Sanskrit and Tibetan may be obtained. Toronto offers full pro-

grammes in Chinese, Indian and Japanese studies. The languages 

taught include Chinese, Sanskrit and Japanese, and also same Hin-

di, Pali and Tibetan. At Windsor, it is perhaps somewhat early in 

the development of the Asian studies programme to say where the 

main area interest will develop. At the moment, resources for China 

and India are more or less equal. The language offering at present 

is Hindi. 

In the B.A. and M.A. programmes at Guelph the area of 

emphasis is China. Chinese is taught to the intermediate level. 

At Simon Fraser the interest is in South Asia and Southeast Asia. 

Hindi is taught to the intermediate level. 

The other universities teaching East Asian languages are 

McGill and York, both of which offer two years of Chinese at pres-

ent. 

Modern Studies - regional analysis 

China 

For modern Chinese studies, British Columbia and Toronto 

are the leading centres in resources. In the number of offerings 

which concern China exclusively or in part, they are about equal. 

Guelph and McGill have a not insubstantial nuriber of offerings. 
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The majority of the courses which they provide are on the East

Asian region as a whole (that is, China, Japan and possibly Korea).

The courses which are provided at British Columbia, Guelph, McGill

and Toronto are largely in history,Ipolitics and government, inter-

national relations, and geography. British Columbia also provides

a course "Problems of Modernization in Eastern Asia". Toronto of-

fers, on China, "Political Théories of Social Change".

The offerings at other universities which have some

particular interest in China (Alberta, McMaster, Windsor and York)

deal with a limited nunber of subjects and tend to be of a broader

geographic interest than China alone.

The only formal undergraduate programes which provide

a concentration on modern China are at British Columbia and Guelph.

The opportunity also exists for work at the graduate level in a

single discipline on selected modern topics at a number of univer-

sities including British Columbia and Toronto, and, in a fairly

13ixited way, at Alberta, Guelph, McGill, McMaster, Windsor and York.

Japan

For modern Japanese studies, British Columbia is the

only university which provides a facility for an undergraduate

student to obtain an interdisciplinary programme on modern Japan.

The subjects available include Japanese language, history, poli-

tics and goverrsaent, international relations, geography, and an-

thropology. Both Guelph and McGill provide undergraduate courses
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in a number of the regular disciplines which contribute to a modern 

study programme, though the offerings, as a rule, are not exclusive-

ly on Japan. At Guelph the student is able to bring these various 

offerings together within a programme. No such facility appears to 

exist at McGill at present. Toronto and Windsor provide only inci-

dental offerings on modern Japan. As regards graduate work in con-

temporary problems on a multidisciplinary basis, British Columbia 

is the only centre with this facility. Problems in Japanese modern 

history raight be studied at Toronto and possibly at McGill. 

India 

In modern Indian studies, British Columbia and McGill 

provide offerings in six or seven disciplines. Apart from history, 

few courses are exclusively on India. Most of the courses relate 

to South Asia as the area of study. The undergraduate subjects at 

British Columbia include history, politics and government, a course, 

"Problems of Modernization and External Relations", and geograp4y. 

McGill offers politics and government, modern economic history, 

anthropology, and some international relations in a fairly broad 

Asian context. Simon Fraser has somewhat more limited resources 

but the Political Science, Sociology and Anthropology Department 

has a specialty in South and Southeast Asia. The University's 

language department offers Hindi. Guelph, Toronto and Windsor 

provide a few modern offerings on South Asia. 

Only British Columbia provides the opportunity for an 

undergraduate interdisciplinary area programme. At McGill the 

requirements of the regular teaching departments are such that 
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an interdisciplinary programme of this type is not possible. Grad-

uate work in selected topics in the social sciences is available at

British Columbia, McGill, Simon Fraser and Toronto. McGill perhaps

offers the most such opportunitiesi in part through the Centre for

Developing-Area Studies.

Modern studies - an assessment

The advertised area programmes in modern Asian studies

are offered at British Columbia and Guelph. McGill and Toronto

appear to have sufficient resources in modern studies to provide

a nucleus for an area programme of sorts. Only British Columbia

has the resources now for an area programme in modern studies which

equips the student to go on to graduate work in area studies with

a view to reaching, albeit at some institution outside Canada, Ph.D.

level.

The offerings relevant to a modern studies programme at

British Columbia include languages, literatures, literatures in

translation; history; geography; political thought; government and

politics; diplomatic history and modern international relations;

and Cocaaunist movements. Problems of social and cultural change

and modernization also are examined. The one principal lacuna is

a course on the economies of the countries of the area. Fourth-

year students may obtainlEconomics of Development; but they would

have had to take the prerequisite course in econoraics in an earlier

year.
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McGill provides Chinese language; government and politics

for East Asia and South Asia; international relations; economic his-

tory; and some literature and modern political history. McGill is

the only university in Canada with courses devoted to the economic

history of the countries of the area. These courses are on China

and Japan, South Asia, and Southeast Asia.

Toronto offers languages; literatures; literatures in

translation; history; diplomatic history of China; and geography.

The only economic course is one on economic development with spe-

cial reference to Latin America and the Far and Middle East. This

course has a prerequisite, "The Financing of Economic Activity",

which in turn has as a prerequisite a course in economic theory.

The only course at present in Asian politics, other than the more

general course "Politics of Developing Areas", is "The Marxian

Revolutionary Model: Special Emphasis on China". "Politics and

Government of Asia" will, however, be introduced in 1969-70.

Guelph offers Chinese language; history of the Far East;

courses on governments of East Asia, South Asia and Southeast Asia;

international relations of East Asia (at graduate level); contem-

porary China; and geography.

Most of the universities which have a commitment to

modern Asian studies anticipate a continuing expansion in their

resources. British Columbia expects to offer more courses in both

the humanities and social sciences. The University will establish

in July of this year its proposed Institute of Asian and Slavonic

Research, whose purpose is to encourage interdisciplinary research
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and study. It will support research projects by individuals, in-

cluding visiting scholars, or groups, at the graduate, postdoctoral 

and faculty levels, through such means as grants, fellowships, con-

ferences and publication subsidies. Needless to say$  any signifi-

cant activity will require outside funding. Brock proposes to 

develop an interdisciplinary programme in Asian studies. The Uni-

versity offers several courses on Eastern philosophy at present. 

Guelph will recruit more staff and offer additional 

courses relating to China as rapidly as possible. McGill antici-

pates expansion in the humanities , through the growing Department 

of East Asian Languages and Literatures, and in the social sciences, 

with a view to offering programmes in modern studies in East Asia 

and South Asia. At Toronto, the question of developing the resour-

ces for master's and doctoral work in modern area studies is under 

consideration by the University authorities. Windsor is recruiting 

additional staff in order to provide all the courses now advertised 

in the curriculum. Of the centres for Asian studies, only Saskat-

chewan reported no present plans for an expansion in the near 

future. 

A not unimportant change in the facilities for modern 

Asian studies is, perhaps, the reorganization in the undergraduate 

curriculum in the Faculty of Arts and Science at the University of 

Toronto. As a result of the significantly greater flexibility in 

the undergraduate programme, which will be available for the 1969- 

1970 session, a student may be able to bring together the various 

courses pertaining to a study of contemporary China or East Asia 

as a minor concentration within a programme in any relevant dis- 
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cipline.

One measure of the success of graduate programmes is

their ability to attract students. In the light of the enrolment

in graduate area programrnes, it is apparent that it is only if

undergraduate programmes are available with some concentration in

the area that students whose interest is primarily in the social

science aspects of area studies will be encouraged in any substan-

tial number to seek an academic career in the field of modem

Asian studies and to provide the enrolment which can justify such

graduate facilities.

The resources for East Asian studies, both classical

and modern, are certainly not non-existent. There are also many

facilities in Canadian universities for students who wish to learn

something about East Asia. The opportunities for an area approach

to modern studies are, however, less than minimal. Universities

have plans for expansion in modern studies, but at the moment

their intentions are principally to meet the requirements of

individual departments. Only Toronto is actually considering

developing the resources for a Ph.D. area programme in modern

East Asian studies. At present, when universities across the

country are under increasing pressures from provincial govern-

ments to moderate their rising costs, one wonders whether any

national interest in developing modern area studies in East Asia

will carry any weight in the allocation of funds. It is to be

hoped that the national interest will not go by default.
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Islamic Studies

.The discipline of Islamic studies is described as "con-

cerned with the total culture and civilization of the Islamic world

from.... the 7th century A.D. up to'the present day". Programmes

in Islamic studies, therefore, include both the classical period

and the modern period. Modern studies in the Islamic context means

the study of the culture and civilization of the modern Islamic

world. The facilities and resources for Islamic studies do not

include area studies programmes, based largely on the social sci-

ences, of a particular region of the Islamic world. In fact, no

area programmes, as either a major or a minor concentration, focus-

ing on the Middle East, North Africa, Western Asia or any other

part of the Islamic world, are available at any university in

Canada. Individual courses on the history, politics, and economics

of the Middle East, although some have been offered on occasion in

the past, do not appear to be available at present outside the two

centres for Islamic studies.

Two universities, McGill and Toronto, specialize in Isla-

mic studies. The principal difference between the two institutions

is that Toronto provides both a well-developed undergraduate pro-

gramme and graduate work, while McGill's resources at present are

essentially for graduate work. McGill is just beginning to offer

courses at the undergraduate level. Arabic is one of the first

offerings.

On the basis of enrolment in the individual courses per-

taining to Islamic studies which are available to students who are
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registered in other programmes, and in the light of the enrolment 

in the Islamic studies degree programmes now offered at McGill and 

Toronto, it is evident that, while interest in the degree programmes 

is rather limited, there is, nevertheless, substantial student inter-

est in obtaining individual courses in Islamic studies. If a facili-

ty existed to obtain a minor concentration in Islamic studies, or 

perhaps if courses were offered in the social sciences on modern 

topics in various countries or regions of the Islamic world, student 

enrolment probably would be considerably greater. The liberalisa-

tion in the undergraduate curriculum in the Faculty of Arts and 

Science at the University of Toronto will provide this facility, 

but the number of relevant offerings in the social sciences is still 

very limited. 

Latin American Studies  

Latin American studies are available at the ilndergraduate 

level both as full degree programmes and as concentrations in gener-

al programmes. Graduate work is not offered as an area programme 

but only within the relevant disciplines, including Spanish Ameri-

can literature and the social sciences. 

The universities which offer undergraduate area degree 

programmes are Toronto and Windsor. Calgary provides a Latin 

American studies programme as a minor in its general course and 

as an area of concentration in an honours course in a single dis-

cipline. The difference between the Calgary programme and the 
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Toronto and Windsor programmes is largely an academic aàzninistra-

tive arrangement.

At Simon Fraser, a concentration on Latin America might

be possible within the disciplinary programme of a department.

Laval has a specialization in the languages and literatures of

Latin America. These offerings, however, are not available for

an interdisciplinary concentration using the Lbiversity's other

Latin Ameri.cam offerings, which are substantial but located in a

ntanber of teaching departments in three different faculties.

Resources for graduate work in a single discipline, not

including language and literature, are available at some ten uni-

versities. These institutions are Alberta, Calgary, Laval, McGill,

McMaster, Simon Fraser, Toronto, Waterloo, Western Ontario and

Windsor. Most graduate work would be for the M.A. but McGill,

McMaster, Simon Fraser, Toronto and Western Ontario are prepared

to supervise Ph.D. work. McGill's Centre for Developing-Area

Studies might supervise post-doctoral research in some topics on

Latin America, but its principal interest in the area is in the

Caribbean. McMaster's Department of Geography has a substantial

interest and a broad range of contacts in Latin America and in

supervising a nuaber of graduate students. The University of

Western Ontario specializes in Latin America at the graduate

level and may be considered as the principal graduate school of-

fering Latin American studies.

Latin America is an area of interest, though through

only one or two course offerings, at many other universities.
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In addition to essentially disciplinary courses in anthropology,

economics and sociology, which deal only in part with the area,

there are other courses exclusively on the area. Of some 20 uni-

versities other than those already mentioned wfiich have courses

on Latin America, nearly all offer either Spanish language and

literature (though not always Spanish American literature) or

Latin American history. Geography of Latin America also is a not

uncoa,mon course. Only one or two of these institutions offer

courses about the economies and the governaents and politics of

the countries of the area.

The availability of Latin American area study programmes

is a recent development. The University of Calgary decided in

1961 to develop resources for its programme. The University also

has a Latin American Coumnittee, which supervises the programme and

promotes various activities including symposiums and visite by

scholars. The Toronto programme was offered for the first time in

1964. The University's Ceanmittee for Latin American Studies en-

courages various activities, including seminars and conferences,

in support of the interest in Latin America. At the University

of Western Ontario there have been significant developments in

the programme in the last four years, during Mhich time seven ap-

pointments have been made in support of Latin American studies.

The University's Inter-American Studies Group supervises the pro-

gramme and encourages ancillary activities. Windsor has been

developing its resources for a number of years, but the B.A. pro-

gramme has been offered for the first time only in 1968. The
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direction of the programme at present is largely under the Depart-

ment of Hispanic and Italian Studies, but an interdisciplinary co-

ordinating committee is under consideration. The universities with 

area programmes and the University of Western Ontario have active 

contacts with universities and individual scholars in Latin America 

and provide an opportunity for students to spend  sonie part of their 

acadanic careers, both graduate and undergraduate, in the area. At 

the University of Waterloo, an active but informal committee of 

interested staff members is seeking to develop resources for Latin 

American studies. 

Al]. the major centres reported plans for the further de-

velopment of their facilities for Latin American studies. Their 

intentions include additional course offerings and strengthening 

the organizational arrangenents in support of their programmes. 

Windsor and Western Ontario both expect to offer Portuguese in the 

next year or two. 

In view of the great many contacts between French-speak-

ing Canada and Latin America, it is perhaps surprising that no 

French-language or bilingual university in Canada has a Latin 

American studies programme. The greatest concentration of resour-

ces for this purpose is at Laval. Consideration may be given 

shortly to developing an integrated interdisciplinary area pro-

gramme. This objective would depend in part upon acceptance of 

recommendations for some reorganization in the faculty structure 

and, therefore, probably cannot be achieved until the University 

has given full consideration to these various proposals. The 
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University of Montreal also has substantial resources for Latin

American studies and could offer an area programme should it wish

to do so.

Although, as indicated, opportunities for graduate work

are available in a number of ur.iversities, the resources in any

one institution are limited. This is not surprising in view of

the recent development of Latin American studies in Canada. A

graduate programme concentrating in a single discipline but

using the resources of several other disciplines can be obtained

at the University of Western Ontario and at Toronto, and possibly

at Calgary and Simon Fraser, It is to be hoped that the signifi-

cant development in Latin American studies which has occurred in

the last several years will continue and that Laval or Montreal

will move into the field of study with a thoroughgoing interdis-

ciplinarY programme shortly. It is perhaps also to be hoped that

a somewhat more interdisciplinary approach, or even an integrated

area programme in Latin American studies, may develop at the M.A.

level at one or more universities.

Soviet and East European Studies

Soviet and East European studies are provided as area

programmes at both the undergraduate and the M.A. levels. Oppor-

tunities also exist for some concentration or emphasi3 on the area

in other programmes where the primary emphasis would be on one or

more of the traditional disciplines. Graduate work in a single
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discipline also is available. 	 • 

At the undergraduate level, the most broadly-based inter-

disciplinary programmes are the Slavonic area studies programme at 

British Columbia and the Soviet and East European studies programme 

at Carleton. The British Columbia programme requires the student 

to emphasize, within the options, one of anthropology, economics, 

geography, history or political science. At Carleton the student 

probably would be advised on the content of his programme in the 

light of intentions for graduate work. 

The B.A. programme in Russian studies at Toronto and the 

Slavonic and Soviet studies programme at Alberta both emphasize 

Russian language and literature throughout the four years. Toron-

to's programme will cease, at least in name, with the new freedom 

of choice in selecting subjects which will be available to students 

commencing in the 1969-1970 session. It may then be possible for 

a student, while obtaining a concentration on Russia and Eastern 

Europe, to emphasize any relevant discipline. It would appear 

that the facility will be similar to the programme in Slavonic 

area studies at British Columbia. The Alberta programme is des-

cribed as "a special programme of studies in Central and Eastern 

Europe and Soviet Asia (with Slavonic languages) in conjunction 

with economics, geography, history and political science". 

A more  limited area content but with emphasis on Russia 

and Eastern Europe is available in the form of a minor concentra-

tion at the University of Waterloo and in the Joint Honours in 
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History and Russian programme at McGill. British Columbia provides,

in addition to the Slavon.ic area studies programme already described,

its Slavonic studies programme, which, while providing for a concen-

tration in a language, which would be Russian or Polish, offers a

broad range of subjects pertaining to the Slavonic area among the

options.

An informal committee of interested staff members at

McMaster University supports Russian studies on that campus and en-

deavours to stimulate interest in developing resources. At the

moment the relevant course offerings are provided essentially to

meet departmental needs. York has a co-ordinating committee for

Communist and Slavic studies, which endeavours to promote support-

ing activities and to stimulate interest in the field af study.

Area programmes at the graduate level are offered at

Alberta, British Columbia and Toronto. At Alberta there are two

programmes. The principal one is the concentration in Soviet and

East European studies which is available in conjunction with an

M.A. programme in a regular discipline. This programme is support-

ed by an imcerdisciplinary committee which, among other things,

supervises a permanent ir.terdisciplinary seminar. The University

also offers at M.A. level its Slavonic and Soviet studies pro-

gramme, which emphasizes language and literature but includes

other subjects on the area. British Columbia does not continue

its Slavonic area studies programme at M.A. level, but a student

who majors in an M.A. programme in Slavonic studies would be able

to obtain some courses in history, education and e-Ionamic develop-
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ment. Toronto offers its diploma in Russian and East European

studies, which is multidisciplinary and is taken jointly with an

M.A. in a single discipline.

Opportunities for graduate work on contemporary problems

in a single discipline are available in some 13 universities.

These include Alberta, British Colunbia, Calgary, Carleton, Mani-

toba, McGill, McMaster, Ottawa, Simon Fraser, Toronto, Waterloo,

Western Ontario and York.

Individual undergraduate courses on Russian history and/

or the Soviet system of government can be found at nearly every

institution covered in the survey. Other relevant and frequent

offerings for students studying aspects of the U.S.S.R. and East-

ern Europe, which are not, however, necessarily part of any area

programme, are courses on comparative Comnunism and the geography

of the Soviet Union.

In the light of the substantial resources for the etudy

of Russia and Eastern Europe, it is understandable that the re-

ported plans for further development of resources in the field of

study generally did not indicate a substantial expansion in course

offerings. Among the major centres for Russian and East European

studies, the one exception to this picture is Carleton,where the

Department of Soviet and East European Studies hopes that there

will be additional offerings in a maaber of the relevant depart-

ments and, eventually, the resources to offer an integrated area

programme at the M.A. level. At British Columbia, the Depart-

ment of Political Science includes among its plans for expansion.
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the development of resources for the study of comparative Communism. 

A =Tiber of universities are anticipating changes in the structure 

of their programmes and in their organizational facilities such as 

the supervising interdisciplinary committees which exist at all the 

principal centres. The reorganization of the Toronto undergraduate 

programme has already been described. In the 1968-1969 session, 

only one student was registered in this programme. Toronto may 

also review the diploma programme in Russian and East European 

studies, which is administered by the Centre for Russian and East 

European Studies. This programme has attracted few students since 

its inception. Ten studerte  ha  m completed it. British Columbia  

will establish Ln July 1969 its proposed Institute for Asian and 

Slavonic Research. Largely because there is no funded research 

institute in Canada supporting post-doctoral research on Russia and 

Eastern Europe, British Columbia's Institute, when it is functioning 

effectively, will fill the major gap in the resources in this field 

of study. 

Other Areas 

Other areas covered in academic programmes are the Carib-

bean, the Commonwealth, French-speaking areas, North America, the 

North Atlantic, and the Pacific. None of these programmes can be 

considered as full interdisciplinary area programmes. Moreover, 

some larger institutions, which do not explicitly encourage a con- 
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centration on any of these areas, may have more substantial re-

sources than a smaller university which is endeavouring to develop

an integrated programme based on the area. The interest of some

of these institutions in these areas is essentially at the grad-

uate level and somewhat specializedbeing confined to relatively

few disciplines.

Acadia University is particularly interested in the

Caribbean area and has recently established the Canada-Coamonwealth

Carribbean Centre. Its resources as yet are limited. St. Francis

Xavier also has some interest in this area. Other universities

with important resources, particularly at the graduate and research

levels, are McGill and Toronto.

Queen's University has its Institute of Commonwealth and

Comparative Studies, which, among other t1iings, will assist under-

graduate and graduate students in developing programmes, based on

courses in the regular teaching departments, on the Commonwealth.

Students at Dalhousie and Toronto could concentrate to some extent

on the Commonwealth in history and political science.

Queen's University has its Centre d'Etudes françaises,

which assists students in preparing somewhat specialized pro-

grammes from offerings in a number of the teaching departments.

Laval has resources in several faculties on French-speaking areas

of the Caribbean and Africa and is developing these resources

further. There is no attempt as yet to offer an area study pro-

gramme, however.
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North American studies are a specialty of New Brunswick

and of Western Ontario. Toronto also has a substantial number

of courses in its History Department, several of them of a compa-

rative nature, xhich, if taken in a single programme, would pro-

vide a concentration for the interested student.

The north North Atlantic area is a specialty of the

Memorial University of Nexfoundland, but confined at present

largely to Ph.D. and postrodoctoral research levels.

The University of Victoria plans to develop an area

programme in Pacific studies and has established a committee to

supervise the development of the programme.

ti
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Appendix A 

CENTRES AND INStITUTES (Br  UNIVERSITY) 

Acadia University 

Canada -Commonwealth Caribbean Centre 

British Columbia, University of 

Institute of Asian and Slavonic Research 

Institute of International Relations 

Carleton University 

School of International Affairs 

Guelph, University of 

Centre for International Programmes 

Laval University 

L'Institut Supérieur des Sciences Humaines 

Loyala College 

Centre for African Studies 

McGill University 

. 	Centre for Developing-Area Studies 

Institute of Air and Space Law 

In3titute of Comparative and Foregn Law 

Institute of IslamiC Studies 

Memorial University of Newfounlland 

Institute of Social and Economic Research 

3147 



Ottawa, University of

Centre for International Co-operation

Queents University

Centre d'Etudes françaises

Institute of Coa¢aonxealth and Comparative Studies

Sir George Williams University

Centre for the Study of Colonia,lism and Nationaliem

Toronto, University of

Centre for Russian and East European Studies

International Studies Programme

Western Ontario, University of

Inter-American Studies Group
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Appendix B 

COMMITTee FOR INTERNATIONAL STUDIES  (Br  uNivEaser) 

Alberta, University  of  

Committee on Soviet and East European Studies 

British Columbia, University of 

Interdisciplinary Co-ordinating Committee for 
International Relations 

Interdisciplinary Co-ordinating Committee for 
Asian Area Studies 

Interdisciplinary Co-ordinating Committee for 
Slavonic Area Studies 

Calgary, University of 

Latin American Committee 

Guelph, -University of 

Committee for Asian Studies 

Interdepartmental Committee on International 
Relations 

McGill University 

Committee on International Studies 

East Asian Studies Committee 

- South Asian Studies Committee 

McMaster University 

Committee on Communist and East European Affairs 

Committee on East Asian Studies 	 . 
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Saskatchewan, University of

Committee for International Studies

Toronto, University of

Cormnittee of the International Studies Progranaae

African Studies Comittee

East Asian Studies Conaaittee

International Relations Studies Committee

Latin American Studies Comaittee

Peace Research Committee

Victoria, University of

Pacific Studies Steering Coimmi.ttee

York University

Co-ordinating Committee on Cammiunist and Slavic Studies

Co-ordinating Conmittee on Chinese Studies

1C?

6294 4
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